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ABSTRACT 

OUTSIDES-M INSIDES-OUT: A LEADERSHIP SYSTEM 
CASE STUDY OF ONE CANADIAN MDiAN RESERVE 

Ryan McDonald 
University of Guelph. ZOO l 

Advisor: 
Professor J. Wolfe-Keddie 

This thesis is an investigation of the environment in which Fim Nation cornrnunity leadership taka 

place. Leadership is held to be central to development, change and self4etemination. Lirerature is 

exarnined and broken down into five thematic areas incorporating Leadership Systems. Rights and 

Responsibilities. Cultural Resonance. B u r e a d c  Encapsulaûon and Economic Determinim. Case 

Stuây data relating to leadership in one Canadian indian R a m e  is then analyzed independently and 

with r e f m c e  to the categories h m  the literature. Analysis reveals dificulties in the leadership 

-stem relating to a lack of oppommiq for community involvement and participation in the decision- 

making process: the appearance of authontanan d e :  the srnail size and s a l e  of the face-to-face 

cornmunity: and m n g  goup identity in relaiion to the "outside world." An expectation for inclusion 

in band decision-making rhat cannot be accommodated by the imposeci leadership system is prevalent 

within the comrnunity. 
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The existing system is one that was imposed upon our societies as a 

way of destroying the existing political system, and as a way of 

controlling our people. Contrary to our traditional systems, the Indian 

Acr system provides a political voice only to the elected chieh and 

councillors normally resident on reserves, and usually male. The 

lndian Act system silences the voice of elders. wornen, youth and off- 

reserve citizens of First Nations. 

Marilyn Fontaine in the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. Vol. II. Part 1. 

1996. 
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Insides-Out . . . 

Fomuiately, the life you whites had to offer us was a fuller and richer 

one than our old life of hunting and fishing. We have been provided 

with reserves of land on which to live. We are taking hold of this new 

life; we are tilling the soi1 as you do; our homes are like your homes; 

Our life today is like your life. For 400 years our young people have 

been marryhg your young people, and there is now little difference 

between us. Together with you we are striving to build up a new 

Canada. 

An Aboriginal person from the reserve where the case study was conducted, quoted during a 

CBC interview. 1930's. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The process of decolonization has left many nations and regions of the world with unique 

ç hallenges of development. Relatively young sovereign governrnents snuggle with problems of 

the human environment, the built environment and the naturai environment. Often addressing 

thrsr challenges is made more dificult by a lack of capital and by pmbiems created by foreign 

debt-servicing. Recent changes in development theory and practice have seen a movement away 

from large scale (modemization) and direct ai& and toward capacity building and self- 

determination. This trend toward generating local control and decision-making capacities is 

applicable to First Nations development issues in Canada. However. there are many provisos on 

the direct transferability of such approaches. Cultural differences affect the way in which 

successftl development c m  occur from sources that are both indigenous and exogenous to 

Aboriginal communities. Regardless of the trend in devolution with regard to programs for 

Aboriginal peoples. many progams initiated at the cornmunity level fail to generate legitimacy. 

The sffectiveness of such programs can suffer as a result. 

Most Aboriginal communities face development problems that are sirnilar to those confronted by 

rural peoples in developing countries. When cornpared to the general Canadian population. 

Aboriginal peopia face higher poverty. unemployment. fertility and rnortality rates. and Iower 

levels of education. hadequate housing and utilities. Many such communities are located within 

the peripheral zones of Canada away fiom the centers of economic activiy. While the parallels 

ro international development seem quite evident. there are many factors that serve to differentiate 

benveen the two. F i m  of all. most F i m  Nations have a legal status as signatones to treaties with 
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the Crow.  Certain individual and collective rights denve therefrom, and are protected in law. 

Second. these legal rights of Aboriginal peoples are protected constitutionally. Third First 

Nation communities exist for the most part as ethnic enclaves within the Canadian stare. As 

such. resen7e communities possess certain politicaVjurisdictional powen permitting them to 

detïne membership and residency within each community. The fourth difference. and perhaps the 

most important between development contexts for First Nations and developing nations is that 

Aboriginal peoples in Canada are citizens of a modem industrialized country. Through 

Canadian citizenship. Aboriginal peoples share in the benefits of entitlement provided by the 

modem welfare state. 

This last point is perhaps the most important. and the rnost intriguing. Despite the allocation of 

resourcss through various programs and transfers to confront the developrnent problems of 

.Aboriginal peoples. the reality for many such commwiities remains one that places Aboriginal 

peoplcs in a distinct developmental category in the Canadian polity. This distinctness has been 

fostered in part by the resistance of Aboriginal peoples to succumb to the forces of assimilation 

and acculturation placed upon them by the dominant colonial society. In spite of such forces. 

otten institutionalized within their very communities. Aboriginal peoples in Canada have 

succeeded in rnaintaining a distinct identity. 

This identity. born of local custom tradition and language for each First Nation has developed a 

national character through colonial relations. lnitially determined by shared -*oppressiong' under 

the colonial umbrella both the national and local identities of First Nations are now being 

redefined through -"assertion." The climate of Indian affairs is undergoing a transformation 

marked by a resurgence of tradition and stronger notions of group identity. Along with greatm 
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empowerment. First Nations are exercising both treaty and constitutional rights. forcing their 

clarification and definition in practice. Accompanying this movement to~vard empowerment are 

changes in political and administrative relations between First Nation communities and the 

federal government. Devolution has created the opportunity for local planning and delivery of 

progams and services in First Nation communities. The transfer of financial resources is 

accompanird by the conveyance of responsibility and accountability for both hnding and 

progarns. As a result. the mandate of First Nation comrnunity leaders has expanded 

substantially. Local First Nation leaders can have in their charge responsibilities of governmenr 

estémal govemment relations. local administration. management. planning and decision making. 

policy developmenr culture. treaty rights. land claims. resource management. education. health. 

economic developmrnt, social services. housing, and municipal works. All of these m k s  are 

carried out in ri climate of resource scarcity. often in cornmiinities that are mral andfor remote. 

Much of the pressure for greater local coneol of such powers was bom of discontent with 

çulnirally inappropriate p ropms  that were cenûally developed. These p r o v s  ofien airned at 

assimilation. and lefi little room for community development and oweahip  of the outputs of 

govemance. There is pressure on local leaders to brhg about rapid change. make things better. 

make thcm Indian. and make them have meaning. Much of the envuonment in which First 

Nation community leaders must operate. however. is non-Indian. The position of local leadership 

is therefore challenging, yet perhaps the most important "institution" on the pathway to p a t e r  

self-determination. The forms that local leadership assume and the values of both the leader and 

local institutions determine the possibilities and limitations of change. 
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Systems of First Nation community leadership have undergone radical transformations since the 

time of colonization and the signing of treaties. Three distinct phases of transformation have 

been identified. In the first phase. Indian agents were appointed as wardens over their First 

Nations. lndian agents acted as the representative of the federal government in dealings with 

sach First Nation community. providing a channel of communication between First Nations and 

the federal government. The Indian agent systern was highly paternal. and created ncially based 

power divisions within First Nation cornrnunities. While traditional systrrns of leadership oRen 

continued in such communities. the newly created role for Indian administration created systerns 

of social (cultural leaming) and economic (entitlement) exchange that challenged traditional 

leadership. 

In the second phase of coionial First Nation leadership. the h c t i o n  of the Indian agent was 

clxpanded and internalized tfirough the creation of lndian Act local government. Through 

imposing a system of democratic leadership. the federal sovernment tùrthered policies of 

assimilation while creating quasi-municipal structures in First Nation communities. As a system 

of leadership. Indian Act local govemment mtablished the administrative apparatus necessary for 

the extension of citizenship and the tianchise to First Nations people. The creation of 

standardized band government allowed the department of Indian Affairs to administer programs 

and services for First Nations in a comprehensive manner. WhiIe legislatcd local government 

c m  be described as being 'matemal" in cornparison to the patemal Indian Agent system. the 

imposition of the western democratic model of political leadership. coupled with entitlements 

that flow h m  citizenship created problems in r n q  First Nation communities. The cultural 

values of the western democratic model were not easiIy adopted by First Nation people. In many 

regards. the imposed leadership system and the values entailed by it contradicted those of 
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tradition. The second phase of colonial First Nation leadership fostered reactionary movements 

rooted in a revival of traditional ways. These movements. witnessed at the local. regional and 

national levels had a divisive effect in many conununities. resulting in the questioning of the 

Iegitimacy of band governments created under the indian Act. 

The third phase of First Nation colonial leadership is typified by the movement toward greater 

self-government and negotiated powers. Flowing fiom discontent with the failure of many 

centralized prograns under Indian Act band governrnent. many First Nations are seeking both 

decision-making powen and resources to implement locally designed programs and services. A 

cnsis of legitimacy resuited in many communities from the imposition of external leadership 

systerns and their corresponding values. Suspicion of the imposed system led to the continuation 

andjor formation of traditional councils that competed with local Indian Act government in many 

First Nation communities. For some bands. the third phase of colonial leadership is emerging 

within the system of Indian Act band government through program tramfers and flexible funding 

arrangements. Others bands have negotiated self-government agreements that place them 

outside of the Indian Act altogether. Regardless of the context. the political reality for First 

Nations now includes the internalization of political powers and the inherent responsibilities that 

accompany such powers. As such. development in First Nations communities will be highly 

contingent upon local leadership. 

The types of values held by iocal Indian leaders appear to be the key to change for most First 

Nation communities. Just as treaty and land rights are upheld based on arguments of cultural 

difference. the argument for self-determination is premised on similar grounds. What is being 

sou@ in decentralization of power is not sirnply greater Iocalized connol. but rather powen that 
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permit 'governing' in an Indian way through the reintegration of Indian values and processes into 

the role of leadership and the institution of governrnent. Argued normatively, Alfred states that: 

.*The kind of renewal we need cannot be accomplished under Robert's Rules of Order. Instead of 

mimicking the baci habits and selfish motives of mainstream politicians. Native leaders must 

aspire to embody traditional values." (Alfred 1999: xvi) 

This research project explores the nature of First Nation comrnunity leadership in the context of 

the third phase of colonial relations. It has been designed to bring together existing research in 

the field from a broad theoretical perspective with data generated frorn a case study conducted in 

one cornrnunity . 
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2.0 The Problem of Indian Community Leadership 

Over the past three decades. pan-Indian leaders have been stmggling to secure an environment 

for their people that advances self-determination. While the battle for constitutional recognition 

of Aboriginal rights has been and continues to be fou& at the national level. it is at the local 

level where communities m u t  p p p l e  with the nuts and bolts of _eradual change. For local Indian 

leaders. the pressure to initiate change and deliver a better package of goods and services to the 

people in their community must be an extreme challenge. As more powen become available to 

Indian communities either through demand or devolution. their leadership is placed in the 

position of assuming ever-increasing responsibility for the administration of a wider range of 

programs. projects and services. Such change can be ovenvhelrning to a small community. as it 

ofien takes place in a clirnate of limited fiscal and human resources. Taking control for so much. 

so fast. with so linle has resulted in what one researcher has catled the "cascade and drowning 

etTect." (Wolfe 1994) 

In addition to coping with this wave of change. Indian community leaders are in some cases 

confronted with the challenge of tailoring these systems and prograns to retlect cornmunity 

values. Years of leadenhip fiom the outside on the inside manifested through the Indian agent 

system and the subsequent bureaucratie encapsulation of local leadership have lefi their mark on 

Indian communities. This mark. or cultural imprint, came in the form of structures. programs and 

services that may not have been and still may not be in accord with the culture and values held by 

individuals or by the collective that forms a community. 
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The overall climate in which local Indian leadership operates is therefore typified by increasing 

administrative and political powers. justified by cultual distinctness. to manage the necessary yet 

often inappropriate programs and services fiom the dominant culture. First Nations leadership is 

therefore confronted with an inherent antilogy of self-determination: the right to self-govm is 

mounded in part by indigenous cultural distinctness, yet some of the structural and iünctional 
CI 

aspects of cornrnunity leadership are exogenous by either origin or necessity. This is the problem 

of Indian community leadership. and once recognized, it is not surprising that leadership in First 

Nation communities is often a difficult and challenging task. It is the goal of this research to 

examine the environment of Fitst Nation community leadership to better understand it as a systern 

of community organization. 

2.1 Why Indian Community Leadership? 

First Nation comrnunities across the countq are confronted with both problems and opportunities 

regarding their fùhtre development. Much of the responsibility for planning and directing change 

at the community level is vested with local leadership. These local leadership roles. or the people 

chargrd with the responsibility of filling them. are oflen portrayed as part of the problem rather 

than as part of the solution. Stories documenting poor management. incornpetence. nepotism. 

corruption and conflict of interest are common in reports of local Indian leadership. Such reports 

are ofien viewed by outsiders in terms of 'mcially based inepmess. incornpetence. or laziness." 

(Boldt 1980: 20) Such judpents. however. are cast 60m outside of the context in which the 

these situations occur. and are m e r  judged and assessed according to structures that subtend 

roles for leadership that do not necessarily exist withùi the First Nation reserve context. Further. 

the nature of reserve communities makes corruption more visible -because it is so close and 

everyone knows everyone else." (Crowfoot 1997: 302) While it is uncertain whether such 
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alleged abuses of power occur more often in the Indian context than in the non-Indian. it would 

appear rhat the leadership roles in First Nation communities are quite different, culturally, 

stnicturally and fûnctionaliy from those at the local non-Indian level. If the future prospects for 

both cultural survival and local development of Indian comrnunities across the country hinge 

upon local leadership. then analysis of these roles in relation to their environment is justified as 

pan of the very development process that these roles are intended to direct. 

Several scholars have acknowledged the importance of Indian leadership for the future 

development of First Nation cornrnunities. BoIdt has suggested that "In the present situation of 

acculturation and confrontation, the direction of evolution. perhaps even the survival. of Indians 

as distinct cultural groups depends significantly on what is happening within the leadership." 

(Boldt 1980: 15) Similady. Carstens has noted that "There is room for extensive comparative 

research in the whole area of leadership among Canadian native peoples. Much of it will have to 

be quite theoretical. but the resuits could be of some practical value to native people themselves 

for a variel of reasons." (Carstens 1987: 16) Such ideas from academics and researchers are not 

nttw to some Indian people. Strater Crowfoot. a former chief of the Siksika Nation stated that "If 

First Nations do not experience a drastic shift in leadership and foilowership ... our very h u r e  as 

First Nations will be jeopardized." (Crowfoot in Doerr 1997: 286) 

Rrgardless of how important leadership may be to the hm of First Nations. leadership in this 

context as the focus of academic research remains relatively unexplored. Referring to formal 

systems of governent and administration Long and Boldt have observed that 'rhere is a v h a l  

absence of research on the performance of current band govenunent ystems in the political and 

administrative spheres." (Long and Boldt 1987: 103). If leadership is crucial to the hiture 
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prosperity of Indian people in Canada then the question remains as to why it is so little studied 

among those who engage in research on Abonginal issues. M i l e  there is probably no de finitive 

answer to such a question some possible explanations may be usefùl. The fmt is that leadership 

directly affecting the lives of Abonginal people on a daily basis is leadership in the small 

cornmunip. Indian communities aside, "small-town politics are not the subject of intense 

acadernic scmtiny." (Seigel: 1984: 218) Seigel argues that small-town politics are not often 

studied by academics because of insufficient documentation of cvents. In such face-to-face 

communities (Frankenberg in Rayside 1991: 287). politics and decisionmaking are more a 

function of social protocol than of insular institutional structures. The second possible 

txplanation is that given the aformentioned face-to-face aspect of small towns, researchers 

e'cperience particular problems as "outsiders" attempting to tap knowledge that is inherently 

-'inside" the social. political and kinship network of the cornmunity. To obtain data. researchers 

have to access this network. and in so doing run the risk of being viewed as intruders. The third 

explmation being offered for the curent lack of research into leadership in First Nation 

communities hinges upon the aspect of culture and values that is necessarily entailed by 

leadership. The cross-cultural contes poses problems for both the researcher and those who are 

rhe subjects of study. For researchers. examining leadership in First Nation communities 

involves asking questions about values and about culture. in a context where community 

members are often divided over these very issues. For the cornmunity itself. exploring the cultural 

aspect of leadership is difficult because it necessitates a self-examination. a pmcess that has the 

potential to lead to M e r  division. Not only is there ofien division within a communiiy 

regarding values and tradition. but there can be confusion and uncertahty at an individual level 

as well. 
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Given these layers of confusion, it is not surptising that dynamics of First Nation community 

leadership are rarely the object of academic research. Switching the focus to the tooikit of the 

researcher, it becomes evident that it is dificuit to defend the application of existing 

methodologies to the study of First Nation communities. Given cultural difierences. ethnography 

would seem io be the most appropriate methodology, yet the cultures being studied are part of the 

dominant culture. interact directly with it. and are therefore affected by it. Perhaps the lack of 

research of First Nation communities is due not only to the scalar and cultural problems 

presented to the researcher. but also due to a lack of accepted methodology that would facilitate 

suc h research proj ects. 

2.2 What is Different about Aboriginal Cornrnunities? 

If  leadership is essential to the development of First Nation communities. questions arise as to 

why leadership in this context ought to be studied on its own ternis. Electoral provisions under 

Section 74 of the Indian Act are structurally and procedurally similar to those followed by non- 

Indian local govemments. Given this. is it not possible that the challenges faced by tndian 

leaders are similar to those that reeves and councillors confront in municipal organizations across 

the country'? While there are similarities between municipal and Indian reserve govemment. the 

operathg rnvironmenü for these two forms of community organization differ geatly. As such. 

comparison between the two fonns of local govenunent is problernatic. Regardless of this. the 

normal benchmark for cornparing Indian local govemment and leadership is non-Indian 

eovernment (See Long and Boldt 1987: Miller 1994). 1s such a form of comparison adequate? 
C 

In other words. h cornparhg Aboriginal reserve communities to municipalities. are features of 

the municipal irnposed upon the First Nation cornmunity? Further. if diis is the case. could it 
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result in descriptions of leadership in the lndian comrnunity context in tems of what it is not, 

rather than in terrns of what it is? 

Aboriginal rights and title have corne to be treated as sui generis by Canadian courts. Perhaps 

First Nation communities ought to be examined and understood tiom a simila. starting point -- 

that t h e ~  are unique in and of themselves. Culture aside, what differentiates First Nation 

cornmunities tiom other fonns of cornrnunity or state organization? Answers to this question will 

br presented here briefly by outlining the geographic. socio-derno_eraphic. legal. and 

political/administrative environments that create both opportunities and limitations for reserve 

communities across the country. These unique attributes cornmon to most Indian communities 

probably have substantial impact on the nature of local leadership. It will be argued in this 

subsection that while resewe comrnunity leadership may oflen appear to be municipal. the 

operating environment. general scope of powers. and responsibilities conferred thereon are of a 

very diff'erent and complex nature. 

Gcographic features of resewe communities Vary substantially across the country. The 

Department of Indian Affairs and Nonhem Developrnent estimates that roughly half of such 

communities are located in urban areas. roughly one third in rural areas and the remaining 

proponion is considered remote (restricted/seasonal road access) (MAC 1996). Location of a 

comrnunity ail1 probably impact upon its leadership systern with regard to the senerd level of 

acculturation. as well as issues such as climate. access to n a t d  resources and reliance on bush 

economy. oppomuiities for associative or joint planning and resource management. challenges of 

transportation. and access to services or oppominities not usually available on-reserve because of' 
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economies of scale. This geopphic diversity of Indian communities in Canada indicates that 

there will be substantial variation in the challenges faced by local leadership. 

First Nation communities are also unique in ternis of their socio-demographic characteristics. 

While ditticult to generalize. reserve communities are charafterized by rapid population growth. 

a high proportion of youth, mal1 size, and development challenges according to standardized 

indicators such as level of education. income. employment and housing. Each of these 

c haracterist ics probably affects leadership and decision-making at the community level. For 

example. consider planning and budgeting for a growing population with short-term (two to five 

years) project-based funding. Or consider the impact that population size can have upon 

planning and administering community services. It has been estimated for 1996 that 

approximately 50 percent of bands had total membenhip of fewer than 500 people (Siggner 

1986). Given this statistic. it is reasonable that the percentage of bands whose on-reserve 

population is fewer than 500 would be higher. Imagine planning. budgeting and staffmg for 

prima? education in a scalar context in which the size of a prirnaq school class could double or 

halve depending on the rnobiliq ofa  few families into or out of the community. 

The legal environment in which First Nation communities operate is distinct at both macro and 

micro levels. At the macro level, First Nation reserve communities derive their political and 

legal powers from iegislative acts of the federai govemment such as  the 1- or other 

legislative self-government agreements such as the Cree-Naskaoi Ac4 the Sechelt Act, or the 

James Bav and Northern Ouebec Ameement. The c u m t  legal environment allowing 

negotiatiow for self-government, devolution and alternative funding arrangements with the 

federal govemment provide some First Nation communities with the opportunity to play a greater 
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role in determining what powers they will exercise, what services they will delivw to tesidents, 

and what those services will look like. As such, local First Nation leaders have the possible 

option of assurning poiicy and decision-making powers that are outside of the jurisdiction of 

normal municipal govenunents. The rnacro iegal environment therefore permits. but does not 

necessitate. a highly directive role for indian comrnunity leaders. At the micro level. bands 

oprrating under the Indian Act have authority to p a s  by-laws pertaining to issues set out in 

Section 8 1 of the Act. but these are subject to approval and ratification of the Minister. Section 

8 1 powers are sssentially local. dealing with such issues as land use, zoning and taxation. There 

are. however. two unique powers vested in local leadership in the Indian community context that 

fundmentally arnount to determining "citizenship" in the ethnic corporation that is an Indian 

band. These are the power to determine residency. and in some cases the power to establish mles 

and criteria for band membership. 

Within the lrgal environment outlined above. community leaders are charged with the political 

and administrative responsibilities associated with planning and managing the human. built and 

natural environments in their comrnunity. Operating within the guidelines of what is considered 

by man? to be an imposed system of govemrnenb such leaders work in an environment that 

dernands their accountability to both their constituents and the Department of Indian Affairs. As 

argued above. many bands have political powea that far exceed those of non-Indian local 

eovenunent yct the exercise of these powers is usually under the scrutiny of the minister and 
C 

departmental staff. Accountability links to the department have the eflect of transforming what is 

political on paper into what is bureaucratic in practice, thereby b l h g  the boundaries of 

responsibility in governrnent. Such leaders also operate in an envuonment where there is little 

op port uni^ for local taxation. Project fun& are often short-tenn and secured through the art of 
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grantsrnanship - pining reserve community against merve cornrnunity in a competition for 

resources. Further, in a climate of scarce resources, local leaders must make decisions regarding 

their allocation. In a small community, where social and kinship ties extend in al1 directions like 

a wrb. the political becomes personal when decisions are made regardhg who gets what, and in 

what order. 

2.3 Operationalizing Terms: First Peoples, Leadership and Leadership Systems 

Language c m  be a powerfd tool. It can be either inclusive or exclusive of an audience. In 

addition to the potential power of'language. words c m  have etymologies that become obscured as  

their usage becomes more common in multiple contexrs. Gening at the root of word meanings 

can therefore be useful in the search for language that is respectfûl toward its object(s). In the 

context of discussing issues relating to fmt peoples. language used ou&< to be precise. and 

iùrther it ought to be respectfiil (empowering rather than disempowering). In this subsection. 

some cornmon language used to discuss issues will be explored so that meanings can be 

unpacked and tenns can be operationalized for use in this disquisition. In addition. different 

perspectives on the tenn "leadership" will be presented to define how it will be used herein. 

Perhaps the most important assessment of language in the field of Aboriginal snidies has to do 

with the words we use to describe the very people whose interests are the object of discussion. 

Should they be referred to as "Indians." "Native peoples." "Native Americans." "Native 

Canadians." *'Abonginal peoples." "Autochthons." "First Nations peoples." "First people.' or 

.*Indigenous people?" Should we reject an ail-encornpassing term altogether, and refer to them 

according to their nation or Ianguage such as Innu. Miq'mac. Iroquois. Cree. Ojibway. Blackfoot 

Salish or Haida? Obviously. the most appropriate tenn will depend upon the context in which it 
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is being used. Some of these meanings and their appropriate contexts will be outlined below 

through the categorization of these terms into three broad groups emphasizing ideas of law, time 

and place. and bloodline-kinship. 

The fint category is legal and administrative in nature, and is depicted by the terni *'Indian." It 

is belirved by some that the term Indian is disrespectfbl in that it is a misnomer of the Columbus 

legacy. According to cornmon myth. Columbus believed that he had reached the Indian sub- 

continent. and thus termed the inhabitants -'lndians." Alfred argues that this is unlikely. given 

that India was referred to as Hindustan in the fifieenth cenniry. He claims that 'rhe term 'Indian' 

as applied to indigenous Arnericans is derived fonn Columbus-s original name for the Taino 

people he tirst cncountered, .uns gente in Dios'. or 'Indios'. meaning 'a people in God."' (Alfred 

1999: xwi) Administratively. in the Canadian context. the term "Indian" means "a person who . 

. . is registered as an Indian or is entitled to be registered as an Indian." (Indian Act: s(2) ss(1)). 

The word "indian" therefore connotes a special relationship betwern an individual and the 

kdcral government or a special status. This statu however does not apply to ail Aboriginal 

people in Canada. as groups such as the Metis and Inuit are excluded from the definition. Where 

the term "Indian" is used herein. it is meant to have this legal and administrative connotation 

referring to a special relationship between individual and state. 

The second category seems to rrnphasize time and place. and includes Aboriginal. Autochthon. 

Indigenous and Native. While Webster's dictionary describes these terms as synonynous. there 

are some subtle diReremes between them. While Aboriginal. Autochthon and Indigenous ail 

have definitions including both tirne ("fImt original") and place ("not exotic or imported. living 

naturally in a country or climate"). Native seems to have only a connotation of place. For 
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example. the dictionary defmition of Native is "confened by birth: born in a particular place. 

region or country; denved from origin; not acquired." According to this defmition. 1 am a Native 

of Canada aithough non-Aboriginal. The word Native is obviously vague for use in such 

contests. There are problems, however. with the other duee terms that have connotations of t h e  

and place. Aboriginal, Autochthon and Indigenous al1 hnply that a person or group of people 

occur naturally . are non-migrant. and non-immigrant. This de finition is obviously prob lematic 

for some pre-historians. who theonze that homo americanus migrated to North Arnenca through 

Benngia. Perhaps these terms are best suited to describe such people in a global or macro 

contnt. Because of the general vagueness of these terms. their use will be achewed in this 

research. 

The third category emphasizes genotype. kinship and culture. and is perhaps the most usehl 

general term for referring to collectivities of Indians in the contemporary context. The term 

.-Fint Nation" connotes a t h e  element. but couples it with ''nation." a word that implies shared 

or comrnon attributes of bloodline. kinship and culture. Webster's offen two definitions of 

-'nation." both of which emphasize collective attributes in relation to some other group: "A 

people connectrd by ties of blood generally manifested by more or less a community of Ianguage. 

religion. and custorns. and by a mater  sense of common interest and interrelation than exists 

between them and others." And "...any group or aggregation of people having like institutions 

and customs and a sense of social homogeneity and munial interest." 

The description of .mation" provided by the dictionary needs to be taken Further to defuie -First 

Nation." As given. it could be argued that countries such as Canada or the United States 

constitute a nation. Such counaies, however. are r e f m d  to as iiation-states." a particular form 
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of state social and political organization. Anthropologists have sought to defme and re-define 

tems relating to the historical development of modem systems of political organktion such as 

tribe. band. chiettaincy, state and nation-state. Colson argues that these forms of organization can 

be distinguished by both political institutions and by particular modes of production. (Colson 

1986) This typolog is often reduced to a primary distinction between kinship versus territory 

Such a distinction is problematic. as temtory and kinship are not mutually exclusive. (Sahlins 

1968: 5 )  This is particularly m e  in the context of First Nations. as hdian people are defined as 

such according to bloodline. and they collectively have certain rights over temtories. For the 

purposes of this research. the distinguishing difference between nation and nation-state has to do 

with the political doctrine of the sovereign: nation-states are sovereign. whereas nations are not. 

The expression "First Nation" therefore implies the original inhabitants of an area. but m e r  

detines them as collectivities with social and kinship ties that set them apart from other forms of 

social organization. In this case. the distinction that makes such cornmunities unique is not based 

on ideas of scalar social and political development juxtaposed against Western civilization but 

rather according to particular relations. customs and values coupied with political and legal 

histop. Thus the expression "First Nation" entails a notion of culture that is dyarnic rather than 

static. Use of such an expression moves away fkom describing Aboriginal groups as primitive in 

relation to the encapsulating coloniai social and political system. and moves toward descnbing 

such people according to their conternporary ways. beliefs and systems. "First Nation" therefore 

dcfines a goup  of people in relation to the Canadian nation-state. rather than in conrrmt to it. 

in effect. "Fint Nation" implies a nation within a nation-state. 
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The second term that requires definition for this project is "leadership." As a field of general 

study. leadership is multi-disciplinary. What is meant by this term depends heavily upon the 

discipline in which the study is based. Kellerman (1981) has stated that there are as many 

definitions of leadership as there are theories of leadership. Leadership has b e n  the focus of 

study in such disciplines as political science. sociologi. anthropology. social psychology. 

organizational studies and business management. Each discipline seems to emphasize a 

particular aspect of leadership. Political scientists tend to focus on politicai leadership, including 

policy and process: sociologisrs ernphasize power. authority and social values: political and 

social anthropologists study leadership cultural systems of kinship and exchange: social 

psychologists tend to focus on attributes of leaders: organizational theorists study social relations 

in the srna11 group setiing: and finally those studying business management seem to ernphasize 

leaders as motivators. Kellerman Iists ten definitions extracted From Iiteranire in the fieId of 

leadership studies. These definitions describe leadership as the focus of group process: 

penonality and its etyects: the art of inducing cornpliance; the rxercise of influence: behaviours: 

a tom of persuasion; a power relation; an instrument of goal achievement: a differentiated role; 

ruid as the initiation of structure. (Kellerrnan 1984: 70) From these collected defrnitions. 

Kellerman defines leadership a s  a process "by which one individual consistently exerts more 

impact than others on the nature and direction of group activity." (Kellerman 1984: 70) 

Definitions tiom different disciplines seem to emphasize different aspects of leadership. such as 

leadership roles. structures and objectives. Kellerman. a political scientin defmes leadership as 

process. whereas Rosen. an anthropologist. d e h a  leadership as role vnderstood in ternis of the 

social and cultural context within which it is embedded and which shapes the particular f o m  it 

takes in any society." (Rosen 1984: 39) 
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Given the plethora of perspectives and defmitions of leadership, how ought one seek to defme 

the texm for use in the study of First Nation communities? Further, one may ask whether the term 

is even appropriate for use in such cross-cultural context. Upon contact with Eumpean 

civilization. somr of the First Nations were extremely egalitarian -- so much so that they didn't 

have people appointed as "leaders" that couid speak on behalf others in the collective. (Satzewich 

and Mahood 1994) One definition of leadership from sociology daims that leadership is a 

manifestation of values present in a society at a given point in time. (Hunt 1984) This social 

constructionist perspective is problematic in situations that involve(d) the çolonization of 

Aboriginal peoples. It is problematic because a system of leadership and its corresponding value 

baggage was imposed upon most First Nations. This system or the act of its imposition c m  be 

interpreted to represent the values of the colonial society. but not the values of the colonized. As 

such. the academic literature presents definitions and studies of Ieadership that "are cast at a level 

of abstraction that does not take into account important feanires of the social context . . . in which 

[First Nations] leaders operate."(Crowfmt 1997: 30 1 ) 

In discussing the use of the term leadership in relation to First Nation comrnunities. Carstens 

States that "The tenn "leadership" is both confûsing and cornplex. While there is a considerable 

litrrature in sociology and social psychology dealing with the subject. anthropologists have 

tsnded to ignore this work because so few of the concepts and ideas seem to fit their kind of 

data." (Carstens 1987: 8) The *'kind of data" to which Carstens makes reference in this statement 

are data that are diasynchronous - data obtained to understand change in relations over t h e  

within and between groups of differing cultures. To get around this probiem. or rather to get at 

the problem. it is necessary to step back fiom the study of individual leaders or leadership in a 

narrowly defined sense and examine the environment in which the act of First Nation cornmunity 
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leadership occurs. The network of social and kin relations, customs, values, institutions, laws 

and govenunent interrelationships fonn the framework for leadership. 

This %-amework" in which leadership roles are carried out has been called a "leadership systern" 

by Rosen ( 1986). who defmes it in the following rnanner: "Both leadership roles as well as the 

specific institutional supports and constraints within which leadership roles function constitute 

what I term the leadership system." (Rosen: 1986: JO) Through modeling leadership systems 

using ideal types. Rosen presents a h e w o r k  for analyzing this phenornenon that is appropriate 

to the study of leadership in First Nation cornmunities. Because the mode1 is theoretically based 

on ideal types. it facilitates 'rhe comparison of differences and simiIarities between leadership 

systems both cross-culturally and historically." (Rosen 1986: 40) Put in other words, the 

leadership systems mode1 assists in overcoming the above-noted probiem of working with 

diasynchronous data. For this reason. Rosen's term "leadership systern" will be used herein to 

rekr to the social, cultural and institutionai envuonments that serve to both determine and 

subtsnd leadership roles. This theory and mode1 will be expanded upon in Chapter Four. 

2.4 Published Research in the Area 

First Nation conimunity leadership is liable to be quite different kom corn muni^ to comrnunity 

as culture. history. and level of assimilation will Vary. Much of the published research in the field 

has been theoretical. Action research aside. the diversity of culture. history and geography 

necessitate theoretical analysis of issues relating to leadership in First Nation communities. Such 

analysis cm provide better and newer ways of understanding and desmbing the operating 

environment for leadership systems. A substantial review of the primarily Canadian literature has 

revealed several articles that either focus on Fust Nations leadership exclusively, or that include 
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an analysis of leadership as it relates to some other issue such as political process, economic 

deveiopment. recreation and sport. or cultural brokerage. While these articles are by no means 

definitive of research in the area they will be treated as representative of what has been done. Of 

these articles, only a few involved case studies at the comrnunity Ievel (Carstens 1991. 1987: 

Crowfoot 1997: Hedican 1986: Long 1990: Long & Boldt 1987: Miller 1994; Nagata 1987). 

Further. the literature is dominated by schoiars in the disciplines of anthropology and sociology. 

while some contributions have been made by academics in political science and law. As a sub- 

set of "Aboriginal issues." research on First Nations leadership is relatively recent. Much of the 

work commenced in the 1980's and was doubtless inspired by changes in the growing power of 

provincial and federal Indian organizations (pan-Indian movement), and by federal policy 

changes such as devolution and self-government that no doubt tumed the focus of some scholan 

to local comrnunity issues. 

This limited volume of research will be outlined here in brief. For purposes of organization. 

thrse papers have been categorized into thematic areas. These categones and the research that 

fits into each will be listed here. along with a bief summary of the focus of each category. The 

first and largest "category" of research on Indian leadership emphasizes ways in which leadership 

is cuiturally detennined. There is a substantial volume of research in anthropology describing 

waditional" forms of pre-colonial leadership arnong First Nations (Colson 1986; Fenton 1986; 

Schusky 1986: Trigger 198 1 ). In addition. and perhaps more w f u l  to the contemporary context. 

there is a growing field of research emphasizing cultural differences of the colonized and the 

colonizers. and the ways in which these two world views have been fused in the contemporary 

polit ical. administrative and social life-worlds of Indian people (Barsh 1995, 1986: Carstem 

1987: Hanson 1985: Hosmer 1997: Kupferer. 1966; Long 1990; Long & Boldt 1984: Nagata 
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1987: Oestrich 1986). Mainly h m  a theoretical perspective, these papers analyze cultural 

differences in the ways in which each world-view accommodates concepts such as authority, 

hierarchy. sovereignty. money, resources. responsibility, accountability. kinship and the role of 

the individual as part of the collective. In essence, much of this literature dealing with 

contemporary First Nation leadership hinges upon two ideal types of political leadership systems 

-- Indian and western-European. Through such theorerical analysis. laquage has ernerged for 

discussing cultural concepts that is hndmenrally polarizing such as tradition and modemity. or 

Indian and non-Indian. Within this polar environment. Indian leaders have been descnbrd as 

cultural "brokers". smving ro accommodate the conflicting demands of two very dityerent life- 

worlds. 

The second category of research involves the study of lndian politics. This category inciudes 

research ceniered on leadership at the pan-Indian level (Boldt 1981. 1980). and research of 

Indian Act political and electoral processes at the First Nation community level (Long and Boldt 

1987: Miller 1994). Boldt conducted a reputationaUpositiona1 study of pan-lndian leaders. and 

dzscriptively analyzed leaders according to socio-economic and dernogiaphic characteristics 

(1980). Using the same data-set. he further examined (Boldt 1981) the relationship between 

characteristics of leaden and romanticism (the resenration of traditional FVst Nation 

philosophy). Long and Boldt researched the Indian Act electoral process. and its impact upon 

traditional political systems in the comrnunities of the Blood and Peigan Reserves in Alberta. 

They examined how the process diffmd fiom neighbouring non-Indian municipalities through 

cornparison of electoral data. and concluded that the band govemments in these Fim Nation 

comrnunities were insuficiently '~spons ive  to the needs and demands of their constituents." 

(Long and Boldt 1987: 113) Similarly. Miller snidied the participation of women in tribal 
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politics among the Upper Skagit Tribe of Washington State by examining electoral data and by 

studying the characteristics of candidates who ran for oflice. Miller concluded that the most 

successful womrin politicims in the community were technocrats as opposed to heads of families 

or family candidates. and that 'women have several electoral advantages over men due to 

features of social organization and demography in a small comrnunity." (Miller 1994: 26) 

Much of the above-mentioned research focuses on formal Indian leadership roles. structures or 

processes in political and organizational settings. Some research examines Indian leadership 

outside of this context. Hedican studied informa1 leadership for economic development in the 

village of Collins Ontario. What is particularly unique about Collins is that it is an unorganized 

nonhern settiement with a majority population of Ojibwa people. As a non-reserve community. 

the people of Collins as a community have existed outside of the Indian Act since the village was 

sstablis hed as a trading center along the C.N.R. in 19 1 1. The absence of a band council and its 

corresponding hierarchy. authority and ruling elite has allowed informal leadership io emerge in 

the village. and according to Hedican, has prevented factionalism that impedes progress on many 

reserves. Similarly. Malloy and NiIson (1991) examined preferences for Ieadership in the nan- 

community context of athletics. They concluded that the 'professed preferences for leadership 

behaviour are distinct" among Indian athletes when compared to a stronger preference for 

-*democratic. autocratic. and social support behaviour revealed by non-Indians. 

2.5 Parameters of this Case Study 

To sumrnarize the qmimn t  thus fa& it is apparent thar First Nation leadership is vital to the 

future of both Indian people and their commmities. F im Nation cornmunitics are unique and 

divene and cannot be exarnined as though they were municipal organizations. Although many 
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agree on the importance of leadership in this conte& the phenomenon remains relatively 

understudied. What becomes apparent. however, is that such study requires an applied approach. 

informed by theory that permits the collection and analysis of diasynchronous data - data that 

accommodate both culture and history. Approaching the study of leadership from a systems 

perspective c m  assist in overcoming this barrier. The literature reveals that Indian leadership has 

been studied kom a varie. of perspectives and in a number of contexts. lt has been researched 

as local poiitics. as characteristics of leaders at the pan-Indian level. as a cu[tural system. and as a 

fusion of cultural systems. The study of First Nations community leadership. however. as a 

social roie detemined by its context and envuonment appears to be lacking. In essence. this is 

the researc h problern being addressed herein. 

This reserirch project was initially hypothesis driven. and sought to investigate the way in which 

cultural values were manifest in local Indian leadership. It was soon realized that this approach 

\vas inadequate. The characteristics of the community in which the research was carried out. 

coupled with M e r  development of the research problem. necessitated the adoption of a broader 

perspective. Issues of culture and values and their relationship to community Indian leadership 

still form a necessary component of the research herein. but they are not the exclusive object of 

the study. 

The goal of this research project is therefore tu idrntify and anoly~e factors th& influence and 

constitute a sysrem of leadership in a Fimi Nation communiry. While this goal is relatively 

broad. it is being justified as necessary based on the fact that so little research has been 

conducted in the field to date. Further. as the research involves a cross-cultural dynamic. a broad 

system approach is necessary so that the -'environment' in which leadership roles hction can be 
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understood in their differential context. This research is intended to provide better 

undentandings of the role of leadership as it pertains to the development or planned change in 

reserve communities. To accomplish this respective goal and purpose, existing theories that may 

help explain leadership in the local Indian context will be descnbed and analyzed. Data collected 

during field work in a reserve comrnunity will be analyzed and presented. and issues arising from 

the field data will be explored with reference to the theoretical data. This approach is primarily 

exploratop. and will be elaborated upon in the chapter on research design. 

This rrsearch is intended to appeal to those who rnay. as academics. professionals or govemment 

agents. have interactions with leaders of First Nation communities. For academics and 

resrarchen alikr. this projrct may be usehl as a background snidy. or as a point of reference for 

the various theories contained herein. For those engaged in formulating. negotiating or analyzing 

policy. particularly with regard to self-government. this research rnay be useful for the 

descriptions of problems and contradictions that are explored. For outsiders working on reserves. 

and for othen in private. non-profit. and govemment departments that have interactions with 

leaders of First Nation comrnunities. the research could be of assistance in understanding the 

behaviours of leaders as iùnctions of the contes within which they operate. And tinally. this 

resrarch may be welcomed by those people in First Nation comrnunities who may toletate or even 

appreciate an outsider's attempt at unpacking and explaining to other outsiders some of that 

w hich is no doubt afready familiar to them. 
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3.0 Research Design 

This research project was bom of curiosity about the differences between Indian and non-tndian 

culture. While much was gleaned fiom diving into this body of literanire. it became evident that 

theorizing based on ideal types fomed only a small part of a much larger picme - a picnire that 

incorporates culture as a dynarnic rather than as a static aspect of society. Given that there is 

ereat divenity in the values enshrined by First Nation communities throughout Canada. it becarne - 
apparent that what these values may be at a given point in time is a secondary issue to the foms 

of cornmunity organization that cxist to give such values legitimacy. As such. comrnunity 

leadership becarne the immediate focus of the research. Fint Nation community leaders often 

function as a bridge between life-worlds. Referred to as "culture brokers." local leaders 

necessarily hinction in a dual envuonment in which programs and resources for the cornmunity 

are negotiated with extemal govemments and agencies. Problems and opportunities arising kom 

cultural diffrrences will be reflected in the local leadership envimnrnent. as will other problerns 

that are unique to the special nature of reserve communities in Canada. Further. as a research 

topic for a thesis in the discipline of planning. leadership appeared to be a nanirai fit. Plannea 

specialize in group process. communications. decision-making, and community development - 

al1 crucial aspects of First Nation community leadership. 

Havinp decided what to snidy and why, the more dificult question of .-how?" remained. What 

avenues of research are available for a planner to snidy a question that is inherently 

multidisciplinaxy: is in its infancy as a topic of research; contains a cross-culniral element; and is 

inforrnecüaffected by a multiplicity of communities with vastly different characteristics across the 
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country? Within this rnix of challenges, what options for research design. methodology and 

method are available and appropriate? Given the Iack of prior research addressing the question. 

there is no template for research design. As such, the research design for this study became a 

product of the discipline of which it was bom: planning. Reflecting planning process. the 

research developed in an emergent rnanner in incrernental phases. each phase being reflected 

upon to inform the next step. This iterative process permitted a constant interplay benveen 

litrrature and research design. and permitted the incorporation of a case study when the 

opportunip arme. 

While this research project was not designed to be an ethnographie stud! was conceptualiz 

and carried out with careful attention to principles of ethnogrriphy. in situations where cultural 

ditErences may be involved in a research setting, it is vital that a researcher have a good 

understandine. of his or her preconceptions. values and judgments surrounding the phenornenon 

being studied. Failure to be cognizant of such preconceptions c m  result in extreme bias in die 

research process. While no research inquiry is purely objective. non-recognized biases cm 

widsrrnine the quality of ethnopphic research" (Fetterman 1989: 11). Similarly. McCracken 

( 1988) addresses the importance of "critical distance" in his qualitative research guide The Long 

Interview. By this. McCracken means that social scientists can ofien be blinded by theu 

farniliarity with thrir own culture to the point where "an invisible hand directs inquiry and 

forecloses the range and kind of thing the investigator can observe and understand." (McCracken 

l 9 8 8 Z )  

Both of the above cautions hint at the importance of objectivity in the way in which a researcher 

carries out the act of researching. For ethnography, the caution is that people ought to be aware 
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of their own cultural biases and the way they see the world, so that they do not impose this upon 

data derived from a different cultural context. McCracken advises that researchers investigating 

phenomenon in their own cultural context be aware that this very fmiliarity could prevent the 

researcher fiom making observations and discoveries that lie outside their particular world-view. 

Thus. objectivity in these situations is not a function of cornplete and unbiased scientific process, 

as sorne may interpret it. but rather a mechanisrn by  hi hi ch a researcher can l e m  more about 

things in the world by setting aside. evaluating and re-evaluating the way in which they interact 

~vith. understand and seek to explain phenomenon. 

Given that the manufacture of distance cm be crucial to research design. it was built into the 

rnrthodology of this study. The field component of the research was designed to progress in 

three distinct phases. the first being a scoping visit to the comrnunity that lasted appmximately 

nvo wceks. The second phase was a three-week retreat to the home of the researcher to evaluate 

data and obseniations fkom the scoping phase so that research design and aspects of the research 

probirm could be rnodified if necessq. The third phase çowisted of a three-werk retwn visit to 

the cornmunity to gather data addressing the revised research. 

3.1 Researcb Methodology 

The conventional paradigm. based on realist ontology. assumes that there is an objective reality 

that cm be broken d o m  into parts (variables). These parts are researchable independently fiom 

the whole. and only through aggregate analysis are daîa treated as having meaning. Perhaps in 

social science research. this paradigm is best suited to study individuals as part of a &mater 

whole. where the individual in a social and political context is constmed as the basic unit of civil 

construction. This social and political emphasis on the individual allows researchers to 
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investigate phenomena and to analyze results using such concepts as averages, eequencies, 

medians and cross-tabulations. The conventional paradigm poses a unique set of problems for 

the study of Aboriginal peoples. As a methodology, it is inappropriate in a cross-cultural context. 

as the researcher and the subjects do not share sirnilar outlooks. Further, the conventional 

paradigrn is problematic when applied to First Nation society because the ?ndividual9 is socially 

constnicted in a manner quite different fiom the rights-based mode1 rypified by Canadian law in 

which the individual is the basic unit of civil construction, In First Nation culture. language of 

individual rights is subordinated by language of responsibilities, duties and obligations. (Ross 

1996. Barsh 1995) This Aboriginal "language" emphasizes the relations between individual and 

others in a positive rights context. as opposed to ernphasizing the individual in relation to others 

and state in a negative rights context. As argued by Alfred (1999: wi-mii): 

To know indigenous people. those seeking knowledge must interact with 

indigenous cornmunities. in ail their past and present complexity. It is the 

dparnic interaction between the individual and the group chat creates Native 

Amencan cultures. and this interaction cannot be replicated or properly 

expressed by a single person 'objectively' studying isolated parts of the reality. 

As the researcher is an outsider to the comrnunity and to the cuIturaI conte.% a methodoIogy that 

pcrmits cmcrgent design with researcher as instrument is required so that these relations can form 

part of the data. 

A qualitative research parad ip  was used to guide this study. It is an appropriate methodoloey to 

address questions surroundhg leadership. organization and decision-making in the context of a 

small reserve community. This alternative paradigm, referred to as the ' h a h d i s t  approach" by 

Guba and Lincoh ( 1985. 1988) is based on relativist ontoloey. and "stresses the importance of 
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context sening. and subjects' ûame of reference." (Marshall and Rossman 1989: 46). Similarly, 

Kirby and McKema (1989) emphasize that the qualitative study of marginalized groups 

necessitates both inter-subjectivity (equal treatment of al1 voices through dialogue) and critical 

retlection of the social context. A naturalist approach seeks to determine how a respondent sees 

and interacts with his or her world (McCracken 1988). Given that culture and community are 

necessaq factors in conducting research in Aboriginal cornmunities. and that the research will 

tocus on complexities and processes that are temporally and contextually bound. a qualitative 

research rnrthodology is more appropriate for addressing questions relating to leadership in the 

First Nation comrnunity. 

3.2 R~search Methods 

A case study method was used for this research as the overall smtegy. Case studies are 

appropriate for both exploratory and explanatory research projects. (Marshall and Rossman 1989) 

While scrutinized by some disciplined social scientisü. case study strategy is utilized widely in 

applied fields of study such as planning. public administration. poliq studies and cducation. (Y in 

1989) T a s e  studies stress the holistic examination of a phenornenon. and they serk to avoid the 

separation of components fiom the larger context to which these maners may be related." 

(Jorpensen 1989: 19) In the context of this research. the "larger components" include everything 

frorn the unique histop of the comrnunity to the administrative and legal environment in which a 

reserve cornrnunity hct ions .  Yin (p. 23. 1989) has defuied case study research as .'an empirical 

inquiry that: investigates a contemporary phenornenon within its real-life context: when the 

boundaries benveen phenomenon and context are not clearly evident: and in which multiple 

sources of evidence are used." Given this defuiition. using a case snidy to research leadership in 

a reserve comrnunity is easily defended. Fint. leadership is a crucial and contemporary issue for 
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self-government and for development of reserve communities. Second, as evidenced fiom the 

literature on Indian leadership, the boundaries of leadership phenomena in the cornmunity context 

are neither self-evident. nor widely studied. Third, multiple sources of evidence are required for 

the study of such phenomena in a small community context where tirne is a limiting factor in the 

research. 

Tirne was a limiting factor in the research. and it served to affect the type of case study 

methodolog used. While a comparative case-method may have been a more useful strates for 

investigating the field-work component of the research. it was not possible due to a nurnber of 

limitations. Among these were time. resources. and a lack of research in the literature that would 

hzve directed informed hypothesis for comparative case rncthod research. Further. obtaining 

entry into multiple community settings woufd have required some form of organizationaVpolitical 

ri tX i iation so that biases encountered through comrnunity enw were consistent across settings. 

Such a vehicle for e n p  would have jeopardized the researcher's control of the research 

questions and process. (See Section 3.3 entitled Comrnunity Entq in this Chapter.) 

As this research project is primarily exploratory. numerous rnethods were used to obtain data. A 

mixture of both obtrusive and unobtrusive measures was required to locate the "small picture" of 

leadership in one reserve community within the context of a *-large frame" - the legislation and 

policy that affect reserve communities and the theory and ideas that exist to explain various 

leadership phenomena. Unobtrusive measures were utilized to obtain a sense of history of the 

cornmunity and of the people. and to produce a data-set tiom the literature that permined the 

categorization of theones related to the research question (secondary sources). and to familiarize 

the researcher with the current cornmunity context (direct observation). Unobtrusive measures 
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assisted the researcher in becorning farniliar with the comunity in general. and also provided a 

means of verifying data obtained ftom primary sources. Obtxusive measures were used to 

deveiop an understanding of social relations in the communitv, administrative and organizational 

structures. roles and processes (interviewing and participant observation) and to reveal opinions. 

attitudes and judpents  regarding leadership in the community (interviewing). Methods 

employed in al1 phases of the research have been listed in diagram fom [see Figure 3.1.1 below]. 

Al1 of the methods used employed researcher as instrument. and were utilized in no particular 

order. permitting the emergent design of the case study. 

Figure 3.2. l Research Methods 

Unobûusive Measures Obtrusive Measures 

Pnaf research in the community - Social intsracüons Meahnqs Xnowledgaablas" . Film media - Community gathmng~ C4mmunity gamcnngs -ûîhen 
Artides in lacal p a p a  - Mætlngs . Saaaliztng 
Doairnent m e w  - Infreamlehirs - 'Hanging-out' 
~iteiatum rmew . lntaracling 

From the above diaC1-. rnethods used can be categorized into three distinct goupings that are 

more usetùl in this context than the conventional categories of obtnisive and unobtrusive. Al1 of 

the data obtained were derivcd fkom lirerary (reading). observaiional (seeing and listening) or 

discoirrsive (conversational) methods. How discoursive methods were used as part of this study 

will be described briefly in the followhg paragraphs. 

During both phases of the fietdwork interviews were conducted with those regarded as 
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leaders were identified using a reputationai/positional approach. Discussions with respondents 

were not highly stnictured, and were, in most cases. protracted over the course of the fieldwork - 

a-intentiews" usually consisted of strings of directed conversations. It became quite apparent to 

the researcher at an early stage in the fieldwork that stnictured and standard interview questions 

were inappropriate for both the nature of the research question and for the contes of the 

research. For example. one prominent community member refused an "interview" as such. but 

availed himself to frequrnt bief discussions with the researcher in which he would make inquiry 

as to what the research was uncovenng. In ending each discussion. this individual would often 

tell a story. followed by a statement that addressed the issues covered in the conversation. 

While sampling for interviewing those holding prominent positions in the community was 

purpos ive. interactions and discussions with others were opportune rather than intentional. The 

eenenl approach taken in gathering discoursive data in this study could be called '~esearch by - 
wmdering around." (RB WA) a form of perambulation that permiaed random exposure to people 

within the community. During the early 1980's. a tactic known as "management by walking 

around" (MBWA) gained popularity in both literature and practice in the discipline of 

management and organizational studies. This technique permitted the manager to mingle in the 

office with employees. and to make observations regardhg interactions and productiviiy. In 

addition. the technique allowed the manager to be both visible and accessible to employees 

thereby eliminating the stigma associated with going to the manager5 office. RBWA offered 

similar bcnetits to the researcher, allowinp the opportunity for observations and social 

interactions while maintaining a visible presence in the community. 
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3.3 Community Entry 

The way in which a researcher's presence is (or is not) Iegitirnized by the community can affect 

the overall outcorne of the research experience. This is particularly tme in the context of First 

Nation cornmunities. where control over  orm mat ion is becoming a vital part of self- 

detemination. The value of partnerships between researcher and community is becorning more 

evident. and some have argued that research questions and research inquiry that utilize the 

naturalist pandi-m must corne fiom and be controlled by the community (Kowalsky et. al. 1996) 

(Kirby and McKema 1989) (Guba & Lincoln 1988, 1985). In a generic sense. it is ditXcult to 

argue against such ciairns. for to do so would hint at paternalism. Could not, however. there be 

some categories of inquiry for which interna1 control of the research process is not advantageous 

to the overall research? If there is no interest in a community for the study of a given 

phrnomenon. does this then mean that researching it is a futile endeavour? It is the belief of this 

researcher that different vehicles for community entry have associated implications for research 

outcornes. What follows is a description of the method of entry used by this researcher. its 

ntionale. and a bief  description of the implications that such a method could and probably did 

have upon both the research process and the research rnethodology used in this study. 

Entry was obtained for this research through existing connections with a farnily in the 

community. mis îàrnily hosted the researcher during his stay. and provided initial introductions 

to certain other members of the comrnuni~. In essence. entry was obtained through 

Iegitimization initially by one farnily. and the researcher proceeded to become fmiliar with the 

comunity and its people simply by being present and by disclosing his rationale for being there. 

This vehicle for enûy was used simply because it was available to the researcher - it was an 
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opportunip for an outsider to enter a First Nation community with some degree of legitimacy. 

thereby allowing the researcher to conduct field work. 

There are definite advantages and disadvantages to such an approach. On the positive side. 

entering the community in such a manner permitted flexibility of the research design and the 

resectrch questions. The risk of not having organizational or overt political legitimacy for the 

research project is countered by the control of the research process retained by the researcher. 

Investigating issues of community organization and leadership without any particular a l i m e n t  

to an organization or political body gives the researcher a fom of outside nrutrality. As such. the 

researcher is removed Frorn the community in the context of the research process. This could 

facilitate and cxpedite the generation of trust necessary to conduct research in a limited time-span 

as m outsider. 

On the negative side. positing the locus of control solely in the han& of the researcher presents 

certain challenges to the naniralistic mode of inquiry utilized in this research. Guba and Lincoln 

( 1988) have argued thai "Inquiry Paradigrns imply Inquiry Methodologies." and that negotiated 

and collaborative inquiry in both the weak (rnember checks) and strong (involvement) sense is a 

necessary condition of the mathodology. They argue that -*Inqui~y alwqs serves a value agenda. 

and the respondents' values deserve to be honored equally with those of the inquirer. On al1 

thrsr grounds. the posture of the naturalistic paradigm is that inquji  should be conducted 

collaboratively. in both the weak and strong senses of the terni." (p. 100) Control of the research 

agenda affects the view ultimately reflected in the analysis of the data - axogenous conaol of the 

research process can lead to etic perspectives. The problem arising in the context of this research 

project is that naturalistic inquiry seeks the emic. 
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As a result of breaking the rules in this rnanner. the view that results fkom this research project 

will tend to be a hybnd of both the emic and the etic perspectives. This may not be such a bad 

thing given that the research questions focus on the ways in which the values and systems of 

**insides" and "outsides" are incorporated into systems of leadership and community organization. 

Repdless  of this. efforts were made to minimize the effect that a restricted locus of control 

would have on the research process. Regarding ethics. non-disclosure of the community has been 

incorporated into the research design of this study (see Section 3.4 entitled Respect and 

Rrsearch). As regards validation. emergent design permitted the data and ultirnately the 

community members who contributed to the research to "steei' the inquiry. 

Approaching the research without forma1 organizationaVpolitica1 collaboration is risky. for a 

researcher runs the risk of obtaining linle usehl data. Without a political or organizational 

affiliation within the community. a researcher may not be accepted by individuais with regard to 

thrir research interests -- people rnay welcome the researcher. but refuse to cornrnunicate around 

the research topic. Further. such an approach to entry aiigns a researcher imrnediately with a 

family and thereby with the reputation and history of that family in the community. This point 

may br a necessary feature of conducting research in societies with a strong kinship legacy 

(Barsh: 1995). In this context. the reputation of the family categorizes the researcher within the 

context of the community. If there are divisions in the community. such alignent couid bias the 

data obtained. as some rnay refuse to interact and converse with the researcher. or exercise a 

strong degee of self-censonhip out of fear that idormation reveaied may corne back to haunt 

them. The family that hosted the researcher for this project is descendant of the hereditary life- 

chiefs for the band. The family name is associated with leadership in the community. The 
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researcher was studying aspects of leadership in the community. Regardless of intentional efforts 

to appear neutraI while interacting with community members, the reputation of the host family no 

doubt categonzed the researcher in a way that biased the data to some degree. 

3.4 Respect and Research 

Al1 correspondence between community members and researcher was kept confidential. Field- 

notes were recorded during or afier conversations with comrnunity members or after observations 

were made. These notes were entered into a research log on a computer. using a system of 

coding to identi% each community member who shared his or her thoughts with the researcher. 

Such a system for recording information was used so that data rernained "unacknowiedged" with 

regard to its source to al1 but the researcher. It was important for the researcher to later identi& 

pmicular respondents so that threads could be followed-up during subsequent conversations. 

During field-work. the issue of respect for individual community members and their 

corresponding words. ideas and stories expanded into a broader category of respect for the 

cornrnunity. If. in general. it is respectable to maintain confidentiality with regard to information 

conveyed to a researcher working in a small community. then could there be situations 

(depending upon the research question) where it would be appropriate for research findinp to be 

reponed in a way that respected anonymity of the comrnunity? A promise of confidentiality is 

intended to permit those sharing their thoughts with rhe researcher ro speak without frar that their 

words will have repercussions. In such a conte% it is necessvy that there be or that there is 

perceived to be someone that would take offense to something said. The researcher has made 

observations related to the research question that could offend certain memben of the 

community. Hou: can ri researcher discuss research findings that are necessady associated with 
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specific people or positions, with socio-econornic status, race or gender without appearing 

disrespectfûl? One possible way is to design the research reporting so that the community 

rernains unknown to the reader. 

Non-disciosure of a research location is an unconventional approach to reporting research 

iindings. However unconventional such an approach may be. it has been used as part of the 

rnethodology for this research. There are definite stren-gths and weaknesses associated with not 

rrvealing the identity and location of the community. These strengths and weaknesses will be 

outlined here to demonstrate the rationale fur not disclosing the identity of the community. and to 

briefly describe some of the conditions that such an approach place on the data. 

This research emphasizes ideas of leadership as they relate to First Nation reserve communities. 

Although these ideas were explored using a case study merhod the community in which the 

research was conducted was not specifically the subject of the research. nor was any particular 

characteristic or project of that comrnunity necessarily linked to the line of inqui.. One 

implication of this aspect of the research design is that ir is possible to describe the research 

process and subsequent findings without specifically identifying the research conten. The 

reseuch could have been carried out in any such reserve community (where the researcher was 

wclcorned). The comrnunity therefore provided a particular context for observation and inquji  

regarding factors that affect leadership in the contexr of that cornmuni y. 

Non-disclosure of the research site permits the discussion of issues that would be regarded as 

'taboo" - issues that would either upset some people !Îom the community. or make the 

reseiucher feel disrespecdul of the community and its people. A methodological approach using 
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non-disclosure c m  also permit the focus to remain on ideas of leadership in Abonginal 

communities by preventing the data from being presented in a purely descriptive or journalistic 

rnanner. Further. non-disclosure of the comrnunity compensates somewhat in an ethical sense for 

the fact that the locus of control for the research was at the discretion of the researcher -- directed 

by undentandinp of the data as the research project emerged. As indicated previously, such 

control can be constmed as a violation of research ethics in the nahualistic paradigm. 

Such an approach is not. however. without certain drawbacks. Non-disclosure decontemalizes 

the research data fiom the community. By design. the research becomes non-replicable. and non- 

verifiable. This may only be a concem for those who argue that qualitative research findings 

oirghr to be replicablc and verifiable. Regardless. non-disclosure will have linle effect on the 

soundness of the research. and could actually irnprove the arguments put forth in the analysis of 

the data. Not identifying the comrnunity places the responsibility of extreme caution and clarity 

on the researcher. Caution rnust be exercised as to not distort the words of respondents. Clarity 

is required simply because some sources of information and data are not accessible for 

verification or follow-up examination. 

As a result of this decision not to reveal the identity of the reserve. sources need to be referenced 

in a unique manner in this thesis. Ideas and expressions conveyed to the researcher by members 

of the cornmunity will be acknowledged as such. Direct quotations from persona1 

communication will be presented in italics and parenthesis. without formal referencing. 

Second- sources that would identiQ the comrnunity. its characteristics or its geographic 

location will be identified according to the type of document only and will not appear in the 

Rekrences and Works Cited section. Quotations fiom such sources will be referenced in the 
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following rnanner: (A document fiom research carried out in the community: 1996); (a histonc 

b i o p p h y :  1986): (film media: 199 1); (community newspaper: 1994), a socio-demopphic 

community profile: 1996). 

3.5 Approach to Analysis 

Data analysis wilI be informed by the categories approach as descrïbed by Kirby and McKema 

( 1989) in Exrierience. Research, Social Change: Methods From the Mareins. This approach 

allows data ro be organized into similar thematic groups. permitting thernes and categories to 

erncrge from the data independent of a priori theoiy. Categories will be developed from two 

distinct data sets -- theoretical literature relating to First Nations' community leadership and field 

data from the case snidy. ïhrough such an approach. issues and factors affecting leadership 

systems in generai and in the comrnunity will emerge. Categories from the two data sets will 

then be discusst'd thernatically (where possible). Categories will inevitably emerge îkom the field 

data that are not well reflected in the iiterature (and vice versa). Within this matrix of ideas. data 

will be critically analyzed in a search for contradiction and confirmation thmugh retlection. 

This ovcrall approach to analysis is presented in Figure 3.5.1 entitled: "Approach to Analysis." 

which roughly outlines the tlow of idem. and how data will be analyzed. Where hypotheses 

originated in the literarure. they were used as possible ways of h i n g  inquiry in the collection 

of field data -- not as rigid presuppositions upon which the snidy was based. The literature 

provided usehl M e s  of reference for the collection of field data. but the collection of field data 

\vas not bound by ideas present in the body of literature. This interplay between the a priori 

literature and the contexnial nature of the field data permitted an emergent design culrninating in 
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tacit knowledge within the researcher-as-instrument. It is this tacit knowledge that has been 

"unpncked in the presentation and analysis of the data. 

Figure 3.5.1 Approach to Analysia 

QUESTlONS 

J 

DATA 
Reflcaio n 

ANALYSIS 

"CASE REPORT" 
BElTER QUESllONS 

The anticipated outcome of this research is. as indicated in the above diagram. the posing of 

better questions regarding leadership and development of Aboriginal reserve comrnunities. To 

do this. it is necessary to formulate a "big picture" of the rnultiplicity of dynamics that are present 

in such a contrrt. These dynarnics, coupled with leadership roles. constitute the leadership 

system of a comrnunity. In explorhg new ways of thinking about such issues. the issues 

themselves become bound by both ianguage and methodolo~. It is therefore within language 

that one must seek to find the most usehl and meaningful ways of conveying ideas and concepts. 

For this reason. both word-play and metaphor have been used in the presentation of field data as 

tools -- vehicles to creatively capture the essence of the data as it speaks to the researcher. 
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3.6 Actual Implementatioa of the Metbodology 

The stated goal of the research is to examine both the environment in which First Nation leaders 

lead. and the system of leadership in one First Nation community. Understandings of the general 

leadership environment were greatly informed by the lirerature. Literature was reviewed and 

revisited throughout the entire research process. Eventually, central themes emerged to describe 

the ovenll leadership environment. These themes (listed in Figure 3 -6.1 ) were developed. and 

the ideas. arguments and theories pertaining to each were packaged together and presented as 

Chapter Four. This information fiorn the literature provides the framework for understanding the 

case study data in its broader context. The community and other First Nation reserves share a 

similar cuIture, tradition and history of colonization and assimilation. Further. they share in a 

cornmon expericnce of legal and administrative relationships with the goverment of Canada. 

Figure 3.6.1 Thematic Categories From the Literature 

C'ATEGORiES FROM THE LITERATURE 

The actual implementation of the methodology is presented in figure 3.6.2. Consistent with a 

qualitative approach to analysis, data fiom the case study were read and reread so they could be 
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lived with and contemplated for some tirne. Living with the data in this manner also permitted 

some distance from the literature, and f?om the way in which existing research was analyzed and 

grouped according to theme. Review of the fieid data entailed a tacit data reduction. where 
C 

certain data were retumed to more fiequently for cornparison and contemplation. Through this 

proccss. pneral data categories emerged. however they did not appear to be permissive of the 

data speaking from the perspective of the cornrnunity. What emerged from this approach were 

categories loosely tvpified by those identified in the literatwe. Exploration of the categories led 

to grouping of respondents according to likeness of characteristic. an approach that c m  serve to 

test riristing paradigms by irnposing thrm on the data. and consequently. eliminating the 

possibility of serendipitous findings. While such anaiysis may be usehl in other contexts. it rvas 

not the intention of this research to determine similarity of opinion according to stakeholder 

goup identity . 

Moving on to a structured analysis. data judged by the researcher to be of a higher power were 

exrncted from research notes. and copied ont0 cards. These data *'bits" (called "bibbits'- by 

Kirby and McKenna) consisted of observations. facts. quotations From personal correspondence 

and stories that were relayed to the researcher. Coding of the data as prescribed by Kirby and 

McKenna was considered. however it became evident that the nature of the data worked against 

this. Each data bit (a statement for exarnple) couid be assigned multiple codes. This is a result 

of the exploratory nature of the research in that data werr obtained to determine the leadership 

system and its environment - a broad research mandate. At this point the analysis proceeded 

using a hybnd technique: the categories approach described by Kirby and McKenna and a 

workshop technique for Planning and decision making developed by the h t i tu te  of Cultural 

A f f i n  (ICA). The ICA technique involves idea formation and a process where these ideas are 
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erouped using open debate and discwion. The process is inter-subjective in that it wei@s the - 
input of each participant equally. (ICA Canada 1986) 

Cards containing dambits were spread out on a large table. and clustered together according to 

likeness of quality through cornparison and evaluation. Data were then reviewed to search for 

similarity of meaning and theme. resulting in the development of categories. The ICA technique 

influenced category formation in that the overall properties of each data bit were evaluated. not 

on their own inherent qualities. but rather in relation to other data-bits. This 'Tound of analpis 

is identitlod in Figure 3.6.2 as "Analyze and Form Categories [RI." Some data bits seemed to 

have unique qualities that prevented them fkom being grouped without being forced (referred to 

as "satellites" by Kirby and McKema). Further. it became evident that many data bits were 

subject to numerous interpretations of meaning across categories. As such, they could fit in 

multiple categories indicating that the categories thernselves did not possess the strength of 

extemal divergence required by the methodology (Guba in Marshall and Rossman 1989: 1 16). 

Categories [RI appeared to be analyst constnicted. The researcher was uncornfortable with this 

because the cornmunity was not speaking through the data. This situation presented a problem for 

the researcher in terms of how to proceed. Should the conventional methodology be folIowed at 

this point in searching for properties within categories? 

Consider the perspectives on Ieadership presented in Chapter Two. Definitions of the terni 

varied according to the discipline of the researcher. Similarly. different categories would emerge 

if the same data set were to be examined by two sociologists. one a symbolic interactionist. the 

other a structural functionaiist. This does not imply that qualitative research is guided by 

applications of vuIgar theory. but rather that the methodology has some limitations when applied 
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to an inmnsically multi-disciplinary field of study, by a researcher in the multidisciplinary field 

of planning. The fact that this research is interdisciplinary may account for the way in which data 

seerned to fit multiple categories. Could a different approach be developed that would identib 

properties of the data in a different way through a different process? Given the multipiicity of 

meaning within each data bit, it was determined that repeating the process of category formation 

m i l  no new categories emerged may provide an alternative vehicle for rnining the proprrties of 

the data. 

Cards tv.ere consolidated. shuffled. and reanalyzed the following da?. Categoties of similar 

theme and content emerged (analyst constnicted) with data-bits that crossed categories. and with 

satellites that did not fit into categories. While categories fiom [RI seemed to be mirrored by this 

effort at analysis. it remained possible that the rescarcher's farniliarity with the categories hrced 

their reconstmction. In anticipating another attempt at analysis. categories From this round were 

recorded and Iabeled as "Round One." Each card was assigned a number. and the supporting 

data for each category were recorded numericaliy so the); couId be reconstructed for hrther 

analyis. This anaIysis of the data is identified as Round 1 (R l )  in Figure 3.6.2. 

'-Round Two" commenced a number of days later. The categories that emerged through this were 

somewhat similar to those identified previously. however the categories seemed to have different 

quaiities. The? certainly contained diff'erent data-bits. Once again. some data would not fit 

neatlr. into determined categories. although these data were not the same as in the previous round. 

Results for this round were recorded and a third atternpt at analysis was carried out days later. 

Once again. new categories emerged and were recorded although the number of data bits that 
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could not be categorized increased. A fourfh round of analysis was anempted days later. No 

new categories could be constructed fiom the data at this point. 

Having generated three distinct groupings of categories (round king sirnilar to R1. and R4 

resulting in category formation saturation), the question rernained as to how to proceed with both the 

presentation and analysis of the data. One approach considered was to rem to the conventional 

methodolo_a. and link similar categories of different rounds. This approach was attmipted. and is 

reported on in section 5.2 (Daia Categories and Rounds of Analysis). The other option was to 

examine the different rounds of analysis, and use them as the structure for data analysis and 

presentation. Did cach round speak to a theme'? If so. then the altered approach to analysis map have 

assisted in getting deeper into the data Upon cornparison of categories uitemally and eaernally to 

each round of analysis, it became cvident that there was sotnethincg that differentiated each round. 

The categories appeared to possess subtle qualities unique to the round of analysis of which t h q  were 

part. Each mund seemed to speak to a theme. or a perspective on the data With this observation it 

was decided that the &ta would be presented accordhg to round of anaiysis. wi th  component 

categories. Similarly. the data is adysed using a t i e d  approach starhg with an emination 

(rneta) of the theme inherent to each of the three rounds. This process involves cornparison and 

contrast of the different rhernes. The second phase of analysis examina how each round speaks to the 

issue of the leadmhip system in the community. The third tier of the andysis explores how the 

literanire informs each round and conversely. how the round of analysis rnay inform the literanire. 
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4. The Leadership Environment: What The Literature Speaks To 

The many differences in language, culture, history and tradition of First Nations make it dificult 

to generalize about Indian people as an ethnic group. This problem is compounded when 

rittempting to studÿ a phenornenon such as leadership at the cornrnunity level. Variables that are 

purely local such as community location. history of contact and degree of cultural assimilation 

will greatly influence the way Ui which leadership is carried out. Regardless of such differences. 

there are sufficient simiiarities in the cornrnon experience of First Nations to warrant an 

esamination tiom a broader perspective. The leadership "climate" examined herein is born of 

relations with colonial governments. The political. legal. administrative and cultuni 

cnv ironments of F irst Nation community leadership are similar throughout the country: however. 

the way in which these environrnents are manifested in local leadership is expected to Vary.  

.4s outlined in the previous chapter. literature and research surrounding First Nation leadership 

was studied and te-studied in relation to the phases of fieldwork. Knowledge gleaned kom this 

process has becn outlined in this chapter to describe the environment in which First Nation 

leaders lead. Ideas that emerged fiom the literature have been grouped according to similar 

qualities. While there are nurnerous issues and perspectives regarding First Nation community 

leadership. five central themes emerged that capîured the essence of these multipIe dpnarnics. 

These categones explore issues of leadership systems. social philosophy. group identity. group 

organization and economy. 
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4.1 Leadership Systems 

Leadmhip in Indian rames is affecteci by cultural values of boih tradition and modernity. As such, 

the sniciy of Ieadership in First Nation communities requires a way of modelling leadership that can 

accommodate both tirne and culture. R o m  ( 1984: 3 9 4 )  presents a mode1 of Leadership Svstems in 

World Cultures that is a usehl starting point for investigating the nature of m e  leadership. Rosen 

describes leadership and what is meant by a leadership system in the following manner: 

Put sirnpiy. leadership is a role thai is understood in terms of the social and culturaI 

context within which it is embedded and which shapes the particular forms it takes in 

any society. . . 1 understand roles to be sets of rights and obligations that are tied to 

social positions. In this anaiytical sense the concept of role is a normative consmict. 

distinct h m  the actual way in which rights and duties may be camed out in concrete 

social situations. Both leadership d e s  as well as the specific institutional supports 

and constraints within which leadership d e s  function constintte what 1 term the 

leadership system. 

Approaching leadership h m  a systems perspective is necessary in the F i m  Nation context as 

leadership roles are affected by cultural institutions that entail conflicting social values. Given 

Rosen's description of leadership roles as contexnial. it follows that an examination of such roles and 

the systems that subtend them should rweal much about the social and cultural context in which th. 

are both created and bound. 

This modrl. presented as fiCm 4.1.1. identifies leadership systems accordhg to three modal attributes 

of distribution. access and mobilizatïon. Rosen argues that leadership systems c m  be classified by 

these charactenstics. The fmt relates to the mode of distribution. Systems are either open or 

closcd in terms of the number of leadership roles available in society. For example. an 
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egalitarian leadership system permits role redundancy. There is no prescribed lirnit on the 

number of Ieaders in sirnilar roles. As such. there wilI be as many elders in a community as there 

are people considered to possess the qualities of an "elder." Comparatively, in a democratic 

leadership system. distribution is closed. Role redundancy is not permitted because there is a 

fixed number of leadership positions. A town will have one mayor and a limited number of 

councillors. The second characteristic defined by Rosen is the mode of access by which 

leadership roles are allocated. Leadership systems are based on either achievement or ascnption 

as their allocative principle. Leadership positions such as those in the monarchy are ascribed 

through prirnogenirure. whereas the role of prime minister is achieved through merit -- it is 

theoretically open to al1 seeking such a role. Finally. leadership systems are defmed by the mode 

of rcsource mobilization. Influence (persuasion} and power (coercion) are cited by Rosen as the 

nvo means by which leaders "direct the behaviour of others." (Rosen 1984: 43) 

Figure 4.1.1 Leadership Systems 

.MODE O F  H O D E  O F  . H O D E  O F  
S Y 5 t E . W  f Y P E  D1STRIBL'fIO.V 4 C C E S S  .HOBILlZ.4 T1O.V 

T y p e  1 E G A L I T A  R I A N  O P E N  . \ C H I E V E M E N  T I N F L U E S C E  

C A T E G O R I C A L  

H 5 E . S I I E G h L l T A R f A N  C L O S E 0  4 C H i E V E H E N f  I N F L U E N C E  

f p p c  III R A  NI; C L O S E 0  .ASCRIPTfO N  I N F L U E N C E  

r ~ ~ c  I r '  
\ 5TRATIFOR.V C L O S E D  .\ S C R l P T I O N  P O W E R  

B STR.4TIFOR.SI C L O S E D  A C H  i E V E M E N T  P O W E R  

(adapted h m  Rosen 1984: 47) 

Implicit in Rosen's mode1 are temporal linkages between system types that describe what is 

çommonly held to be the historical development of society. The order of system types presented 
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by Rosen moves from systems that are open, based on ascription and influence. to systems that 

are closed and based on achievement and power. "The historical record indicates that the 

development of society generally hvolves a movement from the small-scale societies 

anthropologists usually term simple or primitive to the complex nation-states of the modem 

world." (Rosen: 42). Colson (1986) reviews the anthropological literature surroundhg accepted 

definitions of band tribe. chieftaincy and state. These are al1 forms of social organization that 

have been ordered as stages of development. She concludes that each form of organization has 

been categorized in the literature according to characteristic political institutions. but also 

observes that sach t o m  is also related to a particular mode of production: "The terms band. 

tribt., chirtiaincy. and state reflect the desire to measure political solutions by placing them in an 

svolving order propelled fonvard by the division of labor and increasing control ovrr the labor of 

others." (Colson 1986: 13) Colson argues that the ethographic record does not support such a 

relationship between politicai organization and modes of subsistence. and that such attempts at 

catsgorization often originate in an attempt to explain contempocary phenornena. 

Thus. one difficulty with viewing leadership systems from an evolutionary perspective is that 

such an eschatological approach presumes that an egalitarian leadership system. will. if given 

enough timr. develop through a progression of other mes rnding up resernbling the stratiform 

democratic type. The problem with this reamning is that it devalues al1 types except for the moa 

*-advanced." and leads to what Colson (1986) has termed the 'iis and them problem." Put into 

the context of the First Nations colonial expaience. the eschatological approach justifies policies 

of assimilation From a position of cultural arrogance. revealing little respect and understanding of 

the social values that form the foudation of a leadership system. The following quote fkom 

Fromkin ( 1975:85) is particularly telling of this pmblem in the colonial context: 
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It becomes increasingly clear that the usual procedure of political scientists in 

svery age has ken to defme government in tenns of the functions important to 

their own sociel. while ignoring the existence of societies for whom such 

functions are not important and for whom they therefore are not performed. The 

inappropriateness of such a technique is al1 the more apparent as we becorne 

aware of the immense divergences arnong societies with respect to their modes of 

existence as a group. 

In a s tu4  of leadership systems. how does one comprehend the nahue of a traditional form of social 

organization w ithout defming it and explainhg it in relation to. and through the ianguage and world- 

view of the dominant paradigm? For example. most midies of leadership roles presuppose hierarchy. 

?et hierarchic relations were not typical of traditional First Nation social and political organization. 

Similady. most studies of politicai leadership presuppose the d o d n e  of state sovereignty. another 

f i a m  lacking in the traditional First Nation contex. Although the ideal type of any theoretical 

construct rarely maps pexfectly to reality. principles upon which systems are founded serve as the 

anchor for the ways in which societies organize themselves. To be both effective and 

appropriate. a leadership system must therefore entai1 the values and beliefs of the people it 

serves. These social values will be reflected in both the o~anizational process through which 

institutions opente. and in the rights and responsibilities contingent upon the leadership role. In 

the contest of reserve communities in Canada two leadership systems - those of traditional and 

band council --often exist. either formalIy or infomally. Each -stem contains institutions 

infonned by divergent social philosophy. and as such. posits different demands upon the 

Ieadership role. 
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Social philosophies infonning leadership sysfems will be the subject of much of this chapter. What 

will be outlined hm. however. are some ways in which traditional First Nation leadership d e s  can 

be explained with regard to "qualities" of leaders, and the type of authority by which leaders lead. 

Whilr Rosen's mode1 indicates that both egalitarian and democratic leadership systerns are tyified by 

an achievement mode of access. the persona1 qualities of leaders that denote "achievement" are 

different. Leadmhip d e s  in demmtic  systerns can be easily described in ternis of .rhe office." or 

.The position." As conduct is dictateci by written Iaw. and the state is sovereign the emphasis on 

achievemmt sasily translates into someone who knows the "system" and can "get the job done." 

Achievment criteria in the traditionai system. however. is based on personal virtues of goodness and 

fairnrtss. There is a much m n g e r  mord element in the quaiities of the traditional leader. For 

cxamplr. in Kanirn'keha language. a leader is a roymer. meanhg literally "he is of the good." 

(AItied 1999: 89) Ln this sense. the traditional leader fits Bums' concept of mord leadership. Bums 

argues that T h e  essence of leadership . . . is the recognition of real need. the uncovrring and 

sxploiting of contradictions among values and between values and practice. the realigning of 

values. the reorsanization of institutions ahere necessary. and the govemance of change." 

(Burns in Alfred 1999: 46) 

As moral leadership constitutes the achievement criteria in the traditional system. the authority by 

which a leader leads is bom of respect. In this sense. First Nation leadership systems are sirnilar 

to Weber's ideal type of traditional authority. "based on a belief in the importance of çnduring 

traditions." (Denhardt 1993: 33). In her research among the James Bay Cree Kupferer noted that 

*-One informant when asked whether he would like to be chief. said: 1 am not good enough. A chief 

has to be a good man - one who doesn't do anything b a c  hplying an ethic and momlity sirnilar to 

that of the traditional leader. (Kupferer 1966: 63) As such, the mode of mobilization for the 
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egalitarian system was innuence, for only idluence can foster respect. In contrast to traditionai 

authority is Weber's ideal type of legal authority, which "depends on the establishment of legal n o m  

within a group and the agreement of members of the p u p  to be bound by the legal system." 

(Dçnhardt 1993:33) Legal authority serves as the basis of democratic political .stems. and utilizes 

power based on state sovereignty as its mode of mobilizaùon. This form of authority and its 

çonesponding institutional values of bureaucracy have ken imposed on many First Nation 

communities through the imposition of band council govenunent under the Indian Act. 

Oppression rxpmienced by many First Nation people duough the colonial rxperience has created a 

clirnate w h m  charismatic leadmhip as defmed by Weber codd emerge. Leaders with such 

authon';. however. are unlikely in the Fkst Nation context. With regard to Fint Nation culture. * m e  

charisma as defined by Weber was not one of the usual attributes of Indian leadership." (Boldt 

1 9 8O:X) As argued earlier. aaditional First Nation leadership entailed a service criterion. Leaders in 

the traditional sense were more prone to be modest listeners than they were charisrnatic orators. In the 

contemporq situation. charismatic leadership based on trust. faith and devotion is unlikely. given the 

sndtmic mistrust of both Indian and non-lndian authority that has been systemically produced through 

the process of colonization. 

Figure 4.1.2 Summary: Leadership System Facets and Aspects 
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Distribution Open 
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4.2 Rights and Responsibilities 

Influence 

If Ieadmhip is CO be examinecl as a systern that is detennined by many factors. then one of the most 

important influences on a leadership synem will be the way in which a society views the relationship 

benven the individual and the collective. or conversely. the relationship betwm the collective and 

the individual. For example. a -stem that places emphasis on the individual will be tgitied by very 

di Eerent fundamental values than will a system in which CO tlective good is the primaxy fôcus. When 

compared to the modem European ûadition First Nations had leadership systems that entailed a very 

d i f f m t  notion of the relationship between individual and society. They used (and some continue to 

use) l a n b w e  of '~ponsibilities," a language that is c o n W  by the Western use of the ternis 

%ghts" and -entitlementS' to define the n a ~ e  of the relationship between individual and the 

collective. These differences. constituting the moral social fabric of each sôciety. surface in their most 

cmdid fotm when issues of law and justice are addressed (Ross 1992. 1995). Thq a h .  however. 
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have an integral yet more subtle effect on leadership. A bnef theoretical examination of these 

differences is required in order to analyse contempomy First Nation leadership systems. 

As a system of leadership. liberal d e m m c y  entails a political philosophy centred on the individual. 

Its anergence in theo. and practice is linked to bot .  industrialization and urbanua<ion that occurred 

in nineteenth centuq Europe. Lukes describe this Western tradition as having the following 

charactenstics: ( Luka in Svensson: 424) 

. . . Firsr a view of govemment based on the (individually-given) consent of iü 

citizens . . . Second and allied to this. is a view of political representation as  

repmentation. not of order or estates or social functions or social classes. but of 

individual interests. And îhkd, there is a view of the purpose of government as 

k ing  confined to enabling individunls' wants to be satisfied. individuals' interests to 

be pursued and individuals' ri&& to be pmtected . . . 

Lkes' f i t  point that govemment is consensual presupposes that the individual precedes gvernrnent  

or the collectivity that legitirnkes govemmenr. As such there is an element of political voluntarism 

involved. In theoq. individuals rnake a wilful choice to be govemed in exchange for the 

eovrrnrnent's protection of their individual rights. This is known as  "contract theorv." and is defmd 
C 

by Lessnoff( 1986: 2) as  -'a theory in which a contract is used to justifj and/or to  set lunits to political 

authority. or in other words. in which political obligation is analysed as a contractual obligation." The 

second point made by Lukes in his description defmes political representation as an individual righ~ 

juxtaposed against the intetests of _mups associateci by bloodline or wealth. This characteristic of 

libnal democracy equalizes political rights by making them u n i v d  but in so doing, makes thern 

temporaiiy bound. As rights are linked to mortal individuals. they cannot be c o n f d  upon p u p s  
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with interests that may orighate in the past and becorne projected onto the hture. The third 

characteristic describeci by Lukes hints at the hc t i on  of govemment in a liberal democracy. The 

description limits govemment powa to those activities thai maintain and M e r  a climate supportive 

of individu1 pursuits and to those activities thaî upho1d and protect individual nghts. These rights 

k i n g  upheld are prhririly negaiive in nature. and as a result, do not impose duty or obligation upon 

an individual. A negative right is a protection against h m .  it is recipfocated through 3 general 

understanding that by not harming others. a person has a c i a b  against those who have harmed him or 

her. A ri@ to life in a negative sense implies that people derive their right to Iife h m  the fact that 

they do not deprive others of theirs. A negative right therefore implies restraint of action. As it 

involves choice. it couid be viewed as voluntaq, and as part of a social contract. 

Traditional First Nation philosophy on the relationship between individual and the collective stands in 

sharp contrast to the characteristics of the social contract. Described as a 'social compact" 

(Kahgegagahbow in Barsh 1984: 184). as a "social covenant" (Coison 1973: 10) and as a "spiritual 

compact" (Youngblood Henderson in Boldt & Long 1984541). First Nation philosophy maintained 

that 'rhm c m  be no state of extemal political authority separate h m  the people" (Barsh 1995: 33). 

for it is through participation in both kin and comrnunity relations by which individuality becornes 

possible. In the First Nations rnodel. rights corne not by virtue of a person's existence. but ratber Eom 

his or her d e .  given by the creator. diicovered and acted upon in a cycle of life that links past 

present and hture. As such there is no languaee of rights. but rather language of responsibilities and 

obligations to self. fmily and comunity. 

The nature of the social compact \*II be dgmbed in cornparison to the more familiar social contract 

with reference to the d e  of the individual. aspects of scale and community size, and the way in which 
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each philosophy incorporates elements of tirne. For comparaiive purposes. the values enshrined by 

each social system have been presented in Figure 4.2.1 below. Contract and compact thary have 

been used in this instance as tools to provide for a comparative description of hvo distinct social 

philosophies so that the values hplicit in each can be unpacked. They have been used sirnply 

kcause they are referenced in the literature. As such no attempt is king made to defend or refùte 

contracvcompact thmry. Like al1 theory, contract and compact thmy provides ways of explainhg 

given phenomena. Further. the distinction between compact and contnct theory is not k i n g  defmed - 
as absolute. Elements of compact values are presurnably present outside of the context of F-kt Nation 

comrnunities. Similarly, contract values are not the exclusive domain of First Nations in sitfier an 

historical or a contemporary context, 

Figure 4.2.1 Social Compact and Social Contract Values 
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As mentioned earlier. the individual precdes the collective in contract thmry. In the social compact. 

the collective precedes the individual. for without the collenive thece cm be no individual. This is 

not to say that the individual is subordde  to the collective in the social compact. for "[it] would be a 

serious mistake to underestimate the strength of individualkt moral conceptions in Native gmups." 

( Poc klington and Pocklington in Miller 1997: 108) Barsh identifies "individual conscience*' as one of 
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three pillars of Native North AmRican belief qstems, the other two k ing  "universal kinship" and 

'-the endless creative power of the world" (Barsh 1986: 18 1) Similady, Dr. Clare Branf a Mohawk 

psychiatrist has describeci an "ethic of non-interference" and an ethic of the 'primacy of the 

individual" that exists in traditional First Nation social philosophy: "We are v e q  loath to confront 

people. We are veF loath to give acfvice to anyone if the person is not specifically asking for advice. 

To interfere or even comment on their khaviour is considered rude." (Brant in Ross 1992: 13) 

Botfi social compact and social contract theories ernphasize individuality. but they do so in different 

ways. The distinction lies in the fact that authonp is diffùsed in the social compact compared to the 

social contract. tn the social contract, authority is Iegitirnized thmu& resignation. The majority of 

ivills are represented via a political institution that is separate kom the people. In effect. the social 

contract institutionalizes an agreement to disagee. In the social compact. the people constitute the 

collective. As each person is a component rather than a constituent of govment .  there is an 

cmphasis on '*individual choicc over subordination to authority." (Colson 1986: 10) "Each 

individual's 'ri&." then. consists of &dom to exercise responsibilities toward others. as he or she 

understands them. without interference. It is a nght not to be "bossed - a k d o m  tiom cwrcion not 

î?om duty." (Barsh 1995: 11.115) 

The social compact therefore emphasizes negative rights, as does the social contract- The former. 

however. rmphasizes them in such a way that the rights are bound by responsibility - they are 

conditional upon nghts that are positive in natue. A positive ri&t entails some form of duty or 

obligation. It can be viewed as a negative right (such as a right to life). coupled with an obligation to 

not only respect but to uphold that negative right on the behalfof another or others. Ln the context of 

the social compact each individual has the negative nght of individual conscience. This nght is tid 
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however. CO an individuai's duties and obligations toward the cornrnunity. "u]n Indian tribal society 

individual selfiinterest was inextricably intertwined with tribal interests: that is, the general good and 

the individual g d  were taken to be virtually identical," (Boldt & Long 1985: 541) In contrast to 

this is the social contract of li'beral democracy. where the individual good and the general good are 

vie\ved as diametric. requiring state intervention in the fonn of regulation and distributive justice. 

The social compact was viable for First Nations because although they were highly organized, 

they "had not undergone the separation of the state fkorn the comrnunity." (BoIdt & Long 1984: 5 4 6 )  

The social compact and its underlying value qstem are contingent upon the existence of "dense social 

ne~orks ."  where there is an .*expemtion of continuity of relationships with the same people over 

tirne." ( Colson 1973: 5) In a scalar contes where kin and comrnuni~ constitute the limits of social 

interaction respect for individual choice through an ahic of non-intervention serves to minimize 

conflict. This aspect of face-to-face conununities is essential to the social compact. The actions. 

choices. and coments  of each individual become part of the community. and as such. each 

individual has duties. responsibilities and obligations thereto. An example that demonmates this 

nature of the social compact is provideci by an Ojibway chef: "If someone consistently reked to 

follow the teachings and was contributing negatively to the community. he mi@ be placed on a 

blanket held by a nwnber of m a  then repeatedly tossed hi@ in the au. At some point they would dl 

let go of the blanket and he would fall. unprotected. to the -gound." (Ross: 1996: 92-93) 

Cornparatively. there is no such organic responsibility in contxact theoly where commun. is separate 

h m  the state. and where individuals can exercise choice in association due to size and sale of the 

population. 
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As argued earlier. contract theory, based on individual rights, necessady entails a present temporal 

dynamic. This dynamic encowages short-term thinking and planning in politicai affairs. First Nation 

philosophy. however. incorporates spirit tradition and custorn in a way that makes the collective 

mater than the sum of its individuai parts, for it not only includes individuais in the community. but - 
also anceston and funire generations. A consensual decisionmaking process reflects the way in 

which First Nation people viewed tirne - decisions affected future generations. and could consitute a 

break tkom past generarions. As such, these decisions required unanhous support, and could not bç 

made lightly. for self-serving purposes. Such a holistic philosophy permitted Fust Nations to 

incorponte a philosophy of stewardship and respect for the natural environment into their culture. 

As a cultural backdrop for leadership systems. the social compact results in a knowledge system 

whrrc sach penon's interpretation is intrinsically valid. Coupled with the public nature of 

resources. the social compact is typi fted by non-strati fied societirs. where notions of hirrarchy 

did not. for the most part. exist. How then. in such egalitarian societies. were leadership roles 

fulfilled'? The answer to this question will be provided through an analysis of the principal 

characteristics. styles, structures and functions of leadership systems that operated in conjunction 

with the social compact. 

In tems of leadership styles. the roles performed by traditional Aboriginal Ieaders were similar to 

those of modern day social and political administrators. As a result. there were many leaders. and 

a tribe could have multiple chiefs that perfomed various different functions. As a leadership 

systcm. traditional Fim Nations leadership had an open mode of distribution according to 

Rosen's cnteria. Eldea perfomed a leadership function in education. teaching through story 

tellinp. and in so doing. perpetuating the customs, traditions and values of the society. During 
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times of extemal conflict. the bravest and most experienced warriors would assume leadership 

roles. Some were proficient in the hunt and would be consulted on issues relating to hunting and 

fishing. Others would reveal prowess for diplomacy, and becorne respected leaders in 

negotiating intemal or extemal conflicts behueen different kinship groups or tribes. Health. 

spintual and family issues were the domains of other leaders. oAen women. Roles were also 

richievernent oriented: "leaders were recognized by society as a whole for the ways they dealt 

with problcms." (Holm 1982: 60) A leader would remain a leader as long as people regarded him 

or her as such. 

In addition to being open and achievement or merit based. traditional leadership styles were 

basrd upon influence rather than on power. Traditional leaders did not make decisions. Groups 

made dccisions as groups. A leader in the traditional First Nations context was what Bertrand de 

Jouvenel called a '*dux." defined as *rhe man who leads into action a Stream of wills." The '*du'c" 

stands in cornparison to the 'rex": "the man who regularizes and rules." (de Jouvenel in Carstens 

1987: 11) The role of respected leaders was therefore to use their skills at elocution and 

reasoning to penuade others and to lead and facilitate discussion. "ln the indigenous No* 

American context a "leadef' is not a decision maker, but a coordinator. pacemaker. teacher. an 

rxamplr and cornedian. He cannot tell others what to do. but he can persuade. cajole. tease. or 

inspire them into some unanimity of purpose." (Barsh 1986: 192) Brcause of the deep respect for 

individuality that tyified naditional compact society. political power could only manifest iüelf 

in the art of persuasion. Often. formal decisions were not required at meetings b e c a w  issues 

were widely discussed in advance. People were encouraged to build upon the words of othen, a 

dialectic process that served to recognize the ideas of al1 participants. Decision-making 

proccsses therefore utilized a leader to facilitate and to moderate the exchange of ideas in an 
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environment that sought to avoid public debates and voting to ''minimize conflicts and wounded 

pride." (Barsh 1986: 185) 

The primacy of the individual and the lack of central authority therefore necessitated a 

consensual decision-making process, as those who were not party to a particular decision did not 

feel themselves bound by it. Colson (1986) notes that the community and its members would 

tend to be held responsible for the conduct of its members by outside groups, creating a situation 

where subtle extemal pressures worked to secure maximum involvement of al1 community 

memben in political maners. Alfked describes traditional govemance as having six key 

çharacteristics. As a system of leadership. it requires direct involvement from everyone in the 

community: it '-balances many layers of equal power": it is dispened. situational. non-coercive. 

and respectfül of diversity. Given these principles, traditional govemance in First Nations 

"results fiom the interaction of leadership and the autonomous power of the individuals who 

make up the society. Govemance in an indigenist sense cm be practiced only in a decentralized 

small-scale envuonment arnong people who share a culture." (Alfred 1999: 26) 

As each cornmunit- member must play a role in decision making to be bound by the outcome. the 

structure of the leadership system becomes the community itself, where people are tied together 

in what could be described as a mahu or a web. In cornparison to this. structures of leadership 

in hierarchical democratic societies are overtly visible and tangible. such as a parliament. a 

permanent ofice or a constitution. Although there were no fonnalized structures of leadership in 

most traditional native societies. the informal structures have many of the characteristics of self- 

organizing systems as defmed by Morgan (1986). Two of these. the redundancy of parts and the 

redundancy of functions. were noted by Fenton in his midy of Iroquois societies: "In Iroquois 
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social and political action there is a kind of reinforcing duality of parried perfonners that violates 

every principle of civil administration, as we know it - namely, that the sarne responsibility 

should not be delegated to two people." (Fenton 1986: 25) These self-organizing features of the 

structure of leadership systems probably allowed them to be more adaptive and responsive to 

change. 

From both the style and structure of traditional leadership systems. their functions can be 

elaborated upon. Of prime importance is the way in which the system of leadership served to 

--rrach the way." perpetuating the society and its values. traditions and cultures. The primacy of 

the individual (a learned cultural tradition itself) ensureci that hierarchy and authority were 

lirnited. and by so doing, protected the sociey against foms of t pnny .  Boldt and Long (1984: 

543 ) have observed this feature of traditional leadership systems: 

By umeservedly accepting custom as their legitimate guide in living and working 

rogether they alleviated the need for personal auîhority. a hierarchical power 

stmcture and a separate ruling entity to maintain order. Customary authori. 

protected individuals fiom self-serving, capricious. and coercive exercise of 

power by contemporaries. Since Customs are not readily changed, or new ones 

quickly created authority was not easily or expediently expanded. 

The social values instilled through the system of leadership therefore served to safeguard and 

prrpetuate both the system and the values of the social compact. In non-literate societies. 

knowledge had to be passed on through observation and story telling. Leaders would pass on 

knowledge rhrough speech or through demonsûation of some particular skiil. Traditional 

leadership systerns there fore channeled cultural. human and know ledge-based resources toward 
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particular social goals, the most prominent being the perpetuation of society. Fenton observed 

this particular social goal during his study of traditional Iroquois society in stating that: "Nothing 

has greater force in woodland society than the sanction of ritual and its continued renewal." 

(Fenton 1986: 25) 

According to Rosen's leadership systems model. traditional leadership systems were therefore 

open in t e m  of the mode of distribution, achievernent onented with regard to the mode of 

access. and utilized influence as the mode of mobilization. They served the primary function of 

utilizing cultural and traditional resources to perpetuate sociery. Lacking authontarian or 

hierarchical structures. public order was maintained through "self discipline and the power of 

public opinion and ridicule." (Barsh 1986: 184) In conpdst to the traditional leadership system is 

the western democratic model: a leadership system that is closed. achievement oriented and based 

on powrr as the mode of mobilization. The h c t i o n  of leadership in the democratic -stem is 

also one of social control and perpetuation but leadership in the democratic system serves the 

additional fünction of economic distribution. In such a system, leadership has an allocative role 

for which there was no counterpart in compact society. 

The social compact and system of leadership associated with it have many implications. Of 

greatest importance is the fact that such .stems were devoid of principles that serve as the 

comentone of western political leadership systems: accountability, responsibility and 

representativeness. Accountability in public administration is the '-condition of having to answer 

to someone for one3 actions." (Gagne 1996: 2 13) Compondingly, responsibility involves the 

power and authority vested in an individu1 to make decisions and to follow thmugh with actions 

for which he or she can be held accountable. Representative government necessitates thse 
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principles of public administration. This feature of contract social philosophy concentrates 

authority through vo Iuntaristic delegation, creating a hierarchy of decision-making power that 

must be kept in check through ' p ~ c i p l e s "  of good govemment. In the traditional First Nation 

contsxt. accountability and responsibility as defmed above were not required because 

govemment was not 'Irepresentaîive" of the people - it consisted directly of the people. Because 

of the principle of the primacy of the individual. no one surrendered his or her decision-making 

rights to anyone else. and as a result, people were accountable to thernselves, each other, and 

their families. No one had any more responsibility for the welfare of the community than anyone 

else did. "Accountability in the indigenous sense needs to be understood not just as a set of 

processes but as a relationship" between individuals and others in the community. whose 

dialogue is moderated by a leader. (Alfred 1999: 91) 

While many aspects of the social compact exist today in First Nation communities. they have 

been influenced by the values of the leadership ystem of the social conûact. During the treaty- 

making process. for example. some bands or tribes actually had to create a position of grand chief 

so that the Indian agents could negotiate with the band. (Satzewich and Mahood 1994) To 

demonstrate this point M e r ,  Haniet Kupferer noted that in the northem Cree senlement of 

Rupert's House. 'prior to the institution of the position [of chiefj, the Hudson's Bay Company 

manager served as "chief." (Kupferer 1966: 61) Further, while the federaI govemment acts in a 

fiduciary capaciy with regard to F k t  Nations. policies and legislation to this end ofien contain 

elements that conflict. For example. some aspects of the Indian Act protect social compact 

values. while others encourage or enforce social contract values. As suck First Nation 

çornrnunities have been encapsulated by the Canadian state, and by the values that are ppified by 

the social contract. Within this encapsulation are a history and a bureaucracy that have flucniated 
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between protecting and denying compact values. The impact upon leadership systems of this 

dual mandate of assimilation/protection will be explored in the following subsection. 

Figure 4.2.2 Summary: Rights and Responsibilities Facets and Aspects 

1 Rights & Responsibilities 

l Values 

Princip les 1 
1 Decision-Making Process 
I 

Aspect of Facet 

Compact I 
Accountable 

Responsible 

Representative 

Hierarchic 

Consensual 

4 
Participatory 

J 

Transparent 

4.3 Cultural Resonance 

The two distinct cultural ?stems represented by the social con- and the social compact are ofien 

juxtaposed as polar opposites in the context of FÜst Nations. Use of such descriptors as non- 

IndianiIndian and modem/traditional serve to obscure what is. in the current contes a mixture of 

cultural systems based on de- of conflicting influences. values and interests h m  both compact 
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and contract sociai systems. These infiuences can be layered, manifesteci in the individual. the kin 

eroup. the clan and even in other groupings based on age, religion, economic status. race, bloodline. 
C 

education and mobility. Such groupings serve to compound the cornplexity and impact of differing 

values in social systems. Factionalisrn of this sort can be comrnon in First Nation communities, and 

can impact upon the system of leadership. in some cases, two systems have ernerged (traditional and 

modem). where the leaders of each group compte for legitimacy as the me leadership for the 

comrnunity. In other situations. traditionalists and modemists work together with respect and 

totmnce, striving to defme and redefme community values. 

Such differences in valu= have been d e s c n i  in Iiteranire in various ways. EIias has termed this 

phmomenon as "divided intaests" (Elias 1991: 147), where differences in education and level of 

assimilation lead to diffaent value systems between old and young. Hanson approaches this h m  a 

po l i q  perspective. acknow ledging "dual realities" calling for -dual straîegies" for the provision of 

semices within and among First Nations communities. (Hanson 1986) Neal 'm terrned this situation 

as "group apraxia" and claims thaî the inabiIity of many First Nations people to posit meaning upon 

objects (be they social. symbolic, or institutional) is a direct resuit of the 'phenomenoiogy of 

acculturation." (Neal 1990: 2 19) Neal argues that policy regarding First Nations peopie involves 

contradictions of culture, where the *'intentionai system in Canada nins counter to the conscious 

purposes of the system" (Neal 1990: 219), the result king group apraxia. Similarly. Comell(1988) 

offers an analysis of cultural change based on caîegorîes of organization and self-concept, arguing 

thai the imposition of extemal politicai systems lefi First Nations with a crisis of pupidentity. 

Regardles of the theory or explanation, these accomts indicate that such commmities can be 

sornewhat hybnd in tams of the values embraced by people as both p u p s  and as individuals. As 

suck First Nation cominiities could be simila- to any other multi-cuihnal community in this regard. 
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where a multiplicity of perspeçtives and values are held by comunity members and their 

organizations. 

Certainly. a person can be -*Indiano* regardles of whether he or she is on a aapline, or in an office 

building. The problem with acceptîng individual value preferences in this context, however, is that 

such an analysis stems h m  contract theory, and fails to acknowledge the mtrk of relations tfiat is 

typifid by compact theory. Put differentiy. a challenge for First Nation leaders is that of culture and 

values. and how these forge a notion of group sekoncept in the community context. This challenge 

is n~essarily political. and leads to questions regardhg both the process and structure of local First 

Nation leadership and organization (intemal) and the limitations placed on leadership by the Canadian 

state and demmt i c  theory (extemal). 

The very nature of Fint  Nation commun@ enclaves in Canada is extemally problematic. There is 

virtually no precedent for collective ethnic _mup rights under democratic theory. DemOcratic rights 

of the m i a l  contract are grounded in the individual rather than king inainsic to "peoples." The only 

exception to this in dernocratic thwry is the corporation, which -*is in a a e  an anomaiy in 

democratic themy, and this partially explains the legal problems associateci with its status in society." 

(Svensson: 421) To this end. Tord Larsen has referred to Fust Nation reserve communities as "ethnic 

corporations." (Larsen: 1983) Reserve cornrnunities are bound by membership and special s a t u s  of 

their "shareholders." each having an entitlernent and interest in the community. its land, and 

resources. In this conte% individuai confusion regarding mnflicting values of the social compact and 

social conam on be resolved through respect and tolerance. What are not so easily resolvd 

however. are differences in values with Rgard to how these cornmon resources and assets are utilued 

and managed. and how- decisions regarding thex common properties are amiveci at. In essence. 
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reserve communities provide the illusion of group rights (compact society) within a larger system that 

cannot reconcile collective rights. This conflict of values and social systems is exemplified by a 

starernent made by the Assembly of First Nations to the Parliamentrisr Sub-committee on indian 

Wornen and the Indian Act: "As Indian people, we cannot a o r d  to deai with individual rights 

overriding collective ri@. Our societies have never k e n  stnictured that way, unlike yours, and that 

is where the clash cornes as  well with the Charter of Rights issue under the Constitution. If you isolate 

the individual rights h m  the collective rights, then you are heading down another path that is even 

more discriminatory." (McDonald 1986: 24) A similar observation has been made by AlM ( 1999: 

1 JO) who argues that 'rights." as defineci in the social contract serve to alienate the individual h m  

the group. The problem, as experienced by First Nation people, is that the group is the source of 

individuaiity in traditional compact society. 

This probim of dernocratic theory's intolerance of coliective rights is compounded by the fact that 

some of the policy and Iegislation set forth by the Meral governrnent with regard to First Nations 

recognizes and ofien pro- aspects of indian c u l t ~ ~ ~  that are based on a collective ethic. Examples 

of this can be found in the Indian Act (as revised), primari. in the system of tenure for land and 

resources. The use of reserve lands. and the use of resources in traditional lands, is legally deemd 

usufhct. While it would appear that the federal goverment legally owns the land under such a 

relationship. it would be difficuit to make such an argument The naiure of mon &es has served to 

set precedent with regad to this relationship. establishg land use and certain resource rights for time 

Unmemonal. This îype of relationship with First Nations extemally reinforces a collective title to land 

- a benefit of use thai is bestowed upon a people as a dturaI  group, rather than on people as a group 

of individuals. To this end, the federal governent is acknowledging the importance of the collective 

ethic for rnany First Nations. However, uiis ethic is not accomrnodaied by the politid and legal 
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systerns that encapsulate reserve comminiities. For example. it is often d'icult for Band 

governrnents to borrow money to fhd development projects because of the way in which their land 

and resources are collectively heId. Similarly, because of the way in which inherent rights to 

resources have ken  constnicted, First Nations m o t  engage in commercial ventures such as 

hunting. fishing or forestry based solely on claims of treaty or Aborighality. 

Extemai constraints on the recognition of collective rights have impacted First Nations and theù 

leaders as th. struggle to capture and present notions of communiy p u p  self-concept. The extemal 

-stem in which First Naiion leaders must fbction to protect and M e r  Aboriginal rights does not 

accommodate or recognize collective rights. As such laquage of the social contract is appIied to 

Abonginal c l ah  to make such clairn potentially resolvable within the extemai system. Through this 

process. First Naiion leaders have redefined theu own traditions and culture. intemalizing the values 

of the extemal ieadahip system. This impact was observeci by Long and bldt  who argue: "By 

resorting to the expedient daim of inherent sovereign staiehood, indian leaders are legitirniwig 

European- Western philosophies and structures of authonty and decision-making within contempomy 

Indian communities." (Long and Boldt 1984: 548) While Long and Boldt recognize the effect of this 

process on First Nation group identity, they do not make the observation that the extemal system 

essentially demffnds that First Nation leaders adopt such a position. in effect, external forces are 

permissive of the development of community self-concept according to either con- or compact 

philosophies. but force comrnunity leaders to negotiate pianned change through the colonial contraci 

model. 

Such a requirement of the e x t d  system creates internai probiems for many First Nation Ieaders. 

Although "indian society has been moving h m  a commrmity strongiy articulated around isolationkit 
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ideas and belieh to a positive orientation toward many aspects of modem culnire"(Boldt 1 98 1 : 3 1 0- 

3 1 l), First Nation leaders are faced with a particular dilemma in their unique role as brokers of 

culture. Boldt (1980: 21) argues that the "cultural rnarginality'' of FUst Nation communities places 

leadership in a very arduous position: 

... the Indian leader who wants to sais@ the aspirarions of his constituents must f i t  

leam h m  Whites how to play an effective role in the dominant society. 

Furthmore. he mua gain the respect and support of influential elements in that 

society and effectiveiy use this support to pressure govemment to achieve the goaIs 

of his tndian constiniency. But. the Indian leader who accornplishes al1 of this 

becornes vuherable to the charge tfiat he has adopted the way of the White man and 

is no longer of his own people. 

This dilemma is cornpounded for First Nation leaders. as the local identity in many communities has 

ken  supplanted by a national identity. ui many cases. local culture. history and nadition have been 

replaced by notions of "Indiamess" as defuied by the Indian Act. In addition. First Nation people 

have organized as interest bmups to monitor and impm policies and programs of the federal 

povemment. Such national identity. however. is a prociun of colonial relations. "nie boundaries that - 
define Native Indians as a collectivity are based not on cultural ~ i t i o n s .  but on politicai. economic. 

legal. administraiive and social considerarions and on skin-colour. The 'we" feeling of Native 

Indians gows out of IndianWhite relations." (Boldt 1980: 19) First Nation leaders are therefore 

often misuusteci by members of their community through "guilt by association. as one of their main 

d e s  is to negotiate with the colonial government for finiding and propms.  

Regardles of the fact that the 'we'. feeling of p u p  identity has been daived h m  colonial relations, 

such group identity can ease the work of First Naîion leaders. Stmier Crowfoot observai that for the 
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Siksika First Nation in Alberta, 'rhe sense of comrnunity is reidorced by a group consciousness of 

kind, a sense of shared fate, and a sense of k ing  a beieaguered minority collectivity. This more 

collectivist orientation and the sense of cioseness or solidarity which accompanies it facilitate 

leadership by making it relatively easy to rally the people politically for some purposes." 

(Crowfoot 1997: 3 16) 

To overcume the dilemma of guilt by association, local leadership is presented with the challenge of 

utilizing collective process to explore vehicles for the re-fmiliarization of local *mup identity. This 

is a painstaking task. It is a task that is unique to the First Nation leadership context when compared 

to responsibilities of municipal or provincial leaden who do not have to cowider issues of -pup 

identity of such profimdity. Not only does such a process strengthen cornmunity independence. but it 

also provides a vehicle for leaders to be recognized as part of the local spirit - as part of an intemally 

defined *\ve" that is not dependent upon necessary extemal relations. Crowfoot reflected upon this 

idea of group idnitity as it relates to leadership rob .  stating: "We were raised to be what others 

thought we were. An important part of a chie€ s job is to help to change that through instilling 

pnde in the people." (Crowfoot 1997: 304) This renewal of pride and group identity can take 

many forms. 

One form that is particuiarly ch iallenging for I eaders is the re-birth of traditionalism. Many First 

Nations people have undergone a renewal of traditional values to regain a sense of pride and self- 

worth. Boldt has argued that leaders who faced "discrimination and exclusion in contact with the 

dominant society espouse mmanticist values and appeai to the local culture.'' (Boldt 198 1: 327) 

According to Boldf colonization and assimilation constituted a radical break in the cultural 

evolution of First Nations people. Experiences such as residential schooling forced many First 
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Nation peoples to disavow theù culture and language while being excluded from the cutture and 

language of the colonial society. For many, the results of such experiences have been low self- 

esteem and confused notions of group identity. The revival in traditional ways can therefore be 

seen as a way of looking back to discover cultural symbols and ways of Living and interacting that 

worked. The challenge for leaders in this context is again to fmd ways of balancing the modem 

(social contract) with the traditional (social compact). As acknowledged by Strater Crowfoot: 

"The value placed upon traditionalism in First Nation communities is a drag on the need for 

"modemization" (adaptation). The leader must balance the two, even when elected on a platform 

of sweeping change." (Crowfbot 1997: 3 16) 

This section has been called "Cultural Resonance" because in many First Nation communities. 

the layers of contradiction between social contract and social compact leadership systems have 

resulted in discord. It is presupposed that a harmonious society is one in which the leadership 

system retlects values held by the people (the majority. in the case of the social contract). Prior 

to contact with Europeans, First Nations compact leadership systems were in harmony with the 

values and culture of the people. There was a unified group self-concept that had correspondhg 

foms of community organization. The social values were therefore assonant with the system of 

leadership that existed for their perpetuation. During the colonial penod. f o m  of organization 

were imposed upon First Nations that were disruptive to existing notions of group self-concept. 

This process resulted in a dissonant culturai monance for many First Nations, a dissonance that 

can only be restored to harmony through careful leadership. Corne11 has addressed this issue by 

stating that ". . .self-concept may remain a highly contested business long after organization has 

been senled. in otha words, how we organize is one thing; what it means to us is another. The 

result rnay be a hi& degree of tension - essentially a mis-fit - between these hvo dimensions of 
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group smicture." (Corne11 1989: 28) Similady, Alfred (1999: 23) has obswed that the mis- 

match between social values and orgaaization perpetuates probiems in First Nations 

communities: 

Good indigenous leadership ensures thaî govemrnent is rooted in tradition is 

consistent with the cuiturai values of the community. This is a key element in 

restoring the necessary hamony between social and political cultures in Native 

societies. Non-indigenous politicai structures. values. and styles of leadership lead 

to coercive and compromised f o m  of govemment that conuadict basic indigenous 

values and are the main reason our social and political crisis persists. 

Figure 4.3.1 Contradictions of Systems 
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"The process of acculturation and of change fkom primordial tribal to Pan-Indian loyalties and the 

associated decay of indigenou Indian tribal institutions. has resulted in identity probIems for 

Indian leaders, because essential structural defrnitions of interaction, protocol and decision- 

making are not fwictioning." (Boldt 1980: ?O). It would follow fiom this analysis that First 

Nations leadership is presented with an extreme challenge of reconciling models of the individual 

with the collective to reflect values of both individuals and of the cornmunity as a whole. To do 

this. values need to be deterrnined through community process. and the foms of organization 

need to be augmented so that they once again have meaning. The implicit values of contract and 

compact leadership systems contradict each other. making reconciliation dificult. Figure 4.3.1 

outlines some of the contradictions between ideal t ye s  of leadership systems that First Nation 

leaders must address. As revealed by the diagram. contemporary First Nation leadership c m  be 

viewed as a hybtid system, where leaders play a brokerage role between the community (inside) 

and the colonial govemment (outside). Until contradictions are examined in a First Nation 

comrnunity and the forms of community organization are restnictured to reflect comrnunity 

values. First Nations leadership will remain a dificult. if not impossible. job. 

Figure 4.3.2 Summary: Culturai Resonance Faceb and Aspects 

Category And Facet Aspect of Facet 

Cultural Resonance 

ûrientation Modem 
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Category And Facet Aspect of Facet 

Traditionai 
1 

Identity 
i 
l 

Traditional 

Legislated 

Resonance 

4.4 Bureaucratic Encapsulation: Administrative Determinism 

Assonant 

1 

The above subsection on "cultural tesonance" explored ways in which changes in the cufturrrl 

identity of First Nations could impact upon leadership. It was argued that prior to contact. First 

Nations had a unified notion of group self-concept, and chat colonization spiintered this notion 

into multiple self-concepts. Following this analysis presented by Corne11 ( 1988). this subsection 

addresses ways in which changes in political organization affect First Nation leadership systerns. 

Change in the political realrn is depicted by the converse of the cultural - multiple units of 

political organization have k e n  üansformed under colonization to single units of political 

organization (Figure 4.41). Regarding this process of transition, Corne11 argues that '*...the 

effect on most proups was to consolidate political organization in response to the demands of 

circurnstance. but to hgment self-concept as groups struggled to redefme themselves in a world 

that had been radically tramformed." (Comell 1988:28) Comell indicates that political change 

was adaptive for Firsî Nations. This may have been the case for some dispmed groups such as 

the Cree. who did not even have Ianguage for terms such as %illagee" or "band" prior to contact. 

L 

Dissonant 
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These concepts and the correspondhg organization developed out of relationships and growing 

dependency on the Hudson's Bay Company and the federal goverment. (Kupferer 1966: 62) 

Other groups. however, such as the Six Nations, had political organization that did not adapt 

voluntarily to a single unit fonn. Such First Nations were forced to incorporate Indian Act band 

govements as part of the colonization process. 

Figure 4.4.1 Political Organization and SelfConcept 

Pre-contact mdtipIe-units- - . 
@+viiTage, 

Conflict ii@ge, etc.) 
- < 

self- 
Concept 

unified s* .. . 

concept - 
(peuple, nation) 

rnultipIe self- -- .- (FimWation) 

As illusrrated in the above figure. the single unit of political organization for each First Nation 

cornrnunity is historicaiiy coneived, and is the product of confiict. forced settlement and 

legislation. As such. it is necessary to examine the politics of reserve cornmunities h relation to 

the colonial goverment. Tarrow offets three models of centre-periphery relations that cm be 

used to descnbe this relationship and the system of leadership that resulü. These rnodels are 
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diffusion/isolation, dependency/marginality, and bureaucratic integration. (Tarrow 1977: 32) 

Mile al1 three of the models cm in part describe political relations between FKst Nations and 

the federal governrnent, the bureaucratic integration mode1 appears to be the most appropriate. 

(Carstens 1971 : Nagata 1987) Using the Hopi Nation of Arizona as an example, Nagata argues 

that bureaucratic integration best describes the relationship the Hopi have with the US federal 

govemment because the linkages are prirnarily administrative. and the function of these links is 
L 

the distribution of public goods. Nagata describes the bureaucratic links as  a "force." and terms 

this process "bureaucratic encapsulation." (Nagata 1987: 6 1 ) Carstens ( 197 1 : 14 1) describes a 

simi lar process whereby the bureaucratic integration of reserve comrnunities leads to 

"administrative determinism," a social position that has "created a reduction of alternatives in 

decision-making processes at al1 levels within communities under the jurisdiction of the indian 

Act." (Carstens 197 1 : i 27) - 

This process of bureaucratic encapsulation is suspected to have begun with the system of lndian 

agents and have become internaiized with the formation of Indian Act band government. It is 

possible to view the development of such roles as king an essential part of the extemal 

bureaucracy responsible for the administration of Indian Affairs. As described by LaRusic and 

Bouchard the contradiction of the federal govemment's role in this regard becomes evident (in 

Nagata 1987: 68): 

The price of the special relatiowhip with the government (by meam of special 

statu) is to permit its bureaucracy to defme. through a necessary process of 

reduction and narrowing. . . that which it seeks to protect. That is the 

unescapable [sic] reverse Midas touch of a bureaucracy. It is not mere whUnsy 

nor cynicism to state the reality: the power to defme the "We" c m  never be 
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relinquished to the "Other," and therein lies the contradiction of a bureaucracy 

which pretends to speak of reinforcing the cultural identity of its charge. For it 

c m  only incorporate them as part of the bureaucratic "We." 

Similar to the way in which the value system of the social contract was imposed upon First 

Nations, structural characteristics of this system were imposed in the form of legislated political 

organization and bureaucratic administration. First Nations derive their political powers f?om 

federal legislation. subjecting them to the 'Teverse midas touch of bureaucracy" mentioncd by 

LaRusic and Bouchard. Similarly. Alfied argues: "The structural inteption and 

prokssionalization of Native politics within a bureaucratic framework controlled financially and 

politically. by the state is the main reason for the persistence of the colonial mentality." (Alfred 

1999:70) A constitutional recognition of Fim Nations as a third order of govemment is the only 

means of reconciling the problems associated with bureaucratic encapsulation, Pan-Indian 

organizations know this fact well. and anempted to obtain such constitutional recognition during 

the development of the Canadian Charter of Riahts and Freedorns. The inability of the prevailing 

liberal-democratic social contract mode1 to accommodate group rights reduced the recognition of 

Aboriginal right to protecting individual privilege - the special s t a t u  that the federal bureaucracy 

both protects and defines. 

The argument thaî First Nations are bureaurraticaily encapsulated does not n e c k i y  irnply that they 

are without political power and thai theu govanments hc t i on  as mere agents of the Department of 

Indian Anairs and Northem Development O). ûn the contrary. many communities have 

become exceptionaily creative and remurwful in working within this climate of political, 

2dminisaative and cultural contradiction. Colson argues that politicai institutions ". . should not be 
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thought of as integrated systems where the various elements m m  reinforce each other. However 

defuieci, political systems are dive with contradictions. Those who live within them do not see hem 

as  perféct solutions to their pmblems, and are aiways tinkering with them in response to shitimg 

circumstances." (Colson 1986: 15) Ptoblems of contradiction are therefore not unique to Fim 

Nation govemments. but the types of problems encountered are. 

Tribal courts are proving to be successful vehicles for determinhg and codifying cultural values 

within First Nations cornmunities. Miller has researched the development of Tribal Code (law) 

among the Coast Satish. and has identified ways in which Tribal courts have grappled with 

rrconciling compact and contract social values through "...the neotraditiona1 application of 

indigenous values to contemporary problems." (Miller 1997:300) In the political and 

administrative realm- Cassidy and Bish (1989) have outlined how self-government is emerging in 

an un-negotiated form as First Nations assume responsibilities outside of their IegisIated 

jurisdiction. For the purposes of this researçh however, the question remah as to how 

bureaucratic encapsulaiion initially defines and affects the leadership system in First Nation 

cornrnunities. 

Bureaucratic encapsulation has fostered the creation of an administrative and bureaucratic eIite 

within many First Nations. Long has argued that ''The relatively weak position of band councils 

and the quasi-colonial relationship between Indians and DLAND reflect a situation where the 

tribal bureaucracy has become the dominant polit id institution on most plains Indian reserves." 

(Long 1990: 767) Bureaucratic encapsulation therefore acts as a check on the political powers 

of chief and council, as the local administration has links that nin to both DLAND and to the 

community and its elected officiais. "The band manag- who is the chief administrative oEcer 
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on the reserve nvals the chief and council in real decision-making authority. even though this 

office is subordhate to the chief and council in the organizational hierarchy of band 

govemment.'' (Long 1990: 767) Further. Anders has argued that the bureaucratie elite in many 

reserve communities has stifled the potential for community development because the decision- 

making process is necessarily topdown. (Anders in Elias 1990: 147) Ofien. the band 

govemment will be the largest employer in a reserve cornmunity, and band govemments have 

mown drastically over the p s t  few decades, assuming more control over programs and services. 
C 

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (MAC) has estimated that for 1986. nation-wide, 

approximately 45 percent of the experienced on-reserve labour force was ernployed in local 

public administration. (MAC. 1990: v.) 

Positions in local administration are highly prized in First Nations communities for a number of 

reasons. Scarcity of year-round employment opportunities in many communities makes such 

positions desirable. but M e r .  they cany more power than similar positions in municipal 

organizations. As ethnic corporations, First Nation communities exercise powers through their 

bureaucracy that essentially define the culture of the comrnunity. Individuals have more than an 

interest in decisions concerning collective property. prograrns and resources - they have a stake 

in the outcorne. As such. the ideal type of legal authority outiined by Weber. typified by the 

sncapsulating bureaucracy, is f'undarnentally incompatible with the principles and values of social 

compact society. many of which are built into legislation defming the legal name of reserve 

communities. Of ten principles listed by Denhardt that form the basis of legal authority in the 

Weberian [deal type of bureaumcy, al1 are easily violated of necessity in First Nation 

communities. particuIarly the principle that "Officiais work entirely separated h m  ownership of 

the means of administration and without appropriation of their positions." (Denhardt: 1993: 34) 



Taiaiake Alfred, a 'Kanien'kehaka' (Mohawk) scholar, has elaborated on how the bureaucratic 

ideal is incompatible with traditional social compact leadership: (Alfred: 1999: 139) 

The bureaucratic style sees the 'office' as  the prllnary form of authority: anti- 

historic and immoral in the extreme, it is concemed with maintaining control 

according to abstract regdations and fulfilling its mandate within the legal 

system to which it owes iü existence. The bureaucratic form has six essential 

features: (1)  dependence on forma1 procedures; (2) hierarchy; (3) tension 

between protocol and real life; (4) endless defenal: (5) subordination of speech 

to writing: and (6) substitution of the bureaucratic persona for real personality 

and accountability. For the bureaucrat, rules are tokens of powea: order is 

maintained through an elaborate system of assigned jurisdictions. appointments. 

and offices. with the 'top' of a pyramidal smicture defming the 'ideal' in terms 

of both power and right; psychological insecurity is a constant leanire because 

life cm never be as perfectly regulated as the bureaucratic system: there is strict 

reliance on the authority of written documentation because words and people 

cannot be ûusted: and the anonyrnous façade of the 'office becomes a shield that 

protects its holder from having to interact with people on the strength of his or 

her own character and skills as leader, while the imperatives of office serve as 

convenient substitutes for thinking and moral iq. 

Alfred's words capture how the imposed political and administrative structures appear to 

someone with a traditional perspective. From this perspective. band bureaucraties operate as 

encapsulated organizations. designed and held to a code of standard that is incompatible with the 

local social environment in which they operate. 
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Local elected oficials are affecred by the encapsulation of the community in rnany ways. Of 

prime importance is the fact that "...the social perquisites of office, such as  they are. corne to 

chiefs from outside the community, and candidates for chiehinship know this very welI." 

(Carstens 1987: 14) This situation is not unique to FUst Nation leaders. Lewin observed that 

winority group leadas tend to be on the periphq of their group and within the orbit of the dominant 

eroup's influence." (Lewin in Boldt 198O:2 1 ) As such, the most probable candidates for chief would + 

b<: diose who obtained schoolhg and professional e?cperience outside the community - in effect those 

who have lefi and later retumed to the m e .  Supporthg this thesis are data compiled by Miller in 

his research of women in Upper Skagit tribal politics. Miller discovered that the most probable 

candidates for chief were "technocratts." He reasoned that such candidates were apt to be viewed with 

a certain degree of neutraiity with regard to community politia - they possessed the skills necesSay 

to navigate the extemal system while ofien lacking association with a large family within the 

community. (Miller 1994: 79) As argued earlier, those in the position of chief must be abie to 

forge relationships with the extemal bureaucracy, while at the same tirne k ing  critical of that 

vrry bureaucracy in the eyes of cornmunity members. "Thus, sumival as an Indian leader q u h  

special qualities of personality and unique social skills." (Mackie in Boldt 1980:t 1) To be successful. 

the leader m u t  learn and adopt ways of die dominant society in order to bring about des id  change 

for his or her community. but in so doing, the leader faces the risk of king rejeaed by his or her own 

people. Chiefs fa11 unds close scnniny h m  their communities because of their liaison with the 

-'outside world." Their loyaity to the community is o h  monitored because the also make for career 

opportunities off-reserve. 
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Much of the reason for consutnt sweillance of chiefs cornes fiom the ovenvhelming preference 

of First Nations people for leadership based on service as opposed to charîsma. "In contrast to 

White society. where leadership commonly irnplies innate qualities of a more universal nature, 

for Indians the criterion of leadership is "service," that is. the ability and willingness to do a 

specific and essential job for their people-" (Boldt 1980: 21) This criterion of leadership can 

pose problems for chiefs as they are judged through the eyes of cornrnunity members. Lurie has 

obscrved that "al1 it takes soinethes is for the press to single out an Indian leader for special 

praise as doing a good job and the leader is accused of greed. achieving fame at the tribe's 

expense." (Lurie 1986: 58) As such. the position of chief is consmicted as a du. or obligation in 

man. First Nation comrnunities. In this regard, the selection of leaders is influenced by tradition. 

While the process remains political, candidates are oflen encouraged to run for the position, and 

those that accept the role make personal sacrifices to this end. Regarding the position of chief, 

Crowfoot has stated that: "It is too much to ask of one's farniiy, especially if you feel that your 

sacrifices on behalf of the tribe are not appreciated by the tribe. In addition, it is a big financial 

sacrifice. When 1 fint took office 1 took almost a 60% cut in pay to be chief and had to do 

outside teaching and consulting to meet my fuiancial cornmitments." (Crowfoot 1997: 301 ) 

Because of their position as culture brokers in an encapsulated system, chiefs have 

responsibilities to their constituents, and also to the federal depanment. T h e  chief, in his role as 

chief. has two clusters of ?oie others" with which he must interact. Each cluster of 'role others" 

has cxpectations of the chief that are opposite and irreconcilable insofar as his rights and duties 

are concerned." (Kupferer 1966: 68) Kupferer referred to the position of chief as a 'modal role.' 

Compounding this dificulty is the presence of colonial role others such as pnests. nurses. RCMP 

officers and other agents who function directly within the encapsulated cornmunity. In such a 
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situation. confiicting expectations can be held with regard to the chief, forcing the leader to 

fùnction in what Kupferer has called a "modal role." While meeting the expectations of one 

group. the other group is subordinated relative to the decision of the chief. The outcome can only 

be dissatisfaction of one goup, and k t r a t ion  on behalf of the leader. For example. band 

housing is considered a community resource and most First Nations experience a housing 

shortage and have a long waiting k t .  An outsider such as a teacher or a nurse associated with 

the colonial bureaucracy enters the community and is housed immediately. Conversely, that 

extemal agent may have a position for an assistant, and request that the chief hire a certain 

individual with whom the agent has become familiar and who is the best qualified for the 

position. The chief. for political and cultural reasons. rnay be obliged to offer the position to 

another person, as it is the tum of a different family to receive the benefit of employment in the 

local administration. 

The expectations of cornrnunity members can ofien contradict their actions. This situation 

creates problems for leaders. as they end up being judged according to false criteria. For 

example. people will c l a h  thal they want an educated leader, but then accuse the chief of selling 

out to the colonial society. Similarly, people will press the chief to create empioyment 

opportunities in the comrnunity. but fail to show up for work once hired. (Crowfoot 1997: 308) 

This contradiction wouid appear to hold true in some situations where community mernbers 

accuse the chief of being too close to the federal bureaucracy, but at the same time make claims 

against the chief for benefits of special status that are administered by the local govemment. 

Crowfoot has argued that the chief is "...expected to be a servant and a father figure who takes 

care of his O-children's" every need. ïhat colonial dependent rnindset cornes through when 

individual tribal members corne to chief and council and ask for such things as medicine, a new 
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water softener. a clothes washer or dryer, or even a vehicle." (Crowfoot 1997: 308) The small 

size of many reserve communities results in persona1 or even farnily relationships between chief 

and constituent. This situation rnakes it d i f icuk if not impossible. for a leader to dodge 

accusations of nepotism or favouritism. 

The duality of roles created by bureaucratie encapsulation is depicted by conflicting expectations 

of accountability. responsibility, leadership style. political process and social protocol. Carstens 

( 199 1 : 235) elaborates on how "hazardous" the ofice of chief can be: 

In theory. the chief stands at the apex of the band. But such a position is 

impossible to maintain. and he has to face constant criticism for his inevitable 

failure to create a linle utopia in the white man's space. Band members 

moreover. are constantly involved in a process of re-evaluating their positions 

within the context of their faction and family networks. and in coming to terms 

with their attitudes toward local govement, pan-Indianism. the Department of 

Indian Affairs, land claims. the Canadian constitution. and other matters of 

current concern. Thus. if chiefs often fail to be re-eiected the answer lies not in 

personal inadequacies. but rather in the sociologica1 and ideological positions 

they occupy in the community. The office of chief is predictably hatardous. 

For reasons cited above. the office of chief is "predictably hazardous" as it is subtended between 

two catego~es of role o thm with contlicting demands and expectations. It would stand to reason 

that in such circu~llstances. the re-election of incumbents for ofice of chief would be rare. The 

h m t i o n  and sacrifice of the expenence could deter some incumbents fkom m i n g  again. and 

the double standards held by community members with regard to the position of chief would 
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probably Iead to the sponsoring of new candidates through the system of traditional 

encouragement. Further, the ethic of non-intervention cm leave cornmunity leaders without 

feedback necessary to their role. As stated by Alfied: "Indians won't criticize other Indians no 

matter how bad they are." According to Alfred. this alIows leaders to appear as if they are being 

CO-opted. when in reality, 'zhey are really just selling out.'' (Alfiecl 1999: 67) Based on their 

research in the Blood and Peigan reserves in Alberta, Long and Boldt discovered that re-election 

rates were much lower in the two reserve cornrnunities than they were in neighbouring 

communities. They also observed that the main reason for incurnbent turnover in the reserves 

was dekat. whereas the reason in bordering non-Indian localities was a decision by incumbents 

not to stand for re-election. (Long and Boldt 1987: 1 1 1) 

Aspect of Facet 

Figure 4.4.2 Summary: Bureaucratic Eacapsulatioa Facets and Aspects 
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4.5 Economic Determinism 

If the theory of bureaucratie encapsulation can explain the political component of First Nation 

leadership system. then the primary tùnctions of the roIe of chief become externally determined. 

These Fwictions include communication and negotiation (brokerage), management and 

administration of programs, preserve of the status quo. the allocation of public goods and 

services. and securing funding for special projects. Much of the activity of chiefs can be 

descnbed economically through their allocative role. and in many Fint Nation communities. band 

government administers transfer payments such as social assistance and dividends from federally 

managrd band tmst accounts. Data generated by the Department of Indian Anairs for 1989 

revealed that registered Indians were twice as likely as the overail Canadian population to be 

recipisnts of government transfer payments. (INAC 1989: 15) Such conditions have led to 

programs for local economic development in many communities to combat what is ofien referred 

t O as "govemment dependency." yet "decentralization and the promotion of 'wself-govement~o 

notwithstanding, dependence upon central governnients does not appear to have lessened to an); 

appreciable extent." (Nagata 1987:62) The issue of economic transfer has implications on the 

leadership system kom two levels: that of the band as an administrative unit (political). and that 

of the individuals in the community whose lives and attitudes are affected (social and 

psychological). Regardless of the best theoretical explanation, the allocative function of the role 

of chief affects leadership, and as such forms a component of the leadership system. 

As political and administrative units. band govements have never gone h u g h  an 

organizational leaming process that would enable hem to be proficient at money management. 

This is not to argue that some are not, or that others are incapable, but rarher that the nature of 
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bureaucratic encapsulation c m  easily trap band governments into the cycle of bureaucratic 

economics. In such a cycle, any surplus at the end of a fiscal year is deducted from operating 

budget for the next. Clearly. most band councils operate in an environment of short-term budget 

planning, dealing with uncertainty regardhg the longevity of program fûnding. The quick tesson 

to leam in such a system is to overspend and pad expenses so that more resources are allocated 

for the foilowing year. Crowfoot has observed that the "squeaky wheel gets the greaseg' when it 

cornes to securing fiuiding from Ottawa for First Nations. and the overall effect of this approach 

is to reward mismanagement and punish management in reserve government. (Crowfoot 1997: 

320) In addition to the short-term funding situation. the federal governent in its capacity as 

tnistee has always managed (or mismanaged, in some cases) band resource revenues. One effect 

of this relationship fias been the further stifling of band government organizational leaming with 

regard to financial management. 

The 1998 Federal Auditor General's report indicated that financial mismanagernent was rife in 

1 67 of the 585 Fint Nations in Canada (approximately thirty percent of al1 bands). During that 

year. 15 bands had their fmancial management ûansferred to thud parties. while another 27 had 

their finances CO-managed with Ottawa. (National Post 1999) The report indicated that such 

problems were the result of Ottawa's inadeqwite system for the investigation of allegations of 

mismanagement and corruption in band government. While a more effective system to deal with 

accusations would tend to open the door for a more transparent style of governance at the band 

level. it cannot adciress the structural problerns that create the environment for distrust and 

mismanagement. Further. such an approach does nothing to expiain the dynamics of the 418 

bands that were successhlly operating in the black. To overcome some of these problems and to 

further self-government, Ottawa has responded to dernands for more fmancial respowibility by 
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entering into flexible fmding and five-year budgeting arrangements with some bands. Many 

bands. however, are not yet prepared to assume such responsibilities but are encouraged to do so. 

It would appear that in some cases the federal govemrnent's dump-and-run tactics have solved 

small problems by creating larger ones. 

The allocative role of chief greatly affects the nature of the leadership position. Much of a 

chiefs time cari be spent away from the community negotiating for project tùnding. When at 

home, more time is consumed writing grants for new projects and prograrns. or renewing 

applications for existing ones. The system of grantsmanship has the overall effect of creating 

cornpetition among and between bands for lirnited project hinding. As a result. leaders are ofien 

hesitant to discuss their plans with their counterparts in other First Nation communities. The 

effect of this is divisive, and serves to prevent communicative processes for shared learning 

sxpenences. At the local level. people observe the chief s absence from the community for 

rxtended periods of time. and this observation cm fuel accusations that the chief is "living the 

hi& life" and has become detached from the community. 

Economic aspects of the bureaucratie relationship with the federal department affect leadership in 

a nurnber of ways. Al1 too often the demands of the federal department are incongruent with the 

expectations and needs of the community. Lurie has described how these conflicts c m  lead to 

turnover not only in locaI elected officiais. but also in the clerical and support positions in band 

government (Lurie 1986: 50): 
C 

As the tribal bureaucracy remains employed doing ever less productive 

papenvork while more of the rank and file are t b w n  out of w o k  tribal 

govemments-whether called councils or business cornmittees-are under 
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enormous pressures to use strictly programmed fbnding for purposes the 

cornrnunity or segments of the community consider more pressing needs. 

Because there never is enough money and it is impossible to satisQ everybociy, 

confidence in tribal leadership is undercut and many tribes experience fiequent 

turnover of elected personnel and consequent turnover of ctencal staff hired by 

each previous regime. Books become muddled because of lack of continuity of 

people in charge. 

The above quote reinforces problerns faced by chiefs as they function in a modal role. It also 

alludes to issues of trust and patronage based on kinship that emerge in face-to-face communities. 

Socio-economic conditions in many Fint Nation comunities cm lead to the "it's our turn" 

phrnomenon with regard to leadership in band government (Crowfoot 1997: 314) where a 

different family takes a mm at managing comunity affairç. This indicates that local leadership 

is viewed as an econornic oppomity in some First Nation communities (which it very well may 

be). but also indicates a lack of understanding of both the complexity and functions of the 

leadership role. 

.4t the individual level. Indian attitudes toward money have been fonned by the contradictions of 

contract and compact socid values. In traditional First Nation society. production was 

determined by social category. The ethic of cultural sharing prevented overt stratification within 

communities. Ceremonies such as the potlatch and the sundance provided for the redistribution 

of wealth, reinforcing the network of relations and responsibilities that formed the foundation of 

the social compact. The role of economic production in naditional society is described by 

Nugent (1993: 337) in relation to that of society with capitalist economy: 
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Production as a distinct reah is not recognizable as such but rather is subsumed 

by broader social institutions that prefigure and transcend it. What happens in 

production is therefore secondary to nonproductive considerations- 

considerations of kin group. gender. age, and other broad social categories. The 

pnority of these more inclusive social institutions ensures that production has no 

"life of its own." and dius the reiationship of production to other social domains 

is the reverse of that in capitalism. Lt becomes an effect rather than a cause. 

As '*effect." there is no stigma associated witb receiving money under the values of the compact 

social system. In such a system. the emphasis of social value is on giving rather than upon 

earning. In contract society, -those who depend on welfare money are suspected of 

shifilessness. Indian people do not have the same emotional reactions as whites about giving and 

receiving money.. . .they do not see rnoney as  ritually unclean nor do they seem equivocal about 

it." (Luric 1986: 52) As jobs can be culturally secondary to social relations. cultural difference 

cm explain how Indian people are ofien observed by non-Indians as being unmotivated and 

unreliable in the labour force. Cultural difference can also explain a general Iack of 

entrepreneurial activity on reserves, and how upstart capital for private ventures could be scarce. 

eiven that "saving" does not fom part of the traditional Indian social and economic value system. 
C 

In traditional First Nation culture. the act of receiving money is not sharnefui. Welfare. as an 

individual enriflement, however, did not exist wirhin traditional First Nation society. With 

regard to the introduction of social assistance in First Nations communities, Paine has claimed 

that Yt might be called welfare colonialism, which should suggesf conectly, the comection it 

has with centre-periphery relations generally.' (Paine 1977: 3) As a f o n  of dependency. both 
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First Nations and their members have experienced the imposition of values of liberal democracy, 

imposed directiy through economic transfer. As an entitlement bestowed upon citizens by a 

sovereign state, the extent to which social assistance is incompatible with traditional First Nation 

culture is self-evident, as are the implications of the individual and organizational confusion that 

has resulted. The "support" derives firom outside the comrnunity. and is provided as a matter of 

individual right without entailing any form of responsibility. The colonial process. coupled with 

its extension of "economic deterministic" benefits, has created a situation where "it is now v e l  

difficult to break the mindset of abdicated responsibility for looking after one-self" in First 

Nation comrnunities. (Crowfoot 1997: 318) This "abdicated responsibility" has been called the 

"Indian agent rnindset." the m'colonial mindset" and the "entitlement mindset." al1 of which are 

depicted by an ingrained belief that 'rhe government will take care of us because we are Indian." 

(Crowfoot. 1997: 3 18). However described. this mindset creates a plethora of problerns for 

cornmunis leaders. 

The allocative role of chief and council can be problematic in face-to-face communities. simply 

because chief and council generally know al1 the farnilies in the community. if not al1 community 

rnembcn on a personal level. Local govemrnent is charged with the responsibility of determining 

who gets what and how much of things such as welfare. housing, and employment oppominities 

within the comrnunity. Crowfoor examines how the dependency mindset can affect a chiefs 

ability to be fair. and to be viewed as fair by cornmunity members (Croufoot 1997: 317): 

RegardIess of one's Ievel of wealth or poverty, the reserve resident who has an 

sntitlement mindset views himself as having an equai ri@ to the benefit of 

housing provided by the aibe. Thus, reserve politics corne to involve a much 

greater preoccypution with allocative fahess than do politics in rnost non- 
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Native municipalities. This is the moa dificult part of the job of chief. The 

community's preoccupation with allocative faimess leaves the leaders having to 

balance the needs and wants of different sectors of the comniunity, probably to a 

much greater extent than is mie for most non-Native politicians in communities 

of similar size. The concept of need as  a driving force behind the confenal of 

benefits on reserve. if not subordinated to notions of rights or entitlement. is 

certainly cornpromised significantly in First Nations politics. 

The above quotation reveals how encapsulated chief and council are with regard to their role as 

the distributors of public goods. In this role. they are easily criticized as being too closely 

aligned with the federal government. Futther. the way in which the conferral of benefits is 

constructed as individual right rnakes it very difficult for chief and council to perfom their 

ailocative role in a manner that is more typical of traditional community values. As such. local 

eovemment leaders are caught in a dilemma created by conflicting values and cxpectations OC 
C1 

cornrnunity members. Leaders are oAen accused of being too "white." while at the rame time 

prevented from using "Indian" values in their allocative role. Allocative decisions rooted in 

traditional values are easily labeied 'iinjust" by community members because of the individual 

ri&& and entitlements granted to them by the colonial system. For cornmunity leaders. balancing 

principles of fairness, family, merit need, community, tradition, development and entitlement is 

virtually impossible without cornmunity consensus on what principles have greatest intrinsic 

vaiue. 

Economic determinism can impact a First Nation leadership systern by creating a climate of 

resistance to change. This climate reinforces the bureaucratie encapsulation of community 
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organization, and essentidly, if permitted, de-politicizes local government. At the individual 

level, depicted by group identity. econornic determinisrn mates what Ahond has defmed as a 

"subject political culture," in which people fear change becaw of a belief that any deviation 

f?om the status quo will affect speciai status - the status that creates entitlement for certain 

subsistence benefits. (Almond in Long I W O :  768) It should be noted here that it is the "status'' 

that is perceived as being in jeopardy, not simply the -*benefits" of status. Although status is a 

product of the coloniat expenence, it entails more than econornic benefit - it includes notions of 

identity that are grounded in s h e d  experiences that are unique to First Nation people. It is for 

this reason that "dependency" is a misleading explanation for the colonial relationship with Fia t  

Nations. and for the economic conditions expenenced by many Indian people. 

In rejection of the dependency thesis. it could easily be argued that the colonial government is 

dependant upon the land and resourca "shared by First Nations under treaty. and usurped Erom 

those Nations who either refused or with whom were never treated. Further. the dependency 

thesis provides a purely economic explanation of the "stay option": why so many First Nation 

people remain in or return to their comrnunities. Such an explanation fails to incorporate the 

smictural conditioning of bureaucratie encapsulation and economic determinisrn. and fiathet fails 

to recognize the way in which individuality is defmed and reinforced by comunity and sense of 

place in traditional First Nations social systems. Financial independence in and of itself is not a 

sufficient condition for cornmunity developrnent and pmsperity. Some First Nations with 

resource-based wealth such as the ^ail-rich bands in Alberta discovered this. as they witnessed 

community problems accelerate in a climate of economic prosperity. Something more is 

obviously required to restore hannony and balance in such comrnunities. This point is made 

clear bu Alfred, who States that "it is one thing to see money as a cornpetitive lever and a mesure 
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of collective strengh; it is quite another to see self-government as an exercise in accessing 

financial resources. or the accumulation of wealth as an end in itself." (AIFed 1999: 114) 

Figure 4.5.1 Sumrnary: Economic Determinism Facets and Aspects 

i 
1 Category And Facet Aspect of Facet 

/ Econornic Determiiism 1 

I Fiscal Management 1 Balanced I 

I 

I 
l Grantsmanship ( Red-Tape 

Function AlIocative 

I 

I 

i Values Toward Money Giving/Sharing 

I I 

Need 

Social Assistance 

SeIection Criteria/Jobs 

Stigma 
, 

Merit 
1 

I 

Accusations 1 
I 

I 
"High Life" 

I 
Political 

1 
I Conflict of Interest 1 I 
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5.0 Case Study 

Literanire and theory presented in Chapter Four were used to guide the field research as outlined 

in Figure 3.5.1 entitled Approach to Analysis. This interplay between the ideas in the literature 

and the data fiom both exploratory phases of fieldwork pemined existing research to guide sorne 

aspects of inquiry. while allowing the emerging data to do the same. In this Chapter. the 

community for the case study will be desmbed. the approach to data analysis will be revisited. 

and data will be  presented and then analyzed. 

As indicated in the rnethodology chapter of this thesis. the data will be presented in a manner that 

dors not revral the identity of the reserve. One comment made by a person in the community 

serves to hxther justifj this method: " M y  son could [ose his job b e c m e  I spoke to you . . . 

depending on what you do with the information. " Given the adopted appmach of anonqmity for 

the community. it was necessary to develop a name to refer to the reserve for use in this chapter. 

Not being satisfied with possibilities that rmerged. the analysis and writing continued. using a 

generic tenn. There was an expectation that a name would corne to the researcher as the work 

progressrd. As the analysis continued and the uniqueness of the community in relation to the 

..outside world" was unpacked it seemed appropriate to apply a pseudonyrn that captured this 

difference. The noun %let." rneaning something that smds out in relation to its surroundings. 

captures this difference and will be used to refer to the case study communi~ in this thesis. 

lslet is typical of many small communities where one waves to others as they dnve by, or stops to 

sa- hello. Throughout the day, there was a small congregation of people outside the band 
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administration building, chatting and catching up with family and fkiends. M i l e  a stranger was 

readily wekomed to the community, it took some tirne for people to open up, and to trust their 

words being shared. "fi takes people a long time to tmst here, " acknowledged one person. 

Sorne people in the community were not cornfortable in conversations that related to the research. 

It is being assurned that others spoke with similar mind. and that most perspectives on leadership 

issues in the comrnwiity emerged over the course of the study. 

S. 1 Description of Community 

tn Chapter three outlining the research design for this project the rationale for preserving the 

anonymity of the comrnunity was presented. Describing a community without identieing it poses 

certain challenges. Any descriptive information provided could be used to detemine where Islet 

is. W ithout a snapshot of the community. however. the data will lack a context and lose meaning 

as a result. An attempt has been made to provide suficient information about Islet so that data 

can be conte.malized. What follows is a brief description of the community. its people. land. 

resources and organization. Specifics that wouId make the community easily identifiable have 

been ornitted. Where numeric data are used. they have been rounded. 

Islet has a long history of contact with "outsiders." and its people. to quote the chief. are a 

"fonuard-iooking group." One of the most striking feanires of Idet is i ü  openness and 

fa mi lia ri^ with outsiders. Historically, amicable relations were established early in the region 

betvieen colonizers and the Uidigenous peoples. Ancestors of this nation were arnong the fmt  to 

conven to Christianity in the 'New Worlci,' their Grand Chief being baptized in the fust decade 

of the seventeenth century. A Catholic mission was established in Islet at the beginning of the 
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nineteenth century. At this tirne, the land was heid privately by title, although it was occupied 

and used by Aboriginal people. Approximately seventy years later, the land was conveyed by the 

owners to the Aboriginal Protection Society of London England, establishing the land as a 

.*special reserve" for the use and benefit of the Indians of the region. Approximately forty years 

larer. title was transferred to the Crown, and the reserve becarne a federal tmt. 

M i l e  tics to the colonial society go back further in Islet than they do in many other regions of 

the country. the comrnunity did not escape the ail-too-prevalent problems associated with 

assimilation - Ioss of Aboriginal identity. residential schooling experience. racial discrimination. 

family violence and alcoholisrn. In the curent context, however, there is something about Isiet 

when compared to other reserve communities. According to the chief. it is "the best mamged 

band in the region, " and the level of inf'rastnicture in the cornrnunity serves as testirnony to this 

fact. While change has been in the works for a number of decades now. the transformation has 

not been free of controversy. Sorne in the community feel that development has been driven by 

rnoney at the expense of character. identity and tradition. 

The band occupies a Crown vested reserve under 900 hectares in size. The reserve consists of a 

number of Islands. the largest of which serves as home to the cornmuni@ (approxirnately 500 

hectares). The reserve, while rural. could not be called isolated, and is within 50km of an urban 

centre offering full menities. Idet is also a short drive to a smaller town offerkg most services 

(post office. grocery, banking, retail). Al1 80 housing units on the reserve have m i n g  water. 

septic tile and eleciricity. Most houses are on small lots. and are heated using wood ancilor oil. 

Recently constnicted homes have been planned Ui ~ g - r o a d  format, giving the community a 

modem village appearance that is unusuai in reserve communities. This village feeling is 
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reinforced by the cluster of communal facilities at the cmssroads of the resme. Easily visible 

are the Band administration building, housing offices for local govemment and a gymnasium. A 

schooi and playground, church and manse, cemetery, teacher's residence, bal1 fieId, frre hall, 

wharf and tisheries office, adult leaniing centre, pumphouse, and maintenance shop s m u n d  the 

administration building. 

White socio-demographic statistics are lhited in what can be conveyed due to the size of the 

comrnunity. some will be presented here as percentages in an attempt to create a rough picture of 

the composition of the cornmunity. Readers should be cautioned. as the band council developed 

the collection methodologies and compiled some of the data being presented. As such. the data 

do not necessarily conform to standardized methodologies and indicators used by statistical 

agencies that have traditionally compiled data on Aboriginal people - Indian and Northem 

AKairs Canada, Statistics Canada. or the Medical Services Branch of Health and WeIfare 

Canada. For example. those with the charge of compiling the data thought it appropnate to 

inchde full-tirne students in their "labour force." a methodological approach that is not used by 

Statistics Canada. For an elaboration of the emerging data requirements and collection 

rnethodologies for First Nations. and the problems associated with existing data-sets. see Le 

Dressay 1994. Wright 1993. Hull 1984, and Gadacz 199 1. 

Of total band membership (650), slightly more people were living off-reserve (53 percent) than 

were living on-reserve (47 percent). Approximately eight percent of people living on-reserve 

were non-Aboriginal. As is typical of F i m  Nation communities. roughly one-half of the on- 

reserve population was under the age of 25. Of what they considered to be the labour force, 

approximately 20 percent were employed d k t l y  by the Band in full-tirne or contract positions. 
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Data provided by Statistics Canada for 1996 indicates an on-reserve population one-third less 

than that reported by band council for the following year. While census data compiled on First 

Nations have ben criticized for undercounting, some basic community data have been presented 

with provincial cornparisons to provide a rough profile (Table 5.5.1 ). 

Table 5.1.1 Socio-Demographics of Community 

Comrnunity / Province 

t I 

1 on-~eservel 300 NIA 

Off- Reserve 

On-Reserve 

350 

Unemployrnent Rate 

Education (Oh 25 years of age and over, highest level of 

NIA 

200 

15 

Participation Rate 

NIA 

70 70 

15 
1 

high schwl certifiate or higher 

less than grade nine 
1 

55 1 60 
i 

1 trades or non-university certificate/diploma or higheq 

25 

40 

1 1 

40 

NIA % with Aboriginal language(s) first leamed and still understood 

NIA % with knowledge of Aboriginal language(s) 

18 

13 
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ltalics denote data provided by Band Council, 1997. All other data are from Statistics 
Canada 1996 Census. 
'To permit anonyrnity of the community, al1 figures have been rounded. 

Labour force indicators for Met reveal that community members participate at approximately the 

same rate (70 percent) as their provincial counterparts (70 percent). However. people in Islet 

experience much higher unernployment (40 percent) than others in the province (15 percent). 

The younger population in Met could affect these indicators. as could seasonal employment 

opportunities. Further. sharing of job opporninities within the cornrnunity (comrnon in many 

First Nations) allows for higher participation rates and more access to federal employrnent 

insurrince benefits. Education data reveaI that people age 25 and over in Islet were almost as  

well educated as the overall provincial population based on highest level of attaiiunent. As an 

indicator of traditional culture, the census data revealed that 31 percent of people in Met were 

familiar to sorne degree with an Aboriginal language. Thirteen percent had knowledge of an 

Aboriginal language. while 18 percent had an Aboriginal language as their rnother-tongue. 

There are numerous natural resources in Met, and a greater nmber of perspectives on how such 

resources should be harvested and managed. The largest such resowçe is found in the marine 

ecosystem. where lobster. fish. eel and shellfish are harvested. TWO fisheries exist in the 

community - the food fishery. providing each member of the band access to resources for 

penonal consumption. and a communal commercial fishery. The food fishery is a treaty right. 

Licenses for the commerciaI fishery are held by the First Nation, and are gnmted by the 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans @FO). Management of both fisheries is provided Iocally by 

a volunteer Fisheries Authority. The attthority works in conjunction with DFO, and oversees two 
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community Fishenes Guardians. Guardians provide conservation, enforcement and education 

services for the community in conjunction with DFO. 

Other nahiral resources in the community include numerous acres of birch and spruce mked 

forest. abundant wild bluebemes, raspbemes, huckieberries and choke chemes. peat, gravel. 

brick clay and coal. While foresay resources in the cornrnunity have not been utilized, the band 

has participated in the First Nations Forestry Program, developing a  fores^ management pian 

anticipating fbture development of an eco-tourism h d u s ~ .  Peat is no longer harvested on 

resrrve land. However. a community enrerprise operates an extraction. processing and packaging 

indus- off- rese~e on leased land. The same enterprise operates a seasonal blueberry harvest of 

approximately 100 acres. This o p t i o n  yielded 6.000 kg of h i t  in 1995. 

[siet is organized politicdly by Indian Act band government, comprised of one chief and two 

councillon eiected by custom. Elections for chief are held every three years, while councillon 

hold office for two. During the time fieldwork was conducted. the Chief was in his 25" year of 

leadership. being renimed to office eight successive times. Band Council administers and 

manages the operating budgets for the following programs: housing, roads. water. sewage. health. 

social assistance. alcohol and dmg awareness. recreation, culture. education. employment, and 

nntural resources. including the Fishery and a Forest Management Plan. In addition to managing 

the above-noted services in the community, Band Council liaises with a number of external 

governments. bureaucracies. and associations. Relations with the Federal Department of lndian 

Affairs (MAC) fonn only the beginning of a long list of extemal relations. Islet is associated 

nith a Tribal Council consisting of four bands. The Council is primarily used to secure hinding 
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for shared resources such as a legal advisor to council, who works in each conununity on a 

rotating basis. 

Policing is provided in Islet by the RCMP through a tripartite agreement between the RCMP. the 

Band and the Province. Heaith services, dental and eye-care are provided by Health and Welfare 

Canada. The provision of social services involves liaison with the Province. Family and Chiid 

Services. and MAC. Education involves transfer payments fiom the Province, and Iiaison with 

INAC for post-secondary funding grants. Adding to this list of extemal relations are both 

provincial and federal dep~trtments that regdate and manage natural resources. 

In addition to formal local govenunent operations. there are a number of private and public 

organizations and activities in Islet. There are two churches. and three pnvate retail o p t i o n s  

(one being the community store). Numerous artisans apply their trade to the making of 

traditional crafts such as basket-making and the harvesting and drying of sweetgrass. The 

various interna1 activities of both community rnembers and band council have been presented in 

Figure 5.1.2 in the form of a Community Model. The mode1 was designed to show the complex 

web. or matrix of interrelations, between organizations and activities in the community. The 

strong role played by chief and council in al1 comunity activities has been demonstrated by 

positioning the band governrnent (primarily the chie0 in the midst of the rnaûtx 
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Figure 5.1.2 Community Organization Model 
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5.2 Data Categories and Rounds of Analysis 

As described in section 3.6 (Actual Implementation of the Methodology), the data were analyzed 

in three separate rounds. Categories fonning each round are presented in Figure 5.2.1. 

Figure 5.2.1 Data Categories of Repeated Analysis 

Round One Round Two Round Three 

Farnily 

- -- 

l 

Tradition 

Cornmunity 

/ Adaptive Management 1 Money vs. People 

/ Change & Deprndency l 

Personal Relations 

Attitudes Toward Work 

InsiddOutside 

I 1 Closed Govemment 

Faimess 

In section 3.6 of the Methodology Chapter. the decision to present and analyze the data according 

to these three rounds was both described and defended. An attempt was made to apply the 

conventional qualitative methodology to the data by grouping the categones of these three rounds 

according likeness of quality. Using the ICA technique, this task was completed. The outcome 

is presented as Figure 5.2.2 (Grouping Like Categories From Different Analysis). This method 

identifies the strongest themes in the data. such as d i t i o n ,  change and moderniry, justice and 

individual and group relations. Further, this approach permits a more traditional application of 

Al1 for One and One for Some 

Unity 

Division 

WEarning 
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the methodology to the data. Clustering categories fiom different rounds can serve as a means of 

testing the categones for interna1 convergence and extemal divergence. 

Figure 5.2.2 Grouping Like Categories From Different Anaiysis 

While approaching the data presentation and analysis by clustering categories of rounds has 

methodological benefits. the question remained as to whether it was the best fit for the data. This 

approach aould in effect reverse some of the refmed ways in which the data were organized 

during each round. Whicb approach would permit the data to speak rnost strongly? AAer 

cornparhg the options. it was detennllied that presentation and analysis by round provided a 

bener fit with the data. Such an approach permits the differences in category formation by round 

to be preserved and examined. 
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5.3 Data Presentation 

Data will be presented in the traditional rnanner that provides a descriptive account of the data 

pnor to and independent fiom the analysis. This approach has been adopted because it provides 

a neater packaging of the ideas being presented. Given that there are three rounds of data 

analysis. the contents of each round need to be outlined prior to an assessrnent of the qualities of 

each round. Once these "small pictures" have been described. their rneaning in whole and in part 

wili be examined. M i l e  following the traditional approach of presenting the data prior to the 

analysis usually provides a flow for organization and thoughf it can necessitare some redundanq 

and restating. This situation is compounded by the method of analysis in this contes - muitiple 

rounds of categories developed from the same data. Some of the data appear to have multiple 

meanings. and as such fit into different categories of different rounds of analysis. 



. 

Consider for example the story to the 

right, which describes the experiences 

of a primary school teacher in Met. 

This story speaks to a category fiom 

each of the three différent rounds of 

analysis. The tendency for some 

parents in Islet to blame teachers for 

the conduct of their children involves a 

certain degree of denial and blame. As 

such. this story fits into the change and 

dependency category of Round One. 

Direct confrontation. however, is not 

the prefened mode of criticism in Islet. 

Under this interpretation of the story, it 

can be placed in the persona1 relations 

category that emerged in Round Two. 

The fact that the teacher was 

unfamiliar with community methods of 

penonal interaction speaks to the fact 

that she was an outsider, Her method 

of dealing with the situation, while 

Meet the Teacber 

"You have to be patient with these children. They 

have been through a lot. " 

Parents in Islet would ofien blame eiementary school 

teachers for children's behaviour or learning 

problems. One person observed that teachea who 

ailowed children to nui wild in their classrooms 

were highly regarded by snidenn and parents. This 

person felt that such a lack of discipline and respect 

in the classroorn rnirrored the home-life for many of 

the children, allowing a certain degee of denial on 

behalf of parents with regard to their children's 

behaviour. A new teacher fiom outside the 

cornmunity attempted to introduce somr discipline 

and respect into the leaming environment. Upon 

confronting parents of problern children. the teacher 

was singled out as the "problern." Although highly 

respected by other educators. the teacher was forced 

to resign. 

well intentioned. was not of the community and was therefore probably viewed as a threat. This 

awareness of difference between the outside and the inside fits into the categoxy of the sarne 

name from Round Three. 
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Not only do most data fit into different categories in different rounds, many bits of data could fit 

into different categories within the same round. nie story described in the Faimess category of 

Round One entitled "Allocation Relocation" describes one person's feelings regarding social 

assistance policy in Islet. In the F i t  round of analysis, this story speaks to the categories of 

fairness. comrnunity, and change and development. In Round Two of the analysis. the story 

couid be equally weighted in the categories of attitudes toward work, money and people. and 

division. 

While stories are ncher in meaning than direct quotations and observations. they serve to 

demonstrate the extent to which data can speak to multiple categories acmss rounds of analysis. 

This feature of the data has an impact upon how it is presented herein. If the supponing data for 

cach category of each round were described as recorded the data presentation would quickly 

bcgin to ccho itself. Given this, only the mongest data in support of each category will be 

presented. Stories and other data previously mentioned in other rounds and categories will be 

referred to but not repeated. Given this approach. Round One appears richer in data than Round 

W e e .  however alrnost ail of the data were categorized in each round. 

SA1 Round One 

Categories fiom Round One of the analysis and their principal charactenstics are outiined in 

Figure 5.3.1 below. 
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Figure 5.3.1 Categories From Round One of Analysis 

5.3.1.1 Category of Community 

Therr was a new sense of pride and comrnunity in Islet that had accompanied recent changes. 

- .. 

Unity Amidst Division 

"Thar ~vould never happen here. " 

Although some grooupps are more likely to see division than others, it 

would appear that the people in Islet corne together to actively support 

the bettement of the community. At another tribal reserve in the 

region. there was an unfinished recreation and administration complex. 

Apparently. the band experienced cost over-runs with the construction. 

leaving them with a new facility lacking a floor. When this story was 

relayed to a penon in IsIet. she saiâ, " T h  would never happen here. 

People would corne together to see that it w m  comple~ed " 

Regardless of factors 

that served to create 

division. community 

remained a strong 

concept in Islet. 

Born of sense of 

place and history. 

personal relations. 

family and Met's 

juxtaposition to the 

outside world, a 



sense of uni@ing identity permeated the reserve. As the story "Unity Arnidst Division" indicates? 

people in Islet would rally together for the benennent of their community. 

It would appear that the comrnunity is made stronger by people's experiences obtained while 

.-away." According to some, knowledge of the outside world is essential for a person to fully 

understand his or her home and people. Regarding skills and opportunities only available 

outside the cornmunity, the chief stated: "You h e  to leave for a while. " Many do leave, for 

schooling. work or travel. Many also r e m  bringing their knowledge and understanding back to 

the community. When leavers were asked why they chose to return to the community. the most 

common answer was that they missed their families, tnends and cornrnunity. One person. who 

had lsft the community to work at a better paying job in the United States quit his job and moved 

home frorn Nebraska. stating that he "got homesick " 

5.3.1.2 Category of Closed Government 

As a leader. the chief of Islet was certainly aware of his political roie. When asked what he 

would describe as the most dificult part of his job, he succinctly replied: "Keeping everyone 

hupp- " As an educated professional (an accountant by trade), the chief was described as a 

a-doer": someone who gets the job done. As a successfui businessperson. the chief has many 

contacts in the -'outside*' world, and o w m  and nins an off-reserve pnvate business in addition to 

his responsibilities with the band govemment. He is accessible as a leader. and has an open-door 

policy wherein people are encouraged to corne to him directly with problems or issues. This 

policy applies to the various departments of the band administration as well. One administrator. 

referring to the chief s invoivement in the day-to-day operations. m t e d  "you go upstairs with o 
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problem. " Of mixed blood, the chief is of the hereditary leadership clan in Islet. With only one 

exception, the position of chief has always been bestowed upon a member of this farnily. 

Account- Ability 

" We had a m u t  building duwn by the wharf-where did that go? 

Some say to the chief s house. " 

Although highly respected during his long tenure in office, the 

chief of Islet had been openly chatlenged. A group in the 

community once requested the Minister of the Department of 

Indian Affairs to conduct an investigation into the fuiancial 

operations of the band. While carefui not to make accusations. the 

youp felt that the band govemment did not share information with 

the comrnunity. and that the domination of band government by 

one îàmily was unfair. Regardless of numerous allegations made 

against chief and council. an rxternal agency determined that there 

was insuficient çvidence to detect any form of wrongdoing. 

Many people in Met 

feel excluded ftom the 

decision-mahng 

process of band 

govemment. This was 

subtly revealed to the 

researcher by the 

chief s language. 

Indicating how he 

viewed hirnself in 

relation to the 

community, the chief 

repeatedly used the 

personal pronom "1." 

where -vie" could have been used instead to refer to community projects, and to the decision- 

making process. Islet used to have community meetings once a year as required by the Indian 

. but this gave way ro having issues decided by community referendum. The chief 

commented that tumout dwindled each year. making the process unproductive. He also 

mentioned that public process was costly. and that the limited finids the band had to work with 

were earmarked for more ùnmediate needs and projects. Further, his leadership expenmce had 

indicated a weakness in the local government system, in that "there is no power to legail'y 

enforce cornmuni@ decisiom.. . there is a Zock of lm-making obility " 
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Reflecthg on community meetings, one person stated that "People stopped going to band 

meetings becauîe they got ridiculed - sneered at, laughed at .. . You are boked down upon ifvou 

h u e  o d~flerent poinr of view. " During the period in which community meetings were held. 

q u o m  was at one point set at five people. At the time the research was conducted, there were 

no regular council meetings in Islef but rather, they were held as  required. and were closed to the 

community. One person. speaking of chief and council. said. "7'hey do what they damn well 

please ... Councillors don 't go to bat for us... They are supposed to be there for the comrnunity, not 

the orher wqv around. " Similady, another band member was quoted as saying: "Positions should 

be in the hands of the people, not just a handhil of people" (a band member of Islef quoted in a 

video documentary). 

While the above indicates that 

there was ver); little 

information flow from the 

comrnunity members to the 

band council. it was aIso 

evident that there was very 

Iittle flow of information fiom 

band govenunent to 

community members. One 

resident of Islet expressed this 

in the following way: "On a 

scale of one to ten, minus ten 

"The chief c& meeîings on the spur ofthe moment. " 

When we as&, we are silenced " 

"People are not involved in deckions. " 

"Everyone ir bury Qing to push their point of view on 

others. " 

"Take the hierarchy, twn it upside-down, add some more 

lines andyou have a teepee. " 
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on sharing information with the community. "Another made the comment that: "1 go into that 

band oflce and they muke me fiel l i k  I don 't belong . . . I try to s t q  away f iom there. " m i l e  

not directly acknowledging an interna1 communication problem, the chief did mention that there 

were "problerns of misunderstanding, " based on a lack of communication with those outside the 

community . 

53.124 Category of Adaptive Management 

The category of adaptive management has to do with the way in which the band government has 

leamed to make decisions and implement policies in a manner that they believe works b a t  for 

the cornmunity. To do this, they have tailoreci 
1 

l m e d  to master the art of creative fuiance with tied 

p r o p m s  to fit the needs of the comrnunity, they have 

have different needs. " 

" We do tliings d m e n t l y  hem, we 

project moneys. and they are selective and cautious I I 

responsibility. Speaking to the 1 s t  point the chief 

with regard to the programs for which they assume 

things with discretion. " 

" We break the rules a b i t  We do 

mentioned: " We are very curefil about what we tuke on adrninistrutively. " citing the devoiution 

of administration for the land registry and heaith care as two areas for which other bands have 

assumed responsibility and by which they rapidly have become overwhelmed. The chief was 

quick to comment that the current guidelines for the devolution of these services made their local 

administration too risky for islet. 

As regards financial management, it would appear that the band government is highly skilIed in 

the area of budptùig. Knowing that h c a i  responsibility is met with more opportunity to 

esercise this ethic. the band govemment has operated in the black for a number of years. This 
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appmach to financial management has resulted in a favourable posturing for the community with 

regard to outside-fûnded cornpetitive project-based gants. "We are never audited beyond the 

balance sheet on the register. If you haie a deficit, you are an asshole in their T e s ,  " said one 

person who was close to the inner workings of band government. 

One other area in which the band has utilized adaptive management is employment. Regarding 

employment and job creation strategies in Met. the chief stated, " We make rhe jobfit the person, 

not the other wqv around. " Through the establishment of a cornmunity-based resource extraction 

and processing industry. the band has created two full-tirne management positions and thirty 

seasonaî jobs. Despite these opportunities, there are many without work during the summer 

months. Band Council hires a number of these unernployed for various projecîs in the 

community. and uses the federal employment insurance systern as a means of sharing both 

resources and opportunity: "Much work is done in the summer. Up to six labourers are wually 

hired for long enough to get stamps. then they are released and more will be hired " 
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5.3.1.4 Categoiy of Change & Dependency 

Many changes have been brought about during the chiefs tenure. and most people in Islet 

identified how the community had tumed around, and was 

an entirely different place than it was before he took 

ot'fice. The comniunity has a very healthy appeitrance, and 

is infiastructurally strong. Islet certainly defies most 

stereonpes of First Nation reserves. There are no 

untinished public projects, and houses and buildings are 

kept to a hi& standard of maintenance. Descnbing the 

change in the community, one person claimed "You see 

more people with cars. Five yeurs aga. no one would 

hmv planted flowers. " Another penon in r e f e r ~ g  to 

change in the comunity stated: "A lot of things are 

-- - -- 

"nings are different this year- 

people are jusf doing things. " 

"People are sîarîing to toke pride 

in themselves. " 

"People are sobering-up slowly. " 

"More people are sturîing to 

speak-up for themselves " 

happening here . . . this is the firsr summer I Le seen people doing good. " A teenager. one suspects 

rmployed by the band for the summer, was collecting litter. As he waved he exclaimed: 

"Someone has to clean this place up. " 

The Chief described his role as "One in which consistency is injected into the communiîy- " By 

this standard. it would appear that much of the change bmught about has k e n  consistent. Many 

of the policies in Islet have been designed to move away from dependency. Welfare policy 

serves as one example. Islet allocates less than other merves and bordering municipalities as 

incentive for people to seek and remain in gainful employment The recent construction of an 

adult education and leaming resource center in the community has fostered this goal of giving 
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people a hand-up as opposed to a hand-out. The increased job opportunities within the 

community that have been dweloped by the band work to supplement this goal as well. 

1 Internai Paternal 

" Evevone c m  l e m  ro manage @en the chance. " 

Oppominities to manage have not yet replaced the 'colonial mindset' 

in Ida. This would appear to be me of many band members. who 

have become accustomed to behg managed by the federai 

eovernment as "Indians." It would a h  appear that the band - 
eovernrnent and its administration have, in some situations, 
C 

perpetuated the abdication of individual responsibility by king overly 

patemal. 

Funding policy for post-secondary education exemplifies this well. 

Initially. the program was designed to release full year funding 

(tuition costs plus a living allowance) to each student as a lump 

sum. Some snidents would over-spend before Christmas. forcing 

them to apply for more funding from the band, or to withdraw 

from their academic program. To overcome this problem the 

band government implemented changes chat would prevent this 

From happening. They began to pay ttxition on behalf of the 

student directiy to the educational institution. Further, they 

resmtctured the living allowance so ihat the student would receive 

/ it monthly, instead of annually. 

Regardless of the 

modem approach that 

has been taken by chief 

and council, some feei 

that the change has 

been driven with too 

much of an emphasis 

on money. According 

to these people. the 

change has corne at the 

expense of real hurnan 

development. A 

distinction was made 

by one person between 

the human and built 

environment in Islet: 

"& cornmuniîy Zooks 

good, buildings and 

things, but the people 

haven't kept up with 

the change ... rhey are not imtolved in decisiam. " As the story "Interna1 Paternal" indicates. there 
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is a tendency in some conte- for chief and council to force change through administrative 

policy. rather than allowing people the option of making responsible choices. 

The concepts of change and dependency go well 

rogethcr. as they impiy two opposing forces. For some. 

overcoming dependency and the mindset that 

accompanies it is state-dependent. During a 

"Only we can bring about 

change and heahg.. .thai con 't 

corne from W w a .  

conversation with one community member. he pointed to a &end who was irnpaired. and stated: 

" A w q  for ien years. cornes bock and starts drinking again. " Another person cornmented: 

"People have been working. Now ihey have stamps and they starr drinking - this always 

happens in the summer. " Field research in the community was conducted during late summer. 

and the researcher's tour of the resource-processing indusûy came about through the kindness of 

an empioyee of the facility who was on a three-&y leave of absence for binge-drinking and 

missing work. 



5.3.1.5 Category of Fairness 

The category of Yaimess" incorporates people's opinions and judgments regarding both 

distributive justice and 

social justice in Islet. As 

such. the category 

inchdes economic and 

sociaVpolitical elements. 

One penon summed up 

both of these categories 

in stating: "There s no 

human righs. You are 

FederaL th- put you 

back and firth. " There 

appear to be NO Iayers 

of these "faimess" issues 

in the community. The 

fmt layer deals directly 

witb the policies and 

decisions of Band 

govemment. while the 

second layer reveals 

cornparisons between 

individuals and families 

Depased Despot 

While Islet was described by the chief as the "Best managed 

band in the region " there has been controversy surroundhg 

leadership within the community. controverjy that goeç back a 

long way. through different leadership regimes. A former chief 

of Idet was known for his draconian tactics. described as 

"mofa-style. '* He had a tendency to decide on other people's 

behalf what colour their homes would be painted inside and out. 

One family living in cramped quarters had repeatedly requested 

of chief and council that they approve and initiate a srna11 

renovation to their home that would allow for a larger living 

area. Extended family had been staying with them. with their 

name on the housing list, waiting for a new home to be built. 

The chief fîally responded to these requests by knocking d o m  

a wall in the home. He enlarged the living room by 

incorpocating a bedroom that was being used for its intended 

purpose. Such actions led to widespread discontent and 

resentment of the chief. This leader was deposed in unusual 

circumstances by a group described as a "l'ch mob. " 
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within the community. 

While chief and council are respected in the community, and do not govern in the manner 

typified by the above story, there were concerns for the way in which power was exercised. The 

saying "power c o m p t s  " was used in reference to the chief repeatedly. One community member 

stated that : " Twenrv-fve years is too long ... he used to be fair. "During an intemiew. one person 

addressed this issue by stating that her son "could (ose his job becawe I tulked to you. depending 

on what you do with the hjbmation " Given that the Band govemment employs a large portion 

of the labour force in Met, both directly and indirectly through community ventures, the way in 

which such opportunities are distributed has become a contentious issue. While the chief openly 

defends hiring based on the merit p ~ c i p l e .  some feel that this policy is selectively applied. One 

comrnunity member told a story of how the band council had posted job listings for four 

positions, al1 requiring a grade twelve education. While there were ample candidates with the 

minimum educational qualifications. three of those hired had not completed hi@ school. The 

chief s policy to recxuit only qualified applicants for positions has led to the h i ~ g  of 8'outsiden" 

for positions with the Band goverment. Many in the community fèet that govenunent positions 

belong to the community. and ought to be filled by locals, regardless of previous expenence. 



Two other areas in which the Band govemment was accused of being "unfair" regard the 

allocation of social assistance and band houshg. The story "Allocation Relocation" 

demonstrates how one peaon felt 

about the Band's policy to alloçate 

less money for social assistance 

than one would be entitled to off- 

reserve. Band council feets that 

sutus benefits such as housing and 

access to the traditionai fishery 

justifj lowering the entitlement. 

Those in receipt of social 

assistance see this policy as unfair. 

and perceive that the band 

govemment is withholding 

resources to which they are 

entitled. 

Allocation Relocation 

"He S pretty fair. He 's not nch " 

So said one band member of his new chief after 

leaving Islet for another reserve, Some people in 

Islet felt that the band's policy on welfare was 

unfair. and that it was forcing people to leave the 

community. Described as "a mix of the &est of 

INAC and the Province, " welfare allotments in Islet 

are less than in other reserves in the region. 

According to the band govemment, this policy is in 

place to reduce dependency on welfare. Changing 

housing title to increase benefits, a cornmon practice 

in other reserves. is not done by administrators in 

Islet. 

As housing is in shon supply in the community. there is a waiting list for band-consmtcted 

housing. This list however. is maintained by the band govemment, and is inaccessible to 

cornmunity members. Some feel that housing is allotted according to favouritisrn raiher than by 

order of application: "They have a housing list - but where p u  are on the list dependr upon who 

o u  are. v y o u  ask who gets a house next spring -th- won 't tell yuu. they sqv that they don 't 

know. Bar it is a list. " 
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The second layer of 'fainiess' issues in the community is subtler than the overt layer of 

governrnent, and has to do with group and fmily association and their relation to prosperity and 

opportunity. In discussing education with some teenagers, one youth proclaimed: "lin not going 

CO Universiiy. but he is (pointing). Everyone in his family goes to University. " Similarly, there is 

a hint of j e a l o y  among some with regard to the succasfil ventures of others. An entrepreneur 

made the following observation with regard to his enterprise: "The shop has been there for two 

years. and only a handfui of people hme been in to see what is going on. " 

53.1.6 Category of Tradition 

The long history of European senler influence in the region has had an impact upon traditional 

practices among the people of Islet. Many of the customary ways have been either lost or 

obscured. due the suong influence of colonial church, state. and values. In the face of this strong 

cultural influence fkom outside. First Nation customs and practices remain. Aboriginal language 

is insmicted in the primary school in Islet, and many youth participate in a dnimming and singing 

group that travels to different events and pow-wows in the region. During late surnmer. Islet 

hosts one of the largest pow-wows in the region. welcoming Indian and non-Indian guests to the 

reserve for food and festivities. Within the cornrnunity. many engage in traditional crafi 

industries. and there is a privately owned business that sells local and continental lndim arts and 

crafts. In addition. an operation that produces and markets products depicting Abonginal 

legends. 

While there are many cultural activities in Islet. tradition seemed to be something that remained 

part of memory more than part of lifestyle and action. Addressing the issue of traditional culture. 

the chief stated, " We remember the d i f ient  ways? tradilionol ways for doing things. " As 
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examples of how tradition infomed govemment in the community, the chief mentioned 

environmental stewardship of the land and marine resources. While elders are occasionally 

consulted regarding policy decisions, they are not formally part of the local govemment structure. 

Their role appeared to be more ceremonial and social than political. Very few people rnentioned 

rlden in discussions involving leadership. Those who did mention elders preferred not to 

All My Relations 

Some people in Islet engage in 'mditional" First 

Nation practices. Many of these traditional activities 

are indigenous to the culture group such as dancing, 

drurnming and fishing, while others are imponed 

practices frorn other First Nation cultures. Sweat- 

lodge ceremonies were leamed and transponed to the 

cornmunity as a form of Pan-Indian spirituaiity. 

There is a small group in Met that participates in 

such tradit ional practices. Sweats are organized upon 

demand. and undertaken when a ceremonial leader is 

available. Those involved stated that sweats are 

conducred for healing, stayirtg clean. and to promote 

personal snength. They also mentioned that 

traditional spiritualism pmvided them with a sense of 

identity that kept hem on a solid pathway as they 

navigate their way through the outside world. 

Some in Islet question traditional 

practices such as the sweat-lodge 

ceremony, and view them as a step 

bac kw ards. One community 

member had the following to Say 

about the sweats: "Things med to 

corne natumiiy. Now rhey are 

being reintroduced and there is no 

conristenq. " Another person 

believed that the sweat ceremonies 

created a "confiet with Christian 

fairh and values. " while another 

person stated that traditional culture 

was "something tuught. not lived" 

in Islet- An outsider on the inside 

(the cornmunity RCMP constable) 

shared her thoughts on naditional 
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culture based on her expenence working in many d i f f m t  reserves. She had observed that there 

are three types of cultural situations in First Nation communities. The fmt type occurs where 

there is a strong revival of Abonginal ways, made possible by the fact that those ways were never 

lost to the comrnunity. The second type is revealed in places where the ways were lost and not 

revived ai ail. The third type of cultural situation that she descnbed accounted for places where 

the ways were lost. and where there is some revival. "This explains Isiet, and the eflect on the 

people here can be one of identity crisis. " 

53.2 Round Two 

Categories from Round Two of the analysis and their principal characteristics are outlined in 

Figure 5.3.2 below. 

Figure 5.3.2 Categories From Round Two of Analysis 
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5.3.2.1 Categories of Unity and Division 

The categories of unity and division will be presented together; as they are indivisible. Forces 

that create division are also the same 

forces that forge unity among groups. 

White the community as a whole 

demonstrates unis and identity, there 

appear to be several groupings that 

create division. In general, perceptions 

"TlIere is a lot of division in the comrnuniîy. Some 

things go bock over 20 years. " 

"There Is division among the clans. " 

of unity and division differed according to family and political tiss in the comrnunity. Those on 

the "inside" of government and politics were less likely to see division. and more likely to speak 

of the community coming together. while those on the "outside" of local decision-making saw 

division, and spoke of how it manifested itself. Data regarding unity and division in Islet will be 

presented in three groupings representing standard socio-economic differentiation. farnily and 

hierarchy. and community. 

Stratification is often more overt in small communities than it is in Iarger h a n  centers. There 

are divisions of "success" and prosperity that are physically overt in Islef seen in categorical 

divisions such as those with private homes compared to those with band housing. These 

govement.  Pmhaps the most 

obvious economic division in the 

community has to do with the 

divisions coincide with family ties 

'There are outsiders working there, there are whiies, 

people thrrt have marricd in - our own people have to 

waït in fine. " 

that seem to be linked to 

insideioutside groups of band 

"There are concems of more non-natîwes moving on- 

reserve. " 
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categories of those with full- time gainful employrnent and those who work seasonally, or those 

in receipt of social assistance. Those wirh education and expenence with the outside world have 

more access and opportunity to select positions with the band council. Ethnicity appears to be a 

dividing factor in Islet as well. Those of mixed ancestry (white and Indian) appear more likely to 

have had access to off-reserve education, outside experience and a geater levei of exposure to 

powers of assimilation. Subsequently, this group remains at the top of the local civic hierarchy. 

Eîhnicity also creates tension and division in Islet as more non-Indian outsiders are hired to work 

in the community. or take-up residence within the cornmunity through marriage. 
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The second cluster of division in Islet (family and hierarchy) seems to flow fiom groupings 

developed from socio-economic observation. Local govemment was dominated by one extended 

Congrega tion Deviation 

On Sunday mornings. many in Isiet gather for mass at the Catholic 

Church. The Church, built at the end of the seventeenth century 

stands in the heart of the community as a symbol of the 200-year- 

old Catholic mission in Islet. The dominance of the Catholic 

faith has been chalienged by some who have adnpted traditional 

spirituality, and by a handfùl of others who gather each Sunday 

morning to worship with a Baptist ministet. The Baptist church 

was established in the community roughly ten years ago by a 

pastor From the Carolinas. 

While there was no overt hostility between the two congregations, 

it would appear that the split is representative of divisive 

eroupings in the community, typified by history and fmilyklan 
C 

association. " The people aîsociated wirh rhat church aren 't very 

weiI liked. " said one person (who, during another conversation 

challenged the notion that there was division within the 

community). Another community member categorized the Baptia 

church as an outside organization, stating: "ntot's nothing but 

onother f o m  of coioniafkm. " When a member of the Baptist 

church was asked why she Ieft the Catholic faiih she replied that 

that kind of worship was not for her. 

fmily. Those of this 

farnily were privy to the 

workings and decisions 

of govemment, while 

those on the outside of 

the inside were not. A 

direct result of closeci 

government in Islet. this 

aspect of hierarchy 

creates two distinct 

groups in the community 

- those in *rhe know." 

and those who are 

distanced from decision- 

making. While the chief 

maintains. "Ail families 

are represented in the 

band office, " not al1 

families are privy to the 

interna1 workings of band 

g o v m e n t ,  This 

division was made public 
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when a certain family in the community challenged the chief's financial management (as 

described in the story "Account-AbiMy" presented in the Closed Goverment category of Round 

One). While these issues were k ing  hvestigated, the chief responded to the media that the 

situation dealt with an "interna2 matter. " (A video documentq) This response would appear to 

have a duaI meaning in that the issue is intemal to the cornmunity and to the band government. 

The h a 1  grouping of unity and division de& with the corrununity as a whole in juxtaposition to the 

outside world. Open criticism of chief and council is rare in Met but more common among those 

who have left the cornmunity. or 

band's residency requirement for voting for chief and counci1. .4lthough reiated to the hereditaty 

who don't belong to the 

communiv. AS an example of 

this. one non-resident band 

leadership clan this band member was looked d o m  upon !y most in the cornrnunity for his tendency 

"It is usualiy people who corne onto the reserue from 

away thut are eriticd of choiees made by chief and 

counciL " 

to d l  attention to himseIf and to his cause. 

mernber had openly challenged the - 

5.3.2.2 Category of Money vs. People 

The category of money vs. people can be viewed as a hybrid category of many issues raised in the 

"fairness" and "change and dependency7* categorks presented in Round One. The emphasis in 

this category of money vs. people reflects perspectives on the values and priorities of local 

leadership. presented here as a dichotomy. The priorities of chief and council appeared to be 

pnmarily fuiancial and economic. Many in the rommunity felt that this ovenuhehing focus on 

money came at the expense of human development. Stories presented in Round One 
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demonstrate this concem. The manner in which the band council administered funding for post- 

second. education reveals how the band values accounting procedures over self-management 

and responsibiliy. Band policy on social assistance also demonstrates this difference of opinion. 

allotments based on other entitlements of statu 

mates  a benefit comparable to that received in the 

The band government argues that adjusting 

resion by non-Indians. Many of those who are affected by this policy feel that the band council 

is drpriving hem and their children of something more, and of sornething better. 

"The focus hm ru change from 

This iendency of the chief to place a higher value on finance than on people is revealed in the 

story **Breaking The Rules." where human safety was jeopardized for the sake of creating a small 

Breaking The Rules 

" We break the rules a bir. We do things with discretion." said 

the Chief. Sometimes. however. breaking the niles can backfire, 

as it did with the construction of a new band administration 

building and cornmunity complex in Islet. Having discovmd a 

way of reducing the construction costs of the building, the chief 

ordered the construction crew to deviate slightly Eom building 

code. The end result was not a small project surplus as 

anticipated. but rather a sizeable project ovemui. Upon 

completion. the building failed to p a s  a mandatory fire 

inspection. Entire walls had to be tom dom, and rebuilt to 

original specifications. 

project surplus that could 

then be used for other 

cornmunity projects. 

Chief and council appear 

weil intentioned with 

regard to their emphasis 

on seeking tùnding and 

managing it in a 

responsible and 

accountable manner. 

There is no doubt that 

many program and 

services had been 
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brought to the cornrnunity - for the overall community's beaerment as a result of the band 

govement's stringent financial management. I t  would appear that the guiding philosophy of 

chief and council was that human development cannot occur without local programs and 

opportunities in place to facilitate the transition of human development away from dependency, 

and that the transition would not occur quickly. Attitudes in the community. however. seem to 

vary on this approach, and they are affected by the way in which chief and council cary out their 

well-intended vision. 

"People ihink that there is a great pile of rnoney tucked mvay somewhere. " claimed the chief. (A 

video documentary) Given that many in the community believe this, it is not surpnsing that they 

feel that their needs and development corne second. to capital projects, and the possibility of 

corruption. While the chief claims that there is no pile of rnoney srashed away. one community 

member observed that ttiere is always more money for projects and appointrnents every three 

years as eiections for chief corne closer: " Waste money ut the end. and waste t h q  do. " The 

closed decision-making process of the band government serves to perpeniate these perspectives. 

If there is limited public input. and no public access to the band accounting and finance. people 

are left wondering "qui bono?" 

5.3.2.3 Category of Attitudes Toward Work 
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Attitudes toward work in 

Islet appear to revolve 

around judgments of 

faimess. Compounding the 

issus is a perception that the 

band government appears to 

have conflicting pdicies 

%me of the people working on programs and projects don 't 

have the formol necessary educorion, but they get in there 

and do a really good job. " 

"In other reserve communities, sometimes positions are 

made more shared, buî to people lacking the necessary 

skifis. 

with regard to hiring. While the chief claimed that the merit principle was utilued for hiring 

decisions because it brought the highest level of program administration to the community. 

examples to the contrary were provided by members of the community. In addition. the chief 

made staternents that on occasion contradicted this poticy, such as his attention to making sure 

that al1 families were represented in the band office. and that they strive to make positions fit the 

job candidate. as opposed to seeking the perfect candidate for the position. 
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Insides Out, Outsides In 

"There are outsiders working there, there are whites, 

people shat have marrïed-in - our own people have to 

wait in line. " 

The above statement was made in reference to positions 

at the Band Council Office. Mile most local 

oovernrnent jobs are held by resident band members, 
C 

there are a few resident non-Indians, and a few non- 

resideni non-hdians in the employ of the band. 

Although this causes concem among some band 

members. the chief defends the hiring decisions based on 

the ment principle. arguing that when there are no 

qualified inside applicants. the community is better 

served by an outsider. 

A resource-extraction and processing industry owned 

and operated by the band has employed outsiders as 

well. aIthough not due to a lack of qualified interna1 

applicants. The operation 'îvould hire al1 Native people, 

but people are a h i d  to work by the niles.. ." (A research 

report) As a result, outsiders are hired to work at the 

band enterprise. while some community members remah 

unemploy ed. 

The feeling that jobs in the 

band council office should be 

filled by people £kom the 

community is prevalent. When 

an outsider is hired, there is 

oflen resentment of both the 

decision and of the candidate. 

Some cornmunity members 

mentioned the recent hiring of 

the band education oEcer. 

who was non-lndian, and was 

recruited kom off-reserve. 

These people felt that 

knowledge of the community 

was just as important as a 

degree in education when ir 

came to doing the job. 

Such issues seem to arise in the 

pnvate sector in idet as well. 

A new business was 

established in the community 

by a well known and respected 

resident. nie business initially employed two men and one womm al1 fkom the community. The 
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men didn't rernain at the job for long. The woman "lusted roughly long enough to get her 

stamps. then rhe qua@ of work began to decline. " The employer eventually had to recruit off- 

reserve. Similarly. "One woman went through four employees before she found one t h  would 

lasr longer thun the stamp quota - a swnrner strrdent. " 

These stories fiom the private sector and nom community enterprise indicate the work ethic held 

by some in the community. This ethic appears to be affected by a psychology of dependency. 

While chief and council have developed many indusnies to create employment opportunities to 

break this cycle. it is not surpnsing that it remains. As rnentioned earlier. the band governrnent 

uses the employment insurance system as a means of sharing limited opportunities in the 

comrnunity. Some in the labour force appear to cany this philosophy into positions in the 

private sector. 

5.3.2.4 Cntegory of Persona1 Relations 

The srnaIl size of Idet creates a situation where most people in the cornmunity know each other 

W e  Ir respected, tliough. He (the cbief) hm 

dune a loi for the communiîy." 

"He is very well respected because he (a 

member of the hereditary governing 

family ) dues things for people. " 

"A lot of people med to corne a ~ d  folk to me 

because I speuk up. " 

personally . Therefore. a persona1 

familiarity accompanies judpents. 

Opinions c m o t  be expressed without 

identifying and directly or indirectly 

confronting those who are associated with 

the issues being discussed. Most of the 

statements made to the researcher ihat were 

critical of others in the comrnunity were 

fïrst qualified with a positive comment 
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about the person. This was particularly me of chief and council. Whenever criticisms were 

made of those in leadership roles in the cornmuoity, they were prefaced with a statement 

indicating that the person is respected, or that the person has done good things for the 

community. One penon comrnented that this high level of personal knowledge prevented people 

from speaking up when they disapproved of a decision made by band government. The fact that 

band council does not provide channels for information sharing in the community unquestionably 

compounds this feature of persona1 familianty. 

The story -Tao 

Close for 

Comfort" 

reveals how 

persona1 

familiarity may 

have affected 

the outcome of a 

learning needs 

assessment in 

Islet. Whi le 

there was a 

quali fied 

individual in the 

community to 

c q  out the 

-- - - 

Too Close for Comfort 

" We do things digerently here. We have dlfferent needF. " 

Educatos in Idet spearheaded a program to raise money for a 

comprehensive learning needs assessment of primary schooi children. 

Some children were suspected of having leaming disabilities typicai of 

fetal alcohol syndrome. Money was raised in the cornmuni@ for the 

project. When it came t h e  to conduct the assessment, the conmct was 

awarded to a qualified member of the chiefs fmily who lived on- 

reserve. The resuits of the assessment revealed that there were no 

children in the community with leaxning disabilities. Some community 

mernbers. however, felt that learning problems were revealed by the 

processo but that it was too diflicult and awkward for a rnember of the 

community to inform parents who are their relations. that theu children 

had special needs. 
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project this may have been a situation where retaining the skills of an outsider could have been 

easily justified by chief and council. Just as persona1 relations prevent the open exchange of 

dialogue in some contexts between the community and band government, the assessor pmbably 

sxperienced a conflict of interest between the results of the study and social protocol of the 

cornrnunity. 

Benefice of the Doubt 

WhiIe conversing with those who hosted the 

researcher during his stay in the community. the 

phone rang late one evening. Shonly afler the 

phone conversation. the host excused himself. went 

through the basement and disappeared in his truck. 

In responsr to a puuled look the hostess infomed 

the researcher that a certain family was out of food 

and that her husband was taking them Iobster. AAer 

t commented on how kind the gesture was. the 

hostess informed the researcher that this was 

common. and that the recipient of the generosity 

would be certain to se11 or barter the lobster for 

alcohol. 

Regardless of the many Iayers of 

division identified in the community. 

it would appear that they do not 

greatly affect personal relations. 

Many forms of helping behaviour and 

sharing were observed. Those with 

boats or access to them &en fish 

quotas in the food tishery for those 

without access or ability. As the 

story "Benefice of the Doubt" 

reveals, issues of food security appear 

to be dealt with duectly in the 

community by those in a position to 

help. In this particular situation 

sharing was unconditional and 

independent of judgrnent. 
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533 Round Three 

Categories from Round Three of the analysis and their principal characteristics are outlined in 

Figure 5.3.3 below. 

Figure 5.3.3 Categories From Round Three of Analysis 

ROL3D THREE CCiTEGORIES 

53.3.1 Category of AI1 For One and One for Some 

The category *-Al1 for One and One for Some" encapsulates the essence of feeling regarding 

poIitica1 leadership in Islet. This category seems to combine issues raised in many categories 

tiorn previous rounds of analysis, including fainiess. closed govement, attitudes toward work 

rnoney vs. people, change and dependency, unity and division. and adaptive management. 

Overall. it would appear that people in Islet respect chief and council both penonally and 
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politically, while at the sarne t h e  have concems regarding the way in which decisions are made 

in an eitclusionary manner. For the most part, al1 stand behind local leadership, while many feel 

at the same tirne that this leadership benefits a select group more than the community as a whole. 

The concept of the "Tymnny of the Small" may assist in describing some of the data gathered in 

Islet. Many people were hesitant to discuss leadership issues in the community with the 

researcher. Many of those who did either qualified 

their comrnents with a statement indicating that their 

words could corne back to haunt then or were very 

careiül and calculated in their responses. One person 

îèlt that the chief had run unopposed for re-election 

man? rimes because challengers anticipated 

diffcrential treatment of themselves and their family 

"We're ail Indians here in Met. 

Then there's chie$ The rest of us 

are just Indiam. " 

Wot  a lot of resetves have ihik 

kind of guy. " 

if unsuccessful in their campaign for office. When asked what he thought of the role of chief in 

the community. one person replied with the fint statement to the right. This person felt that 

while Indian. the chief was somehow outside or above the category of Indian in the context of the 

comunity. 

Closed govemment appears to add to the feeling that the band governmenr favours some at the 

expense of othen. Lirnited chme l s  of communication to and fiom the band govemment seem to 

alienate the govemment fiom the people. ï h e  overall effect of this is the creation of suspicion in 

the absence of information among those constiniting the outside of the inside. While governent 

appears closed to many, it also appears insular to the family that dominates politics. As indicated 

in Figure 53.3% the chief. one councillor and the band manager were al1 of the same family. 
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Further. while the policy of the band government to do things differently using discretion may be 

necessary in the leadership context, it has the effect of making the chief and council appear both 

inconsistent and unfair. 

Figure 5.3.3a Political Power Structure 

CHIEF 
- 

- -  ----, 
-- _/- - - -- 

/ - - - -- _ 
COUNCILLOR 

- - 
---\ _ _--  A - 

3 Family Relation 

5.3.3.2 Category of Inside/Outside 

The category of InsiddOutside incorporates the way in ahich the community sees itself in 

relation to nearby cornmunities. and the rest of the outside world. In a way, the category hints at 

notions of group identity. The category also accounts for groupings of people inside and outside 

the cornrnunity. and how these diffèrent groups influence and are infiuenced by local leadership. 

Insideioutside has multiple comotations. including the geographic separation of the cornmunity, 

the community's exclusive jurisdictionaf powers as an Indian resexve, ethnic and cultural 

differences between the community and the outside. and the division of the cornrnunity itself 

between those on the inside of band government and those who are not privy to govenunent 

information and decision-making. 
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Outside Threats 

The community nurse, health education officer and another band 

ernployee organized an AlDS awareness seminar in Islet. Following 

proper guidelines for organizing a public forum. information was 

shared to educate people about the risks of an AiDS epidernic in the 

çomrnunity. The presentation was followed by a meal, and a 

question-and- answer session. Turnout f?om the community was 

exceptional. althouph the crowd dwindled aAer the food was served. 

What stuck in the researcherts rnind about the event was the 

l a n p g e  used by both presenters and community members during 

the discussion. It involved a shared responsibility of individuals and 

the collective. exemplified by categories of "insides/outsides." 

During the presentation. one statement began "Should this be 

broughr Nlto Isler . . . " The reference was to AIDS, and the message 

was the substantial human impact on the cornmunity, if or when such 

a situation should arise. 

As the story "Outside 

Threats" indicates. 

people in Met see 

themselves and their 

community as 

isolated Liom the 

dominant society. but 

also vuinerable to its 

influence. Soms of 

this outside influence 

is welcomed and 

even encouraged. As 

indicated exlier. 

there is a feeling 

among many in the 

community that 

people have to leave 

for a while. to pursue higher education or to obtain work experience ourside the community. 

Many of those who left had retwned. indicating that they felt a calling to retum home. 

The outside is represented on the inside in a number of ways. Some of these are viewed as 

positive. such as youth who return to the community with post-secondary degrees to work in 

governent and administration. Other aspects of the outside on the inside are contentious, such 
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as the presence of non-Indians residing in the community (mostly thmugh marriage), and jobs 

held in the community by white outsiders. A small number of people in the community who 

espoused traditional values felt that the outside was represented on the inside through the 

workings of the band government. These people indicated that the way of goveming in the 

community was not of their people. and had been culturally and historically imposed upon them. 

The obsenations of these traditionalists were echoed 

seem to be a characteristic of many in high positions with the band government. ln this regard. 

those on the inside of the inside appear to have closer ties to and experience with the outside. 

One person alluded to this outside influence on band government, when refemng to the position 

of chief by stating: "The government (federal) creafes these rnonsters too. " 

by others within the cornrnunity. When asked of the 

prerequisites for office of chief. one community 

member mentioned education and contacts as the 

5.3.3.3 Category of WEarning 

The category of learning/earning emerged as a fusion of the issues raised in many other 

categories. The title came dùectiy tiom a communi~ memkr. who in summarizing band 

leadership paused for some tirne. and then stated: "The colonizers put an '1 ' in pont of 'earn. ' " 

When asked to expand on rhis statement. he described how people in the community used to 

become leaders through eaming the respect of others. M e r  years of cultural assimilation and a 

foreign system of values and government. local leaders had to change their focus fkom eaming 

respect to learning a new system of culture and politics. As this member of the community was 

" Would have to be someone 

e d u f ~ e 4 w o ~ d h ~ e ~ O k n o w Q l * t  

of people. " 

p n m q  qualifications. Links with the outside world - 
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one of the few who had adopted a more traditional Indian phiiosophy, his statement emerged as a 

category heading because it encapsulated many of the issues descnbed in other rounds and 

categones. It also seerned to encapsulate many of the statements and stones made by those who 

appeared ro be within the modernist camp. 

- - 

Personal & Confidential 

"Ir is our buiness. Ir is our rnoney. " 

Transcripü fiom fùnded post-secondary students used to 

be fonvarded to the band government. One 

adrninistrator put an end to this policy. arguing that band 

council had no business knowing the grades of students. 

Othen. however. argued that it was their business. as  it 

was the community's money. 

For exampie, the story Intemal 

Paternal fiom the change and 

dependency category of Round One 

implies a learned dependency 

behaviour that the band 

govemment met with a policy that 

was equally representative of the 

behaviour that the chief and council 

were attempting to rernedy. Adding to the controversy over post-secondary funding is the story 

.'Personal and Confidential," where some administrators argued that students had a right of 

pnvacy with regard to their grades, while others felt that the community had a right to monitor 

the progress of students, as the student funding was detmined by the local govemment. The 

category of closed government could be descrîbed as a learned systern of behaviour. given that 

under a more traditional form of govemment, leaders would only hold their positions as a direct 

result of dialogue. Eamùig/learning also incorporates many of the issues raised in the fairness 

cateeory of Round One. While the chief was respected by most in the community it would 

appear that levels of trust were more the issue - the chief was not viewed as being fair in his 

allocative role. 
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5.3.3.4 Category of Famiïy 

The category of family is king used as both a metaphor for the cornmunity - Met functions as 

It's Al1 Relative 

" Where do you stay ? " 

This question resounded in the mind of the researcher for 

some time. Asked by a young primary school boy upon 

ereeting. something about the question seemed telling of 
C 

something bigger, sornething unfarniliar to the researcher. 

Questions such as "Who are you?" or "What is yow name?" 

were expected. but " Were do o u  stay? " was not. It took 

some tirne to realize that 'Who" 1 was. was not important to 

the boy. initially. What he required was a way to position 

me within the community. He needed to know rny relations. 

and as such. how to place me in the community according to 

family. 

one big family - and to 

identifj the strong family and 

clan relations that exist. 

Family relations would 

appear to be the strongest 

variable of both unity and 

division in the cornmunity. A 

waking tour through the 

cemetery in Islet provided an 

opporninity to do some quick 

social mapping. A rapid 

assessrnent of sumarnes 

indicated that the community 

was cornprised of a small 

number of dominant families, 

intewoven through tirne. " Islet is like one big farnily. It cornes with the good and bad things 

thot ivould be present in a fmiiy siniorion " said one person. " We 're al1 related here. " said 

another. 

The most overt demonstration of how family relations serve to aiign groups of people in Islet has 

to do with local politics and band administration. As described earlier. there is a family in the 

community that has historically produced community leaders and chefs with only one exception. 
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This family could be described as hereditary leaders, although there is no social convention or 

custom that upholds this tradition. The decision-making power associated with this family due to 

its domination of the positions of chief. one counciIlor and band manager necessarily links the 

f'ily with the "inside" of politics and administration. Regardless of the way in which the chief 

had been challenged by those on the outside of the inside. the chief and the dominant farnily are 

widely respected in the cornmunity. 

Switching the focus to the inside of the 

inside, it would be improper to assume 

that the group as h i l y  is united in 

opinion with regard to decisions made 

by the chief. As the quote to the right 

indicates. tàmily relation may m a t e  

"The only people wRo have the knowkdge und 

inside qerience to change rhm~gh  public 

confrontation ore reiated to the chiefi.. but he is 

??#y 

the appearance of solidarity, while some or many on the inside of the inside hold diflering views 

from tàmily members in direct political positions. They cannot. however, express these views 

bccause of family relations. This situation appears similar to those described in the stones 

involving the school tacher who confionted parents of problem children. and the situation in 

which the leaming needs assessrnent of p r h q  school children revealed no problerns. In a11 

three contexts. non-conlkontation as a social protocol appears to dominate relations between 

individuals in Islet. 

5.4 Analyzing the Big Picture 

As mentioned in the Approach to Analysis Revisited section of this chapter. each round of 

analysis appeared to speak to a theme. Given this observation. it was determined that data would 
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be presented according to rounds and categories into which the data were grouped and 

subsequently regrouped. In this section, these themes will be described and analyzed in relation 

to each other to demonstrate how each round provides a different view of the data. These views 

have been pnsented graphically in Figure 5.4.1 entitled "Perspectives Provided by Repeated 

Analysis." Data will be analyzed according to thematic group in relation to the literature and 

theory presented in Chapter Four in the section that follows this. 

Categones in Round One (community, tradition. adaptive management. closed goverrunent. 

faimess and change and dependency) seem to package the data in an abstract manner that 

emphasizes concepts. ideas, processes and ethics. While they onginate kom data gathered in the 

community. there is nothing comrnunity-specific about the categories. These categories are 

sirnilar to many expressed in the literature. and reflect a perspective that looks kom outside the 

cornmunity inwards. It is also probable that upon fmt analysis, the researcher h e d  the data 

with a priori knowledge. organizing the data into categories that are predictable. not just for Islet. 

but for other reserve comrnunities as well. The view of Islet that is provided by the categories in 

Round One is etic. While this etic view expIains much about Met. it does so in a manner, by 

de finition. that does not directly incorporate the language, behaviour and opinions of people 

within the social stmcnw of the community, The argument that this view is etic is reinforced by 

the fact that the titIes of the categories are not revealing of the lanwge used by people in the 

community to discuss issues of leadership. Of the six categories that emerged fiom Round One 

of the analysis. only "faimess" constitutes a word that was used by comrnunity m e m b  during 

conversation. In the absence of these data. the researcher would have been prone to cal1 the 

category 'justice.' 
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The categories in Round Two appear to provide a perspective that is closer to the inside of the 

community than is present in Round One. Categories of persona1 relations, attitudes toward 

work. money and people, and unity and division seem to examine leadership in Islet in ternis of 

intemal group cohesion and antagonism. priorities and opinions. These categories represent a 

movernent away from the processes and concepts identified in Round One. toward a view that 

identifies how people in the communi~ align themselves around issues. This view is more 

sociological than the political perspective provided in Round One. As such, it still looks from 

the outside. but it looks at the inside, as opposed to sirriply looking in. The categories in Round 

Two are more revealing of the langage used by people in the comrnunity to discuss issues. The 

virw. however. is not etic. It could be described with the use of a neologism. As a hybrid of 

both emic and etic perspectives. the view presented in Round Two of the analysis can be called 

"emtic." This perspective looks just outside the inside of the community. 

Round Three categories of ail for one and one for sorne. inside/outside. Yeaming and family 

appear to be just as rich as the etic and emtic categories of rounds one and two. As an integration 

of concepts and themes, the categories of Round Three appear to package the data differently. 

This view is more localized and specific to the community. As such Round Three presents an 

emic perspective of the data that looks at the inside from the inside. creating a view that tums the 

community inside-out. Categories in Round Three are less specific and exclusive of the data 

presented in other rounds, however they are more interco~ected with regard to theu span of data 

inclusion. These categories originate h m  the community itself - Eom words and expressions 

used by people therein. Unlike those that emerged in previous rounds, Round Three categories 

seem ro be mutually inclusive. almost as if the emic view mirrors social relations of both 

traditional Aboriginal culture and the mal1 communi~. For example, fiom the emic perspective. 
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issues of faimess cannot be descnbed or discussed without reference to other agents within the 

cornmunity. These personal relations appear to constitute the basis of faimess judgment. As al1 

arc familiar with each other, there can be no Local assessrnent of fahess  without necessarily 

associating a community member with the judpent. Thus. while fairness issues cross categork 

of Round Three. they cannot constitute a categary of their own, as the issues can't be separated 

from agents in the cornmunity. Sirnilarly, the category of closed governrnent constirutes a large 

portion of the al1 for one and one for some categocy of Round Three. The qualitative difference 

between these two categories, however, is that cIosed government emphasizes political process. 

while al1 for one and one for some focuses on the impact of this process on relations between 

individuAs and groups within the community. 

The overall analysis of the data resulting from the adapted methodology provides three distinct 

interpretations of the sarne data. These perspectives are etic. emic and something being defmed 

as emtic. The etic view, Iooking outside-in. produced categories that are informative of 

leadership in Islet only insofar as existing knowledge is either validated or invalidated. In Round 

Two. the emtic view Iooking outside the inside pmvides some insight into how cornmunity 

members view and respond to the extemal etic categories. It is through these categories that 

leadership and govenunent issues are ofien viewed and judged by outsiders. For example. in the 

data presentation section. it was described how outsiders had more of a tendency to verbalize 

their judgments of decisions made by chief and council. As outsiders. such people have a non- 

context-specific perspective that orders concepts, ideas and processes independently of personal 

relations within the community. It is these relations, however. to which idea concept and 

process must directly link. The emic view provided by Round Three ~ n i s  the cornrnunity inside- 
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out  and places the etic categories as subset of other intemal themes. This perspective gets closer 

to how leadership issues are actually viewed and experienced by people within Islet. 

Figure 5.4.1 Perspectives Provided By Repeated Analysis 

I LiNITlIvC PERSPECTIVES OF REPEATED ANALYSIS 

. i . . Ctosed . . . . .  . cornmuni- O O v ~ m t y g  
*... **-• 

- * O .  ..............***." 

5.5 Anaiyzing Perspectives 

Analysis of the data accordhg to perspective will enhance the view being presented. and also 

permit the analysis to proceed with open acknowledgernent of the interpretation of the data. This 

approach will prevent the researcher fkom analyzing the emic perspective with the exogenous 

tookit that defines the etic. Within each subsection that reflects a round of analysis. the view of 
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the data will be analyzed with regard to the question: What does the leadership system look like 

fiom this perspective, and what are its qualities? The way in which theory and literature infonn 

the data will be examined next, followed by an inquiry into how the data fiom that view may 

inform the literature. It is anticipated that when looking outside-in and outside-inside. the data 

will benefit greatly f?om the Iiterature? and offer little in retum. Conversely. the perspective that 

turns the comrnunity inside-out (revealing the inside) will offer more to the literature thm it will 

benefit theretiom. 

5.5.1 Looking Outside-In 

Using Rosen's leadership systems mode1 (Figure 4.4. l), the attributes of the leadership systrm in 

Met can be analyzed iiom the Outside-ln perspective. From this view. the mode of distribution 

for leadership positions/roies in the community is closd. While this would appear to be a feature 

of the Indian Act system of band goverment. there are rserve cornmunities in which traditional 

parallel councils have emerged. In such situations, forma1 band councii has oflen found it 

necessary to consult with such parallel regimes on issues. preventing further division in the 

community. A parallel traditional council does not exist in [slet. and it would appear that there is 

no duplication of roles or functions within the leadership system. The data indicate that top 

positions in band administration are highly valued in the community. This value appears 

instrumental to some and intrinsic to others. Instrumental value is evidenced in arguments that 

such jobs ought to be shared by al1 farnilies in the community. Intrinsic value is revealed in 

arguments that such positions are part of the community and ought not be filled by outsiders. 

Regardless of the objections, there is consensus among comrnunity members that there can be 

only one position for each role. Further. the data indicaie that these positions in band 
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government are kept closed intentionally by those on the inside of local government, through 

policies of limited public input, sharing of information and decisionmaking. 

When viewed from the outside-in perspective, the mode of access for leadership positions in Islet 

appears to be based on achievement. The data indicate chat currently. the role of chief is only 

available to those who are respected in the cornmunity for their accornplishrnents. skills and 

abilities. Many of these cntena appear to be external to the community. such as higher education 

and contacts that extend beyond the community itself. This would seem to indicate that people in 

Islet recognize the brokerage skjlls necessary for the position of chief. The tone and example set 

by chief and council exemplify these extemal prerequisites as well. Their modem approach 

reveais a subtle acceptance of their bureaumatic encapsulation. In addition. the chief s daim that 

people have to leave the comrnunity for a while indicates that recognized achievement involves 

understanding of the outside world. 

In examinine Rosen's fmal criterion of a leadership system. it is evident fiom the etic perspective 

that the mode of mobilization in Islet is based on power as opposed to influence. The chief s 

appeal for greater authority to legally enforce community decisions and mandates reveais that he 

sees his authonty as a leader stemming fkom the position of chief itself, as opposed to onginating 

in continuou renewal of support through dialogue. Closed govemment and the intentional 

discouragement of public dialogue M e r  Uidicate how the chief exercises legal authority 

through power derived fiom the office. The expression of the chief that Islet is a Yorward- 

looking group" implies the emulation of outside governrnent and the accompanying social and 

political philosophy. in which political authority is exercised through power. 
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Putting these leadership system modal attributes together. the type of leadership system revealed 

by the outside-in view is stratiform/democratic, the system typified by contract social theory and 

mandated in structure by the Indian Act. From this view, the leadership system is defmed by 

structure (comrnunity as polity), process (adaptive management, closed govemment), vision and 

policy (change and dependency. tradition), and by ethics (fairness and justice). As the view is 

frorn outside of the cornmunity, it orders data through an exogenous system. almost as  though 

there is a pre-existing template for the data. This -template" originates in the culture of the 

researcher's world-view and cxperience. This knowledge-set is informed by the literature in 

terms of categories of what is expected to be seen. and as such, constitutes an analyst-constructed 

Q-pology. 

The type of authority utilized by chief appears to be legal authority as defined by Weber. Aside 

from the fact that legal authority is a structural component of stratiform/democratic leadership 

systems. the chief's concem for legal solutions to community issues and decisions indicates the 

form of authority being exercised. Charismatic authority is not evident in Islei, given the general 

lack of trust resulting 60m colonial relations. and the way in which outspoken individuals are 

quickly alienated in the community. While there are characteristics of the leadership system in 

lslet that could be described as being rooted in üaditional practices. traditionai authority in the 

Weberian sense is not one of them. Using Alfkd's description of Traditional leadership being 

similar to Burns' concept of Moral leadership (Burns in Alfred 1999: 46), it is apparent that 

leadership in Islet is not essentially moral leadership insofar as the values acted upon by the chief 

have not been denved Born comrnunity process. This aside, there appears to be some aspect of 

traditional leadership in the selection of candidates for chief. The data reveal that respect is a 

requirement for the position. 
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As for the personal qualities of the chief, it is apparent that he fits the description of a techocrat 

- a professional, weli educated, and well experienced in the workings of the outside world. These 

are skills and experiences that facilitate the brokerage role of chief extremely well. Not only 

does the chief possess life experience and education to navigate his way through both the inside 

and the outside. but his genetic history. being of mixed blood. possibly facilitates this as well. 

The style of leadership utilized by the chief of Met is perhaps best described using a typology 

presented by Crowfoot. Based on his interactions with many chiefs during his leadership of the 

Siksika First Nation, Crowfoot argues that the leadership style of chiefs cm fit into one of three 

categories (Crowfoot 1997: 305). His fmt category is described as 'rhe sophisticated political 

dynamo." This type of leader is a visionary who possesses knowledge of political processes both 

inside and ouüide the community. "This type of leader tries to fit what heishe wants with other 

people's agenda." The opposite of the political dynamo is to be found in g'self-interested chiefs. 

who "have no vision or purpose other than to help themseives and their families." The third type 

of leader described by Crowfoot is the "quiet statespmon," who "commands respect by h i s h  

actions and integrity." It would appear that the leadership style of Islet's chief is that of the 

sophisticated politicai dynamo. He has a vision for the community. but would seem to exciude 

the community from that visioning process, and h m  the day-to-day decisions regarding the 

question "how do we get there?" 

This description of the chief of Islet leads to an examination of the category of closed 

eovernment. The literature reveals that the stratifoddemocratic Ieadership system is based on + 

the social contract. and consequently on political voluntarism. Accordhg to contract theory. 

individuals relinquish their decision-making capacity to a representative, w ho is enausted to 
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make decisions on behalf of the people. Some people in Islet feel that their visions for the 

comunity are neither respected nor heard by chief and council. The chief of Islet claims that 

open government is too costly given the size of the comunity: that there are other priorities for 

scarce resources: that open forums result in bickering and division: and that chief and council are 

accessible. one-on-one for any problems people may experience. From the view that looks 

outside-in. those who feel that their voices are not heard in govemment cm be singled out, 

systemically. as the minority. 

n e  band government of Islet has adrnittedly adopted a modem approach to goveming and 

rnanaging the comrnunity and its people. It is believed that reactions to this change explain many 

of the feelings of disenfranchisment that exist in the community. The chief has k e n  successful 

in "rnodemizing" govemment. services. and facilities. Some of this success can be attributed to 

an ongoing learning curve and to long-term planning that has been executed by the chief in his 

lengthy tmure as community leader. In addition. it would appear that the chief s accounting 

skills have greatly benefited fmancial management of band resources. Change in the communi<y 

was also facilitated through adqtive management. identified as a category describing ways in 

which the band govemment leamed to break the rules and utilize discretion in order to 

accomplish goals. 

Ideas of bureaucratie encapsulation and administrative deterrninism can assist in undentandhg 

this catrgory and the way in which adaptive management is necessitated in the F k t  Nation 

reserve context. As outlined in section 4.4 of this thesis. principles that uphold bureaucrq as 

the most efficient means of public management are contradicted by both compact theory and by 

the qualities of the small community. In Islet. the chiet councillors and most band administrators 
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have a persona1 familiarity with al1 community members. This familiarity permits government 

and administration to function in a face-to-face rnanner. These interactions contradict principles 

of the bureaucratic style. principles which must be adhered to with regard to the "Vole othen" of 

entemal agents and agencies. As such, the chief of Islet would appear to function in a modal role 

where the bureaucratic style mu t  be adhered to externally, while it does not function pmperly 

when applied internally. The chief s concern for a lack of law-making ability may indicate his 

preference to develop consistency in the form of relations between these NO categories of role 

othen. Lacking a pure bureaucratic intemal style. chief and council have a large degree of 

discretion at their disposal. They have legal accountability to external funding agents. but they 

are responsible to the members of the cornmunity according to different critena. 

This discretion. exercised in Islet through adaptive management. has been directed at reducing 

dependency. At the organizationai levei. chief and council have reduced the appearance of 

cconornic dependency on outside agencies thmugh saingent financial management and 

accounting procedures. The fact that projects and programs get to the completion and 

implementation stage in Islet has the effect of minimizing the overt s i p s  of bureaucratic 

in tep ion .  At the individual level. policies of the band that discourage reliance on social 

assistance and encourage employment seem to be directed at reducing persona1 dependency on 

govenunent programs and services to overcome the colonial dependency minciset. 

Forced change of this type is directly linked to the category of faimess, and to issues presented in 

the literanire under the heading of Econornic Determinism. As revealed by the data. the chief of 

lslet does have a very substantial allocative role in the cornmunity, affecthg everything fiom 

social assistance to housing to deteminhg which programs a d o r  projects are given priority. 
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This power to determine resource allocation is very centraiized in lslet given the limited vehicles 

of public input and information sharing. Many of the concerns regarding leadership expressed by 

comrnunity members focused on the distribution of public goods (social assistance, band housing, 

positions in band administration). These comments indicate the strong economic role played by 

the chief in the community, and further reinforce the application of Tarrow's dependency theory 

in that the bureaucratie integration mode1 is b a t  suited to describe the relation of First Nations to 

the Federal Government. Claims of unfaimess in Met appear to be founded on contract 

principles such as hiring based on merit the determination of housing based on order of 

application: and the distribution of social assistance based on a form of localized utilitarianisrn 

(i.r. that rhere would be no h m  to non-recipients if recipients were allotted a benefit similar to 

non-lndians in the region). Regardless of the foundation for these feelings of unfaimess. they 

direct the analysis back to closed govemment. If the chief and council do use discretion in their 

allocative role that is based on other principles suited to the face-to-face small community (such 

as need). then closed government obscures this, and leaves the impression of empire building 

based on favouritism. 

Tradition was described as "Something taught not lived" by one person in Islet. This would 

appear to be accurate for most people in the community. When defmed as a pre-contact fom of 

belief and social organization. tradition does not greatly affect the leadership system in Met. It 

may do so to the extent that those espousing traditional values constitute a small faction within 

the community. however it appears that these people have withdrawn kom much of what could 

be defined as being locally civic. The importation of a First Nation traditional practice such as 

the sweat-lodge ceremony may reveal that much of the local custom and practice has been los. 

Those who participated in the cerwonies indicated that traditional beliefs kept them fkom 
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experiencing alienation in the outside world. Traditional beliefs provided a fonn of identity that 

had been previously lacking. These responses seem to validate Boldt's (1981) obsentation that 

romanticism of tradition is strongest among those who have suffered in the colonial culture. 

Discussions involving issues such as tradition and custom with regard to First Nations are 

cxtremely cornplex. While tradition certainly implies ways of doing things and seeing the world 

chat are passed down through genmtions. it becornes al1 too easy to think of tradition as 

something static. somerhing lost to Fim Nations people through contact and colonization. Such a 

perspective. however. implies that tradition did not change or adspt to circumstance pior to 

contact. a claim that would be very dificuit to defend. If cultural tradition is a dynamic process. 

then it stands to reason that colonization and the bureaucratie encapsulation of First Nation 

peoples in Canada has informed tradition. Tradition in this sense can be seen as a response, on a 

band or comrnunity level, to forces of change that is moved fonvard by knowledge of the past. 

According to the dynamic defuiition of tradition, culture is re-created daily. informed by what has 

preceded it. becoming tradition. Law in Canada and the United States with regard to claims to 

native titlr appears to accept the dynamic defmition of ûadition. Other countries with native 

claims due to colonial process are not yet decided on a dynamic definition of tradition. Australia 

serves as one example where the law is uncertain as to whether or not Aboriginal claim and title 

are linked to a static or dynamic defmition. In the iandmark 1991 Mabo mling of the 

Commonwealth Court of Australia, the decision delivered by the high court justices indicated that 

an abandonment of traditional cuIture and use of land for such purposes could constitute a 

surrender of claim to title. Tradition is not shp ly  the way we do things, but also the reasoning 

and justification for doing things this way. As the people in Idet constitute a 'ïonvard-looking 

group. " tradition is custom made - informed by history, and adapted to circumstaaces. In the 
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sarne way that g'leadm" in pre-contact times would strive to obtain consensus with regard to 

decisions that would augment custorn, modem leaders perfom a similar function with regard to 

the dpamic nature of custom. They lead by example. 

At the United Nations meetings on Indigenous Peoples, representatives of the Traditional 

Govemment for the Nation of which Islet is part alienated themselves tiom most other 

indigenous groups by supporting the universality of human rights. This position resulted fiom 

demands Frorn First Nation women for more accountability fkom their community leaders. 

Traditional leaders felt that such a position would strengthen their claims against the government 

of Canada for violations of Aboriginal rights. This positioning of the Traditional leaders 

supports Barsh's argument that self-government necessitates a shift to a rights-based mode1 of 

social contracr: "It is tnie that Indigenous peoples have Uiherited notions of "rights" chat are 

based on relationships and responsibilities among kin, as opposed to the European conception of 

rights as negotiated limitations on state power. As lndigenous peoples embrace bureaucratic 

models of self-governent however, they wiil expenence the same interna1 conflicts that Ied to 

the emergence of a new individualistic theory of rights in modem Europe." (Barsh 1995: 35) It 

would appear that such a process of transformation is happening with regard to the leadership 

system in Islet. 

Looking through the window of Round One. the leadership system in Met unfolds through an 

anaiysis of who leads, how they lead and the direction that the leaders have established for the 

community. As a means of understanding the system, the categories in the etic view unfold in a 

rational and logical manner that can be ordered by cause-and-effect relationships. Closed 

eovemment provides the vehicle for rapid change. Decisions can be made quickiy without 
C 
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compromise. This change is directed at addressing problems of dependency experienced by both 

the band as an organization, and by comrnunity mernbers. Tradition is seen as a drag on this 

process of change. The elhination of f o m  of dependency is achieved through adaptive 

management. where the band govemment breaks some of the rules in order to have greater 

conuol and flexibility of programs and resources. The breaking of niles contributes to feelings of 

unfaimess. which cannot be addressed through public process because of closed goverment. 

This cyclic view of the leadership system is presented in figure 5.5.1 entitled "Looking Outside- 

In Cycle of Categones." 

Figure 5.5.1 Looking Outside-ln Cycle of Categories 

A D A  
ANA< 
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The etic view of leadership in Islet that look outside-in cannot greatly inform the literature. This 

is mostly due to the fact that the categoriw, king analyst constructecl, identified the data with a 

priori themes and knowledge. This aside, the system of leadership in Islet appears somewhat 

amical of what could be considered average in the literature. Met has had a committed service- 

oriented professional as chief who has ken  retumed to office repeatedly. culminating in a t e m  

of leadership that is unprecedented in a First Nation reserve context. These features of leadership 

in Islet coupled with the fact that the community is detached fi-om living iradirion, ought to make 

it highly distinct. and perhaps almost contradictory to the lirerature. This. however. is not the 

case. as the literature assists in making sense of much of the data. The case study can inform the 

literature slightly. with regard to the category of adaptive management. It is within this sphere 

that the greatest opportunities lie for First Nation community leaders to implement non- 

negotiated forms of self-determination. The chief of Islet rnoved in this direction unilaterally 

using his skills as an accountant, and his refined knowledge of the outside world (technocrat 

qualities). Given the concern for participation in the decision-making process in Islet there may 

be room within the caiegory of adaptive management tor Firn Nations to explore avenues for 

decision making that are not stipulated in the Indian A n  avenues that do not invoke as matter of 

necessity the stratiform/democratic mode1 o f  leadership systems. 

5.5.2 Lmking OutsideInside 

Looking at the leadership system in Islet from outside of the inside. the focus shi& fiom process. 

structure. policy and ethics to emphasizing the interests of conflicting gmups. This view is more 

locaiized than the perspective provided in the prwious round, and revolves amund differences in 

attitudes and opinions revealed by the categories of unity and division, money and people. and 
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attitudes toward work. tn this round of analysis. the structure of the leadership system s h i h  

away fiom the standard qualities of political and bureaumtic systems, and is transfomed to an 

emphasis on personal relations as the defming factor of the leadership system. M e n  the focus 

shifb to personal relations, the leadership system appears to take on a different character fkom 

that described in Round One of the analysis. 

.4s persona1 relations become apparent in the cornmunity as a structural feature. the 

stratiform/democratic leadership system descnbed in the previous round begins to take on the 

qualities of ~tratifo~authoritarian. While the mode of distribution remains closed. and the 

mode of mobilization remains based on power. the mode of access to leadership roles switches 

from achievement to ascription under the stratifodauthoritarian type. This transformation is not 

based on structural aspects of the leadership system in Islet. but rather upon what the system 

looks like to many in the community. Those on the outside of local governent see a system in 

which the same family has. with only one exception over time, provided leadership for the 

cornmunity. While these people on the outside of the inside appear to acknowledge achievement 

critena for the role of chief. they experience a leadership system in which people fiom a certain 

family have always been more qualified according to achievernent aiteria (respecte4 educated. 

co~ec t ed ) .  The result is afeeling of nepotism. where those on the inside are viewed as taking 

care of their own at the expense of others in the cornmwiity. As a result, the emtic view of 

leadership reveals groupings of difference. 

Persona1 relations affect this view of the leadership system in that the size of the community 

permits each person to be familiar with everyone else. Under these circumstances, authoritarian 

leadership is easily understmd, given how people will fear speaking-up against someoae they 
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know and respect. but with whom they happen to disagree. n i e  data also revealed that some 

people hesitated to challenge leadership because they felt that they and their families could be 

discrirninated against as a result. As indicated in the data, those on the inside of the inside do not 

openiy confront the chief either. The reason given for this lack of open confrontation was family 

and persona1 relations. This may constinite an acknowledgement kom some on the inside that 

the leadership system is authontarian. Further, the way in which family relations on the inside of 

the inside prevent open challenge gves the appearance of niling clan solidarity. thereby 

contributing to the appearance of the ascriprion mode of access. and the resulting 

stratiform/authoritanan effect. 

Issues of both scale and family relations serve to m a t e  layers of accountabiliq for chief and 

council in a comrnunity such as Met. Accountability on the inside spans categories in which 

di fferent expectations and obligations are present For example, balancing principles of merit 

with represrntation of faimess with family create situations that are very dificuit for a 

comrnunity leader. There is accountability on behalf of a chief to his or her family name - to 

serve the comrnunity well on behalf of that family. At the sarne tirne. however. there is an 

expecbtion that farnily will take care of family, as  families do. Similady, the chief m u t  balance 

these hvo categories of family accountability with the interests and expectations such as faimess 

and equality of other families. As al1 are known by and to al1 in Met, the chief also has the task 

of being accountable to community members on an individual basis. and on an individual basis 

with individuals in the same family. Within this mixture of expectations and obligations, the 

chief aIso has to be responsible to the community as a whole. and rnake decisions with regard to 

the best interest of the First Nation. 
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An examination of Islet according to Comell's theory of political organization and self-concept 

(Figure 4.41) reveals. as the theory postulates, a single unit of government and leadership with 

an accompanying fracturation of group identity. This transformation from a unified concept of 

eroupness to multiple units is evidenced by the various divisions and factions within Islet. The 
C 

leadership spstem. insofar as it is highiy encapsulated is incapable of incorporating those who 

are alienated from it in its unitary form. Again. these contradictions appear to create problems 

for leadership. as an appeal to major@ rule is not adequate in the conten of an c h i c  

corporation. The result of this dilemma for Met. where the local leadership is well inte-mted 

~vith the social contract values of the outside society, is the exclusion from the decision-making 

procrss of those who do not share in this value set. 

Wlilr Comcll's theory implies that group identity ought to be dissonant in the contemporaey Fint 

Nation context. there appearj to be a strong underlying uniQing factor in the comrnunity of Met. 

While division and cultural dissonance do exist in the community. they do not appear to have 

ovenhadowed the strong sense of togethemess. While such a notion of identity appears to bc 

isolationist and  exclusion^. it is surprisin& tvpical of traditional First Nation group identity. 

Such an identity is unified. and stresses the relations between people as the defining element of 

individuality. Whether reinforced through legislation that perpetuates aspects of the social 

compact. or as a product of First Nation social philosophy. the realiq of both group and self- 

identity in Islet is a function of both sense of place and of social relation. This observation is 

subjcct. however. to the claim that many of the insular qualities described above could be found 

in other small rural communities. and that such elements of bbcompact" social relations are equally 

attributable to scalar dimensions of a particular comrnunity. While this argument is valid it can 

only explain how scale is a suficient condition for qualities of the social compact. Community 
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size and location certainly affect elements of social interaction. However, as argued earlier in this 

thesis. encapsulation and cultural tradition are two aspects of First Nation social and political 

reality that exist only in the First Nation community context, 

The fact that people are not given the chance to learn to manage exacerbates feelings of nepotism 

in Islet. While there were no direct accusations to this end. comments were repeatedly made that 

revealed how the good jobs were the exclusive domain of those in power and their families. 

While these comments were made. there was no questioning, however. of the qualifications of 

these people to fulfill  their roles. In the 1880's. British Prime Minister Robert Cecil (Lord 

Salisbury) appointed his nephew Arthur Balfour as Chief Secrerary for Ireland. "Robert. 

however. was Arthur's uncle, and the appointment was seen as blatant nepotism. Thus. the 

phrase 'Bob's your uncle' became a cynical political gibe for any similar act of favouritisrn." 

(Globe and Mail. "Word Play." October 25. 1997) In effect. this expression means that if Bob is 

Four unclr. you will be taken care of through nepotism. The problem with nepotism in a 

community such as Islet is that Bob may be your uncle, but so is virtually everyone else. Where 

eve-one is related to everyone. through family or communicy ties. it would be almost impossible 

for the chief to make a job appointment without accusations based on jealousy. This is 

rsprciallp mie where some families in the cornmunis. create a stronger environment for 

rducation and learning for their children than others do or can. In such situations. the moa 

qualified for the better jobs will be the better educated - those of the same families. repeatedly. 

over tirne. While nepotism does occur in some reserve cornmunities whose chiefs are self- 

interested. it would appear not to be the proven case in IsIet In its absence. though. is the Feeling 

of its existence based on jealousy. The lack of tmnsparency of the band government can only add 

to these feelings expressed by community members. 
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The literature assists in understanding the categories kom Round Two only insofar as it provides 

a theoret ical backdrop for understanding possible differences in values and expectations between 

uoups. The data from the case study of Islet indicate how the social protocol of both individual - 
and group relations strongly affect local leadership in a mariner that cannot be understood 

through the abject comparison of ideal systems of the social contract and the social compact. 

Much of the Iiterature outIines division and the clash of values and expectations that are present 

in the First Nation comrnunity context. The categories from Round Two of the anaiysis include 

data that support this fiacturation thesis. but also indicate a strong underlying cohesive force in 

Iskt that transcends leadership and fonnal politicai organization. 

5.53 Looking Inside-Out 

M e n  Islet is tumed inside-out. the inside reveals a strong group identity when the cornmunity is 

compared to the outside. Thus. the category of inside/outside ernphasizes an overall unip. based 

on difference. that defines the people and their cornmunity. The formation of group identity in 

relation to the outside reveals the extent to which Islet is encapsulated. socially. ethnically. 

politically and bureaucratically. In the emic view. family emerges as the defining social 

characteristic. Implying history and legacy. family plays a stronger role than the category of 

personal relations identified in Round Two. Instead of presenting difference of opinion 

regarding policies. the categoty of "Veaming'" captures issues of change. dependen-. values and 

priorities in a manner that presents them as informed options. not as judgments. cornplaints or 

accusations. The final data category of Round Three seems to capture the overall essence of 

leadership in Islet. -*Al1 for one, and one for some" indicates the respect and acceptance held by 
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most for the chief and council. while it also acknowledges the way in which many people feel 

excluded from both decision making and the benefits thereof. 

From the emic perspective. the leadership system in Idet appears much as it did from the emtic 

view - stratifonn/authoritarian. This view provided in Round Three. however. reveals much 

about what people's expectations are for a leadership system. The data do not indicate a 

preference for an open mode of distribution. and there appears to be an overall acceptance. given 

the preferred qualities of chief. of the achievement mode of access. What the data do reveal are 

çonccrns for the way in which power is exercised by the chief and council in the comrnunity. The 

data indicate that the people are not involved in decision-making. Funher. the data reveal chat 

many in the community feel that they should be involved. Thus. there is an expectation of 

inclusion in govemment that is not being fulfilled. What is this expectation. and on what is it 

founded? 1s it consultation. as it flows fiom the stratiform/democratic qstem advocated by the 

lndian Act, or is it something rlse? 

An answer to this question is to be found in both an examination of the claims made by those in 

isler for political inclusion. and in a restatement of some of the difierentiating qualities of reserve 

çommunities. There was an ovenvhelming sense of group cohesiveness in Islet. as demonstrated 

by the category of insiddoutside. Claims against chief and council for more community 

involvement in the decision-making process seem to be based on a notion of group rights - rights 

that are conferred to a group based on similarity of characteristic. Consider the statements: 

"There are concerns of more non-natives moving on-reserve ": "ïhere are outsiders working 

there. there are whites, people that h e  mam-ed in - our own people hme to wait in line": 

" When we ask we are sifenced": " ïhe  chief caifs meetings at the spur of the moment"; "People 
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are no? imoived in decisions "; and "It's our m o n -  " Al1 of these statements involve a subtle 

expectation of inclusion based on a collective notion of the cornrnunity as something more than a 

politicaVadministrative jurisdiction. Claims of inclusion are therefore based on sornething more 

than franchise or citizenship as implied in the social contract and in stratiform/democratic 

leadership. Reniniing to arguments made earlier. reserve cornmunities constitute something more 

than municipal organizations. The criteria of both membership and residency in the organization 

that is the community differentiate Indian reserves. establishing them as ethnic corporations. 

These features flou: fiom both traditional First Nation culture. and echo the social and political 

organization of the social compact. Further. these features aIso originate in and are inconsistently 

reinforced by sranis and the legal nature of Abonginal rights as defined and developed in treaty 

and Law. 

Retuming to Rosen's leadership model. the emic perspective of leadership in [siet reveals that the 

system appears stratiformlauthoritarian, but that people show a preference for a system that 

utilizes influence as opposed to power. Under Rosen's typology. this system is semi 

sgalitanan/managerial. and consists of closed distribution. access through achievement and 

mobiiization through influence. Such a system would place the chief as prima inter pares with 

regard to band members. and would perhaps help eliminate the confision that creates the illusion 

of authontarianism. and staternents such as: " We 're ail Indians here in Islet, then there is chie$ 

The rest of us are just Indians. " 

Carstens has argued that the legal and administrative envuonment that encapsulates reserve 

cornmunities inhibits reaI change through processes of development. He States that: "It is. in fact 

rny contention that moves toward integration are usually accompanied by counterrnoves toward 
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segregation. Expressed in different terms. it c m  be argued that whereas reserves as structural 

systems appear to change, bey do not and cannot. Thus an apparent centrifûgal move (e.g. 

school integration off the reserve) tends to be accompanied by a centripetal one (e .g  an increase 

in quali tïed self-government)." (Carstens 197 1 : M O )  Put differently. Carstens is arguing that an 

cittempt to break down administrative and psychological barriers of the inside/outside dichotomy 

is usually nsgated stnicturally by the administrative and psychological baniers created by 

increased political jurisdiction that accompmies such change. 

Some retlection on the word "reserve" can assist in making this ar-ment. In its cornrnon usage 

as a noun. an Indian resewe is a place - a place for Indians. An examination of the word 

"rrsrrve" as a verb seems to defme the stnictwal problems outlined above. When one is 

uncemin with regard to making a decision. it is said that they have reservations. In its various 

msanings ranging from military to religious to conservation. the verb reserve implies the 

suspension of a problem. The word's general use. as defmed in Webster's dictionary. is as 

follows: -70 keep back: to retain or hold over to a funire time or place: not to deliver. make over. 

or disciose at once: to defer the discussion or determination of. To keep fiom being known to 

othcrs." Perhaps the rnost telling definition of reserve as a verb when applied to the contest of 

tndian AfTairs is to be found in ecclesiastics: "An act of vacant benetlce." While this definition 

refen specifically to tithing, the literal translation is *-empty kindness." Finally. the fmancial 

definition of reserve seems to capture the essence of the 'retuni!'stay'' option often discussed with 

regard to lndians and their attachment to their reserve communities: "Something to which one 

may resort: a rehge." 
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Much of the Iiterature is premised on how Indian tradition and culture are inconUment with 

imposed systems of politics and administration. and with the extemal systems with which these 

local pvernments are forced to interact. The case study of Islet revealed problems with the 

Leadership system somewhat typical of those described in the litenture. Islet. however, has 

adopted a modem approach. and it would appear that tradition is weaker here than it wouid be in 

other communities. Given this. what then c m  account for the problems and the nature of the 

claims and expectations of cornmunity memben against their govemment? Could it be that the 

entire Indian Act and fedenl legislation create the climate of an ethnic corporation through law 

and entitlemrnt. making the stratifonn/democratic leadership system ineffective to deal with 

eovernment and management of interest clairns based on ownership and use, as opposed to 
C 

claims against govemment of citinenship and right? 

The emic view of the leadership system in Islrt provides a very different picture fiom that in 

Round One of the analysis. The former perspective emphasized process and the contradictions 

and different values associated with teadership and decision-making. while the faner view reveals 

a strong group identity in the kinship state (inside/outside and farnily) coupled with a patient (al1 

for one and one for some) desire for inclusion and responsibility (Vearning). Within the 

categories of Round Three is an expectation for a leadership system that permits inclusion and 

that incorporates input based on membership. While the iiterature emphasizes the problems and 

contradictions associated with encapsulation. it is possible that group identity in Idet has been 

subtended by federal legislation such as the Indian Act, pending the conditions necessary for an 

intentional determination of identity. If this is the case, then the importance of "special status" 

becomes apparent. and Indian opposition to its revocation c m  be explained in terms of a quest 

for resolution as opposed to a desire to perpetuate dependency. 
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6.0 Concluding Remarks 

The exploratory nature of this resewch places some restrictions on the types of claims that can be 

made in a conclusive manner. As an outsider. it would be presumptuous to make 

recornrnendations regarding leadership in Islet. The data fiom the case study. however, in 

conjunction with the literature do provide a basis to make some inferences in a careful mariner 

that are respecthl of the context and complexity of the First Nation leadership environment. In 

this chaptrr. findings tkom both the case study and the literature will be briefly surnmarized. 

Lessons gleaned from these two components of the research will then be applied to revisit First 

Nation local leadership tiom the perspective of leaders thernselves. and outside agencies. 

Following this discussion. some comment5 will be made regarding how the research speaks to the 

broader themrs of planning and developmenr for First Nation reserve communities. 

6.1 Sumrnary of the Research 

M i l e  each First Nation reserve community is unique in a variety of ways. Islet stands out as 

somewhat atypical. Given the history of colonial contact and interrelations with those on the 

outside. much of what could be terrned historie tradition has been iost to the community. Met. 

however. remains "Indian" despite the modem approach adopted by the Band govemment and 

embraccd by most band members. The data reveal a mong sense of local identity regardless of 

intemal difference based on familylclan association. education. wealth and prospenty. and 

employment s t a t u .  Contributhg to the uniqueness of the comrnunity is the cornmitment of the 

chief as leader to successfully bringing about change. As a professional in the area of finance. 

the chief has balanced the books and delivered program and services in a consistent manner. 
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His accomplishrnents and devotion are refiected in his repeated return to office. and in the 

recognition among cornmunity members that "Not too rnarty reserves hme this kindofgvy. " It is 

unlikeiy that many other reserves of a similar size and population have the types of services 

available in Islet such as the recreation complerdcomrnunity center, the adult learning facility and 

a community-based resource industry o f f ' n g  local employnent opportunities. These programs 

and facilities were the direct result of the creativity and resourcehlness of the chief. and were 

pioneered through adaptive management, and the chief s ability to function in both the Indian and 

non-Indian spheres. 

Regardless of such accomplishments. concerns were expressed regarding leadership. For the 

most part. thess concerns were not directed at the chief penonally. but rather at the way in which 

the chiet' and council carried out their leadership roles. Most concerns were based on a form of 

esciusion that prevented the transfer of knowledge. This exclusion distanced band mernbers 

iiom knowledge of decisions being made. and from input into the decision-making process itself. 

Overtly represented in the category of closed government. and more subtly in the categories of al1 

for one and one for some. money and people, change and dependency and fairness. the concern 

for inclusion appeared to be based on something more than access to information and 

participation. These clairns were grounded in something more substantial. something speci fic to 

the comrnunity and to the people forming the collective. Whether rooted in the face-to-face 

nature of the small community. in traditional approaches to and expectations of leadership. or in 

aspects of the Indian Act and treaties that reinforce notions of collective rightç. the basis of daim 

for inclusion was founded on something more than can be jurtified under the individual rights 

mode1 provided by the theory of the social contract. The strong distinctions made in the category 

of inside!outside reflect this sentiment of difference that is held by members of the community. 

ln rffect. the concerns regarding leadership were directed at process. but rooted in differing 
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values with regard to what leadership ou@ to be. As such theses judgments are normative. The 

problem. however. is that these claims appeal to a standard that is not codified and pmbably 

could not be verbalized fiom tradition if tradition were its origin. This discrepancy between 

sxpectations and established systems may explain some of the dissonance revealed in Islet and 

possibly in other First Nation communities. 

The case study reveals that to many in Islet. leadership consists of much more than the execution 

of the func~ions of government and administration. even when these are carried out in a 

succrssful results-oriented way. The data indicate that there is sornething lacking in the current 

leadership system in the community. To the people of Islet leadership necessarily entails values. 

The chief s values regarding leadership were mismatched with those widely held in the 

community. yet the commwiity repeatedly legitimized these values of the chef by returning him 

to office. What this says to leadership is that die act of leading - the way in which a leader leads 

-- rrtlrcts n value orientation independent of policies or decisions that result. In Islet it would 

appear that the community has made certain trade-offs. sacrificing their values with regard to 

leadenhip and decision-making for the benefits of efficiency in delivering the goods. The goods 

may no< be esactly what people envision. but they are perceived through uncertainty of the 

alternative to be better than having no goods at all. 

6.2 Summary of the Literature 

Ideas from the literature were broken d o m  into five distinct categories. The first two categories 

(Leadership Systems and Rights and Responsibilities) outlined a typoioey of leadership systems. 

and the rclated social philosophies and cultural values. The theones of social compact and social 

contnct were described as vehicles for understanding the way in which naditional and modem 



systems of leadership differ according to values and to the way in which each philosophy 

incorporates notions of the individual and the collective. These values were then explored with 

regard to how they conflicted with leadership and group identity (Cultural Resonance). 

administration (Bureaucratic Encapsulation), and economics (Economic Determinism). 

The literature indicates a strong overall message of contradictory mandates for First Nation 

community leaders. making the position of chief a very dificult and dangerous role. Within two 

disparate arenas. a chief is expected to resolve the differences between the contract philosophy of 

the outside and compact philosophy that often exists on the inside. Complicating matters is the 

fact that values of compact philosophy are included in legislation defining the relationship 

henveen First Nations and the federal govemment. Further. contract values are often embraced 

by status tndians within a First Nation community. Within this conhsing matrix of values. First 

Nation leaders otten tind thernseIves having to conduct their roIes as leaders using the structure 

and tools of the extemal system that is based on principles that are incongruent with the tàce-to- 

face nature of the ethnic corporation that is a First Nation. 

Rrgardlcss of the uniqueness of Islet, most of these aspects of the leadership environment are 

reîlected in the case study. What stands out in this regard is that the Iiterature emphasizes 

cultura! difierence as a dichotomy behveen tradition and modernity. The litemture cannot 

account well for the existence of shi lar  leadership problems occuning in cornrnunities where 

tradition and the correspondhg values have been, for the most part. lost. In such situations. what 

c m  explain this phenornenon? Is it possible that some values tied to tradition have been 

reintroduced/reinforced by aspects of contradictoq federal legislation that seeks to protect the 

collective rights of First Nation peoples. while facilitating their eradication at the same time? 
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.4ltematively. perhaps, the rnarginalization of First Nation peoples and their communities has 

served to reinforce a collective ethic through unity of oppression. 

The many approaches to the study of First Nation cornmunity leadership revealed in the literahtre 

lead to questions regarding what needs to be studied, how it should be studied and by whom it 

should be studied. Essentially, these questions are methodological. The methodology used in the 

case study of Islet revealed that leadership was defined. in part. by the way in which it was 

perceived. Round One of the analysis portrayed leadership in the community as something 

dstermined by abstract pnnciples of goverment. administration and allocation. From this view. 

leadership appeared algoritbic. iünctional and universal. Some of this perspective was 

doubtless imposed on the data from the conceptual baggage of the researcher. Round Two of the 

malqs is  provided a difrerent picture of leadership. The view that Iooked outside the inside of the 

community described leadership in a way that was more localized than the previous perspective. 

In the second round. leadership was about balancing competing daims from individuals and 

moups. In Round Three. leadership was viewed as being inter-subjective. invo lving the * 

resolution of competing daims through process. From this view. leadership was about k i n g  

inclusive. and about bringing together different perspectives to forge understanding and 

unanimity. 

While each of these perspectives speaks differently to the subject of leadership. each view 

describes a necessq  component of leadership in the First Nation commmity context. Chiefs 

must intrract with outside agencies. and often must play by the political and bureaucratie rules 

imposed by encapsulation. The outside-in view reveals the extent of culniral brokerage necessary 

for the leadership role. emphasizing the outside. The outside-inside view demonstrates the many 

contradictions that result fkom encapsulation. Finally, the third perspective that tums the 
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community inside-out reveals how these contradictions and the atternpts at their resolution appear 

to band members. The litemture on First Nation community leadership primarily originates frorn 

the first two perspectives through the study of leaders, their qualities and the challenges they face 

in reconciling the outside with the inside. These views are apt to receive more attention because 

thsy are more accessible, and comprehensibIe to those on the outside. They incorporate. by 

necessic. the known values of the irnposed leadership system. By nature. such inquiry cannot 

provide an understanding of what these values are brushing up against. What appear to be 

lacking in the litcranire are explorations from the third (emic) perspective that are conducted by 

those on the inside. for those on the inside. 

The way in which facets and aspects of categories fiom the literaturc inforrned the case snidy of 

Islst have bern set out in figure 6.2.1. In this figure. s u m m q  figures from categories presented 

in Chapter Four have been brought together to include data references frorn the case study. 

lnciuded in Figure 6.1.1 are some inferences specific to the Islet Fist Nation regarding the 

presence or absence of aspects of Fint Nation leadership systems. 

Figure 6.2.1 Literature and Case Study 

Indkators From 
I 

In fer ences 

Case Study 

/ Categories and 

1 Facets From 

I Literature 
I 
i 

Aspect of 

Facet 

T 

Evident 

in Met 
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1 Categories and r I nferences Aspect of 

Facet 

Svident 

in Islet 

Indicators From 

Case Study Facets From 

Literature u 
Leadership 

System 

1 Distribution 
. 

i According to Rosen's 

classification the 

leadership system 

utilized in Islet is 

sûati fom'dernocratic 

Open No redundancy of 

parts or functions 

apparent in the 

system 

Leadership roles 

hlfilled by people 

in otricial 

-positionsb* 

Strati formldemocrat ic 

is the form of Indian 

&t Band govemment 

C losed 

I 
L 

I Access Yes Qualities deemed 

necessary for 

chief include 

education. 

political contacts 

in the outside 

world, and respect 

Prerequisites for office 

do not originate in the 

community. except for 

respect and heredity 

Ac hievernent 
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Facets From I 
Categories and 

Literature 

Aspect of Evident 

Mobi Iization influence 

Maybe 

Case Study 

Indicators From 

Chiefs have 

always been of 

one famiIy clan. 

with only one 

exception 

Inferences 

B Lackof 

cornrnunity 

process for 

decision making 

removes 

possibility of 

leading through 

influence 

Centralized 

decision making. 

and the de ferra1 to 

law and Legai 

authority indicate 

hierarchy of 

decision rnaking 

in the cornmunity 

Ascripion appears not 

to be a forma1 aspect 

of the system 

If ascnption were a 

formal part of the 

system, the type would 

be 

stratiformiauthoritka 

People in the 

cornmunity describe 

the system as 

authoritarian. which 

may indicate that 

ascription is part of 

the systexn. or possibly 

impacts upon it 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Authority 

1 
1 
l 
I 

1 

I 
t 
1 

I 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Traditional 

Legal 

Endent 

in Islet 

Maybe 

Indicators From 

Case Study 

Authority may be 

traditional- the 

chief is of the 

hereditary 

leadership c lm 

Respect criteria 

may indicate 

moraYtraditiona1 

leadership 

Authority 

exercised 

according to the 

powers of band 

eovernrnent as 
c. 

defined in the 

Indian Act 

In fer ences 

Traditional authority. 

if it exists in Met, may 

conflict with legal 

authority of lndian Act 

chief and council 

Chief views position 

as one of Iegal 

authority. However. 

some may view the 

role as emanating 

from traditional 

auihority 
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1 

/ Responsibilities 

1 Categorksand 

Facets From 

Literature 

Indicators From 

Case Sîudy 

Lackofmt  in 

the community 

prevents the 

exercise of 

Aspectof 

Facet 

C harismatic 

charisrnatic 

Evident 

in Islet 

No 

Chief does not 

draw anention 

Inferences 

Aversion to those with 

compelI ing arguments 

may explain how the 

comrnunity has failed 

to interest the chief in 

open govemment 
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1 Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Values 

Aspect of 

Facet 

C ontract Yes 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

System embraces 

contract values, as 

evidenced by 

hierarchy within 

band govenunent: 

appeal to law; 

adherence to the 

ment principle in 

aliocatbn of 

positions; 

encouragement of 

work ethic through 

minimum allotment 

of social assistance 

and the creation of 

cornmunity-based 

job opportunities: 

and the 

representative aspect 

of the position of 

chief 

In fer ences 

The leadership 

system in islet 

reflects and 

encourages rnany 

contract values, 

however appears to 

fa11 short on 

delivering rights- 

based access to 

public process. It 

would appear that 

comrttunity 

members are being 

encouraged to 

adopt an 

incomplete set of 

modern contract 

vdues. 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Compact Maybe 

ïndicators From Case 

Study 

There is little 

evidence of compact 

values within the 

leadership system. 

although there 

appear to be compact 

values within the 

cornmunity In rnany 

ways. the 

expectations of 

community members 

for their leaders are 

compact based, as is 

the criteria by which 

individuals become 

encouraged and 

nominated by the 

community to nin for 

chief 

In fer ences 

If the chief 

exemplifies an 

incomplete set of 

contract values, 

then this value set 

will appear lacking 

to those in the 

community. Their 

only option may be 

to hold on to some 

traditional compact 

values. As a result. 

the chief and the 

leadership system 

risk being judged 

s imultaneously by 

nvo incompatible 

social philosophies. 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Prim iples 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Accountable 

Evident 

in Met 

May be 

Indicators From 

Case Study 

Principles of legal 

accountability 

~ P P ~ Y  

evidenced by 

deferral to outside 

govemment 

agencies (MAC) 

When rules are 

broken. even for 

good reason, this 

accountability 

must corne into 

question 

- -  - 

In theory, F h t  Nation 

leaders are 

accountable to MAC. 

These links. however. 

are weak. One 

implication of this is 

that community 

members have Iimited 

effective appeal to a 

higfier politic. 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

- - -- - -  

Aspect of 

Facet 

Responsible Maybe 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Chief and council are 

ultimately 

responsible for local 

govermnent. 

however this 

responsibility is 

confushg in regard 

to the role of the 

Minister of Indian 

Affairs 

Lack of transparency 

in governrnent and 

the exclusion of 

media cal1 whatever 

limited responsibi lity 

that rnay exist into 

question 

In fer ences 

This gray areaof 

responsibihy may 

be a 'cake and eat 

it' scenario for First 

Nation leaders. 

When something 

goes wrong, iNAC 

can be responsible. 

or the matter can be 

'*intemal." When 

something is 

successfùl. credit 

cm remain at the 

local level 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Representative 

Evident 

in Idet 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

While Band 

govenunent is 

intended to be a fonn 

of representative 

government. lack of 

community 

invo lvernen t and 

information sharing 

indicates that the 

leadership system is 

not representative 

Inferences 

responsibility 

While 

representative 

government 
c. 

necessitates 

poiitical 

voluntarism. it does 

not give sanction to 

secrecy. A 

leadership position 

without 

representation 

serves to erode the 

notion of 
I 
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1 Categories and 

1 Facets From 

Literatwe 

Decision 

Making Process 

- - 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Hierarchic 

Evident 

in Islet 

Yes 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Inside/outside nature 

of band government 

indicates h ierarc hy . 

B ureaumt ic 

encapsulation 

reinforces this. 

Hierarchy is 

reinforced in 

community by 

inequity of 

education. 

experience and 

material resources 

In fer ences 

Hierarchy seems to 

distance people 

tiom govemment. 

creating skepticism 

and suspicion 
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I Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Consensual 

Participatory 

Evident 

in Met 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Issues deterrnined by 

referendum. No 

public process or 

opportunity for 

community members 

to be heard before 

chief and council on 

an issue-by-issue 

basis 

Lack of h d i n g  

cited as reason for 

limited community 

participation 

Comrnunity meetings 

used to be held 

durùig which 

bickering becarne the 

nom 

Inferences 

i Not being part of 

decisions. people in 

the community may 

not fed bound or 

obliged to respect 

them 

Perpetuates 

division 

Cost argument rnay 

be excuse for a lack 

of skills to lead 

productive public 

process 

No participation 

torces people to 

discuss and gossip 

in a divisive group 

manner 
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Categories and Aspect of s 
Literature 

Transparent 

Cultural 

Resonance 

Orientation Modem 

Evident 

in Islet 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Many rnatters are not 

only interna1 to the 

comrnunity. but are 

interna1 to the band 

governent and to 

those p n w  to its 

fùnctioning. 

Long history of 

colonial relations 

Many in the 

comunity 

leadership system of 

mixed indian/Non- 

indian blood 

Leadership system 

based primarily on 

contract vaIues 

In fer ences 

8 Leads to feelings of 

nepotism. 

tàvouritisrn and 

conflict of interest 

in the absence of 

information 

Experience with 

outside rnay have 

uni5ing effect on 

community 

Facilitates the 

brokemge role 

played by chief 
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1 Categories and 

Facets From 

1 Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Traditional 

Tmditionat 

Evident 

in Islet 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

r Traditional culture 

-taught not lived 

according to most 

A"forward-looking 

group" 

Some identi. 

strongly with 

tradition. but leaders 

do not 

Traditionalists 

identify with Pan- 

Indian 

culture/spintuaIity as 

opposed to local 

Inferences 

i Teaching tradition 

without living it 

and demonstrating 

it through 

leadership could 

contribute to 

dissonance 

If idintity is 

perceived CO 

include tradition 

without it being 

lived, experienced 

and demonstmted. 

the result with 

regard to leadership 

could be 

contradictory 

expectations 
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1 
1 Categories and 

/ Faeets Fmm 

/ Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Legislated 

Evident 

in Idet 

Maybe 

Indicatots From Case 

Study 

Much of being 

lndian in Met 

appears to be a 

function of statu 

and encapsdation 

History of contact 

and interaction with 

the outside appear to 

have dampened 

impacts O t' legislated 

identity 

In fer ences 

If identity is a 

hc t ion  of 

governent and 

leadership. then 

expectations will 

contain the 

contradictions of 

the legislation, 

complicating 

matters for 

leadership 
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-- - - -  

Categories and 

Facets From 

1 Literature 

i Resonance 
I 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Assonant 

Evident 

in Met 

Maybe 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

r No overt efforts to 

examine conflicting 

value systems within 

the leadership 

system, however a 

conscious choice 

was made by band 

government to 

"modernize" the 

community. 

incrementally. 

without input 

Limited comrnunity 

diaiogue regarding 

eovement  and " 

leadership prevent 

assonani resonance 

I nferences 

- - 

If identity is a 

planned hybrid that 

has emerged 

without cognizance 

of the cornmunity. 

dissonance could 

be the result 

Explains difference 

between actions of 

government and 

expectations of 

cornmunity 
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1 Literature 

Categories and 

Facets From 

i / Encapsulation 

Aspect of 

Facet 

L 

1 1 Prerrquisitrs for 

Dissonant 

Evident 

in Islet 

Yes 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Apparent mismatch 

between the 

encapsulating 

system. the local 

leadership sy stem 

and expectations of 

comrnunity members 

Chief well educated 

and connected in the 

outside worId to 

perform bro kerage 

role 

Contacts and 

education cited as 

requirements 

In ferences 

- 

Resutts in division. 

systern reinforces 

hierarchy and 

prevents dialogue 

Narrows candidates 

for chief and 

perpetuates self- 

hlfilling propheq 

of the modem 

outlook 
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Indicatora From Case Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

In fer ences Aspect of 

Facet Study 

Leadership 1 Service Yes While many were 

critical of the chier s 

Ieadership style. al1 

acknowledged that 

he had done much 

for the cornrnunity 

Modesty with 

confidence of 

character indicate 

tradition plays a 

stronger rote in 

selection of leader 

than may otherwise 

be evident 

Criterion 

Charisrnatic 

Hi& 

Turnover 

- 

8 Limited public 

gatherings for 

po I itical purposes 

render the charisrna 

criterion impossible 

in this context 

Reinforces 

tradit ional 

pretèrences for 

Ieadership qualities 

- - - - - - - - - 

Unlike rnost First 

Nation communities. 

Islet had stable 

govemment and 

leadership for over 

two decades 

Testimony to either 

success of mandate. 

or strength. power 

and respect for 

traditional 

leadership clan 

1 
I Return Rate 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

B ureaucracy 

t 

j , Accusations 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Elite 

Evident 

in Met 

Indiestors i rom Case 

Study 

Family relations and 

educationaf 

attainment aid in 

creating the '-inside 

of the inside" 

While a few in the 

community feel that 

Idet sold out to 

contract values. there 

was no mention of 

chief and councit 

short-changing the 

cornmunity 

Inferences 

Perception of such 

an elite rnay persist 

where goverment 

is more open and 

participatory 

-- - -  

a Indicates that 

leadership 

problems in the 

community are 

based in the 

cornmunity 
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Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Evident 

in Islet 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

In ferences 

Nepot ism Yes Accusations of 

nepotism were 

delivered softly by 

some who used it to 

closed govertment. 

suc h accusations 

may be impossible 

to alleviate in such 

a srna11 community 

explain the 

dominance of certain 

families in the 

community 

Inconsistency 

regarding the merit 

principle could well 

compound these 

accusations 

1 Economic 

1 Determinism 

Allocative 
- -. . - . . 

Contributes to Chief and council 

decide who gets 

what and how much unfairness. 

compounded by 

closed government 1 
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~ a t e ~ o r i e s  and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Management 

1 Granümanship 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Balanced 

Red-Tape 

Evident 

in blet 

Yes 

-- 
Yes 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Band has operated in 

the black for a 

nwnber of years 

Adaptive 

management has 

generated ways of - 
doing more for the 

community 

Much time and 

resowces are spent 

obtaining project 

money and 

monitoring progress 

Chief has been very 

successful at this 

endeavour 

Inferences 

A balanced budget 

has brought more to 

the community as 

responsibility has 

been demonstrated 

to Funding agencies 

Probab ty 

contributed to the 

questioning of 

pnorities in the 

category of money 

and people 

Such attention to 

grantsmanship is 

apt to reduce time 

and energy 

available for 

intemal cornmunity 

dialogue and debate 
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1 Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Evident Indicators From Case ln ferences 

Study 

Many observations Capacity exists to 

overcome divisions 

that would emerge 

through public 

dialogue 

Facilitates 

overcoming of 

dependency 

mindset 

Values Toward 

Money 

Givingl 

Sharing 

were made 

Cornmunity in 

transition over this 

aspect 

Change in values 

probably results from 

contract values and 

increased 

opportunities in the 

cornmunity 

r 

1 Social Stigma Yes It appears that band 

govemment has 

stigmatized social 

assistance through its 

welfare policy 

Closed nature of 

debate on policy 

eiiminated 

possibiiity of 

creative 

1 Assistance 

1 alternatives 
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1 Categories and 

Facets From 

1 Literature 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Need 

Eviden t 

in Met 

Maybe 

Maybe 

-- - 

Indicators From Case 

S tudy 

Band govenunent 

ciaims to use the 

ment principle. 

however some argue 

that this pnnciple is 

not fair. and that it is 

not always followed 

Band government 

was active in 

creating work 

opporninities for 

many who required 

work 

Job sharing using 

emp loynent 

insurance indicates 

need aspect 

Inferences 

Inconsistency and 

closed government 

contribute to 

accusations of 

favouritism and 

nepotism 

If need and merit 

principles are 

applied in a 

discretionary 

manner. the 

inconsistency gives 

the appearance of a 

sel f-interested 

leader 
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Evident 

in Islet 

Categories and 

Facets From 

Literature 

Indicators From Case 

Study 

Aspect of 

Facet 

Political 

Inferences 

Maybe Family relations of 

the inside on the 

inside tend to give 

appearance of 

political selection 

criteria 

Serves to reinforce 

hierarchy and the 

power of the 

'-inside of the 

inside" 

Contributes to 

respect for leader 

Accusations "Hi& Life" Chief was 

successful in his own 

ri@ pprir to taking 

office 

Feeling was limited 

that the chief lived 

di fferent ly because 

of his role 

-- 

a Lack of information 

sharing created 

questions wittiout 

ansvers regarding 

what cesources there 

were. and how they 

were being managed 

Lack of open 

process weakens 

credibility of chief. 

Conilict of 

Interest 

Yes 

even in the absence 

of wrongdoing. 
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6.3 Prospects and Caveats 

Just as there is a dearth of research that explores the inside-out perspective of First Nation 

leadership. there was no formalized public vehicle in Islet for the values and expectatiow of band 

memben to bc heard. It would appear that in Islet, and in other First Nation reserve communities 

(as evidenced in the literature). there is an ovemding sense that teadership is not being carried 

out in a rnanner that reflects the values of cornmunity members. Leading in such a manner is 

extrcmrly difficult in the context of encapsulation. Even where there are both desire and interest 

to esplore alternative systems of leadership. "Very few contemporary Native politicians cm  

honrstly clairn to possess the qualities and skills needed to lead in a non-coercive. participatory. 

transparent. consensus-based system." (Alfred 1999: 28) Aside fiorn the skill required to Iead in 

such a manner. consensual process takes time and requires patience. Given the need for 

developmrnt and change in most reserve communities. it is understandable how a semi- 

sgalitarian managerial leadership system has not replaced the stratiform/democratic. 

In the Introduction to this thesis. three phases of First Nation colonial leadership were described. 

Initially. Indian Agents were appointed to represent the Crown in dealings with First Nations. 

The second phase intemalized political organization within each First Nation under the creation 

of lndian Act band govemments. The third phase saw a shift of administrative responsibility to 

First Nations. and was labeied self-government. These phases are outlined in Table 6.3.1. and are 

described according to organization, administration and the overall forrn and values inherent in 

the leadership phase. The intemalization of both organization and administration through self- 

eovement  has. as described in the introduction. created many challenges for First Nation 
C 

leaders. As evidenced in both the literature and the case study. the dificulties of local Indian 



leadership appear to be rooted in values and expectations. These problems are magnified by the 

îàct that the self-government phase of colonial leadership utilizes an irnposed system and its 

inherent values. Following the trend of internalizing control for organization and administration 

through the phases of colonial leadership, a fourth phase has been identified wherein the foms 

and values of the leadership system are locally denved. This phase. containing elernents of self- 

determination. has been labeled "Transcendence" in Figure 6.3.1. 
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Figure 6.3.1 Phases of First Nation Colonial Leadership 

As indicated in the above figure. transcending self-government and the imposed colonial forms 

and values that determine a leadership system requires intentional reflection on the situation on 

behalf of First Nation leaders and band members. The responsibility hr such change falls upon 

First Nation leaders themselves. Transcendence requires knowledgeable leaders with a will to 

reform values and systerns (clarity of vision). and leaders who possess the necessq skills to lead 

by example in the refomed contes. Such leaders will probably to emerge kom a new 

generation. educated in both Indian and non-Indian ways. that is not expenentially entrenched in 

the stanis quo. WhiIe such change poses a challenging prospect for such leaders. it is possible 

and does not necessarily require exogenous reform at the outset. As revealed in the case study of 

islet. there is much room for discretion in the *-administrative limbo" created by the current 

mismatch of expectations and leadership systerns. Such discretion could be utilized in a rnanner 

(Post-Colonial) 

3 Self-Governrnent 
(Functional 
Integration) 

4 Transcendence 
(Self-Detemination) 

Intemal 

Internai 

Intenial 

Interna1 

Irnposed 
(Systemic) 

Lwal 
(SeKXktermined) 
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that serves to consistentIy reinforce and redefuie values through process. As revealed by the 

curent situation in many First Nation communities, the form and values of a leadership system 

need not fit the entire leadership environment to function. At present. the situation appears to be 

one in which the form (intemalized external) does not match the expectations and values of many 

band members. It would be no more difficult for the form and values of the leadership system to 

be developed internally and to be incongruent with the extemal system. 

Given the large degree of encapsulation faced by First Nation comrnunity leaders. transcendence 

of the imposed leadership system for bands that choose to do so will require. in time. some 

recognition and cooperation by outside agencies. Current federal policy appears to be directed 

toward the _gradua1 municipalization of First Nation communities. a framework that works against 

the development of locally crafted systems by eliminating designs that include aspects of 

collective rights. While the acceptance of collective rights in law is more advanced in Canada 

than many other countries. it remains a cloudy area of judicial interpretation. It wouId appear 

that judicial remedirs are more easily obtained using legislation that centers on individual nghts 

(social contract). The recent Supreme Court decision in Corbiere v. Canada demonstrates this 

well (See Annes 3 entitled "The Corbiere Decision.") The case deals with voting rights of 0% 

resenrr status Indians. The Supreme Court upheld the decision of lower courts that the 

requirement of the Indian Act linking residency with voting ri@ was discriminatory. This 

dccision has several implications that could impact upon the -'compact" name of leadership in 

many Firsr Nation communities operating under the provisions of the Indian Act. 

Implementation of the decision could result in the diversion of funding to off-reserve projects. 

and to the possibility of off-reserve band membm running for elected positions in band 

government. At stake in the decision is the collective interest in the band. where the nature of 
C 
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that interest is based on interaction and personal relations and cannot be fuifilleci, theoretically. in 

the off-reserve situation. 

Finally. some general claims can be made about planning and development with regard to First 

Nation leadership systems and the case study of Islet. WhiIe the chief of Islet mentioned the 

economic costs associated with open governent and with more cornmunity involvement in the 

decision-making process. it is probable that the human costs of not initiating such process are 

ucater in the long term. Closed govemment perpetuates the third phase of colonial leadership. - 
and prevents the emergence of self-determination. It also serves to alienate people from their 

nation. creating suspicion and complicating leadership as a result. ï he  appmach to developrnent 

adoptrd by the chief and council of Islet is .pical of rnodemization theory. and echoes a belief 

that barriers to developrnent are primarily economic and can be overcome with an emphasis on 

the built environment. While economic development is both desired and necessary in the First 

Nation context. it will not be sustainable if alienated fiom human development. Transformation 

througfi the re-definition of values will tend CO corne about through participatory ancilor 

conscnsual planning and visioning processes that utilize social learning as the dominant 

development paradigin. Alfied (1999 : 132) has argued similarly: 

"In Native communities. it is the people's lack of understanding of political 

reality and blindness to the roots of their pain that keep them passively suffering. 

In both cases. there are serious inconsistencies between the current reality and 

the principles that form the basis of the people's identity, indigenous and non- 

indigenous alike. And in both cases. education holds the best promise for 

positive change. because it mates awareness of the inconsistencies between the 

world as it is and as it should be." (Alfred 1999: 132) 
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Stated more concisely by a member of the Islet First Nation: "Everyone con leum tu manage if 

given the chance." 
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Annex 1 Goals and Objectives for Phase 1 of Fieldwork 

Scoping: Roughly two weeks (July 1 - July 15) 

Research Goal: To conceptualize how leadership is manifested in the community so that a 

research plan c m  be developed to study the relationship beween leadership systems and values 

therein. 

Objectives: 

To identify leadership roles in the community (people and positions) 

reputationaUpositid merhodologv b e g i ~ i n g  with key infamants (formai and 

hidden) 

document review (structural) to determine forma1 systems/roles and players 

To identiîj- categories and words used by key i&ormants to discuss/conceptuaIize *-leadership 

issues" 

participant observation. key infonnant intentiews 

To idenrify what people categorize as leadership mlrs in the comrnunity 

participant O bsemution. key infonnant interviews 

To test and develop models and ideas of how leadership is manifested in the community 

participant observation key infonnant interviews 
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To develop an understanding of the development of various leadership systems/roles in the 

commwiity 

historic analysis from docwnents and key infumants 

Expected outcornes: 

A ..snapshot" overview of leadership systems in the community to be used to further develop the 

research question and appropriate methodologies: 

Community rnap of leaders. leadership systems in place (hidden and formal) 

List of people who are deemed leaders for use in interviews 

Funher develop various models to explain leadership in the community - relative to what may 

be expected from Iiterature 

Operationalize definitions of terms that are relevant to the community contest and note their 

relation to the literature and theory 
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Annex 2 Framing Questions for the Research 

Questions 

l What are the leadership systems in the 

What influences leadership in the 

cornmunity'? 

M a t  are the different leadership roles? 

Possible Answers 

FarnilyKinship 

b Formal Band govenunent 

Informal /Traditional Governent 

Agent Onented (Action) 

Legal constraints/opportunities 

Community history 

Nation history 

Access to resources (capital and nanirai) 

Community values 

Community deveIopment planning 

Geopphy 

Treaty / Non-Treaty stanis 

Kinship/Clan orientation 

Socio-Economic status of commun 

mernbers 

Levei of educational attainment of 

cornmunity members 

Parents. elders, care-@vers. school teachers. 

chief. council. cornmittee members, police. 
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What are the hnctions of the different 

roles'? 

How does a person obtain a leadership rok? 

(access ) 

How are leadership roles distributed? 

health-cm providers. professional 

outsiders, clergy. Members of Provincial 

Parliament. Members of Federal Parliament. 

t isteners, clan leaders, entrepreneurs, 

wealthy. cultural icons. grand chief AFN 

Allocative (econornic) 

Generzrire (economic ) 

D uective 

Mediative 

Reproductive 

Educative 

Social 

Cultural 

achievement 

ascription 

open system 

closed system 

Self-interested 

quiet statesman 

techocrat/ political dynamo 

charismatic 

service 

Iegal 
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What are people's expectations of leaders? 

What judgments are made about leaders? 

What judkgnents are made about leaders' 

ro les'? 

Fair 

Honest 

Modest 

Outspoken 

Consultative 

Auhoritarian 
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Annex 3 The Corbiere Decision 

The claimants in the Corbiere case were members of the Batchewana band who resided off- 

reserve. Many of these claimants had had theu Indian status re-instated under Bill C-3 1 '. These 

band members argued before the Supreme Court, defending a decision in their favour fiom a 

lower court that Section 77(1) of the Indim Act requiring a person to be "ordinarily resident" on 

reserve to vote violated their right to non-discrimination protected under Section l5(  1)  of the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedorns. The court decided that collective ownership of Indian 

property gave the claimants political rights in the cornrnunity regardless of residency (insofar as 

those rights afTected the disposition of land and Indian moneys). Thus, Section 77(1) of the 

Indian Act w u  determined to be discriminatory within the overall context of the Indian Act. The 

dscisions fiom the lower courts were upheld and aupented to affect al1 Indian Bands holding 

slections under the provisions of the Indian Act. The Supreme Court set an 18-month tirne- 

frme for implernentation of its decision. allowing for consultations between the Department and 

afkcted Indian Bands. 

From this mling. it is apparent that collective rights were treated as individual property rights. 

This observation was made by the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) in a 

commissioned analysis (UBCIC 2000: T )  of the Supreme Court decision: 

- - - - . -. 

1 The passing of Bill C-3 1 ( 1985) by the Federal Govemment allowed the reinstatement of 
Indians who had lost status or who were denied it as a result of discriminatory clauses in the Act. 
For example. p ior  to 1985. a status Indian woman who manied anyone but a status Indian was 
taken off the Indian Register. A male status indian, however, was able to marry a non-statu or 
non-Indian woman without loss of his statu. 
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It is significant that in fmding the residency and electoral provisions of the 

-'Indian Actw' discriminatocy, the Judges regarded this statute as intended for a 

ciass of penons rather than a collectivity that defines a nation. The Judges 

therefore did not see fit to apply Section 25 of the Charter of Ri&is and 

Freedoms in reaching their decision. 

Section 25 of the Charter is a non-derogation and non-abrogation clause intended 

to protcct unextinguished collective Treaty and Aboriginal rights from any other 

conflicting clauses. This clause rnight have been applied had the case been 

q u e d  within the meaning of Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. As it 

was. treating band rnembers as  a ciass of individuals defined by statute appears 

to have negated the intent of Section 25 and brought Charter clauses into play 

that are intendrd to protect individual rights exclusively. A nght to an identity as 

citizens of an Abonginal Nation got lost in the shuffie. 

In thrir drcision. the Supreme Court justices noted that the defense case could have been 

argued according to Section 35 of the Constitution Acf 1982 (recognition and 

atknation of existing Aboriginal and treaty righü). This. however. was not done. as it 

would have been absurd for the Federal Government to argue for constitutionally 

cnuenched inherent powers of Indian Bands. Federal lawyers q u e d .  in principle. that 

Indian reserves were similar to municipalities. and that a residency requirement for 

voting is a standard f e a m  of the political systern. 




